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The purpose of this dissertation is to increase the understanding and knowledge of field sales
management control systems (i.e. sales managers monitoring, directing, evaluating and rewarding
activities) and their potential consequences on salespeople. This topic is important because
research conducted in the past has indicated that the choice of control system type can on the
other hand have desirable consequences, such as high levels of motivation and performance, and
on the other hand lead to harmful unintended consequences, such as opportunistic or unethical
behaviors.
Despite the fact that marketing and sales management control systems have been under rigorous
research for over two decades, it still is at a very early stage of development, and several
inconsistencies can be found in the research results. This dissertation argues that these
inconsistencies are mainly derived from misspecification of the level of analysis in the past
research. These different levels of analysis (i.e. strategic, tactical, and operational levels) involve
very different decision-making situations regarding the control and motivation of sales force,
which should be taken into consideration when conceptualizing the control. Moreover, the study
of salesperson consequences of a field sales management control system is actually a cross-level
phenomenon, which means that at least two levels of analysis are simultaneously involved.
The results of this dissertation confirm the need to re-conceptualize the field sales management
control system concept. It provides empirical evidence for the assertion that control should be
conceptualized with more details at the tactical/operational level of analysis than at the strategic
level of analysis. Moreover, the results show that some controls are more efficiently
communicated to field salespeople than others. It is proposed that this difference is due to
different purposes of control; some controls are designed for influencing salespersons’behavior
(aim at motivating) whereas some controls are designed to aid decision-making (aim at providing
information). According to the empirical results of this dissertation, the both types of controls
have an impact to the sales force, but this impact is not as strong as expected. The results
obtained in this dissertation shed some light to the nature of field sales management control
systems, and their consequences on salespeople.
Keywords: Sales management, management control systems, organizational behavior, motivation
UDC 65.012.4 : 658.8.07 : 658.81
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1

1.1

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Traditionally Finnish firms have devoted their efforts on technical expertise, leaving less
emphasis on commercializing and selling (Fiilin, 2007). This has lead to a situation, where the
firms are realizing the importance of selling (e.g. Haapakoski, 2005; Wigell, 2002) and are
struggling for improving the efficiency of selling (Isotalo, 2005). When aiming at improving the
productivity and efficiency of their sales organizations, the firms are facing problems related to
design of appropriate remuneration and control systems (see e.g. Haapakoski, 2006b; Lampinen,
2006). These news and writings indicate that there is a need for deeper understanding of sales
management control systems (i.e. sales managers’ monitoring, directing, evaluating and
rewarding activities, see e.g., Anderson and Oliver, 1987) among Finnish sales organizations.
This need for research has been identified also in the academic research literature: research
conducted in the past has indicated that the choice of control system may, on the one hand, have
desirable consequences, such as high levels of motivation and performance (e.g., Oliver and
Anderson, 1994), and on the other hand lead to harmful unintended consequences, such as
opportunistic or unethical behaviors (e.g., Ramaswami, 2002; Román and Munuera, 2005).

This dissertation seeks to increase understanding and knowledge of field sales management
control systems and their potential psychological and behavioral consequences for salespersons.
With such knowledge managers should be able to improve their sales organization performance
with appropriate control system design and at the same time avoid pitfalls of unintended
consequences.

1.2

THE POSITIONING AND SCOPE

This study contributes to the literature on marketing and sales management control systems,
extending the seminal work on control conceptualizations started by Anderson and Oliver (1987)
and Jaworski (1988). Its contribution is to follow, to some extent, the research agenda proposed
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by Baldauf, Cravens and Piercy (2005) in their synthesis of research conducted in recent decades.
Thus, this study can be positioned into marketing and sales management control system
literature, and its scope is especially on the control and its salesperson consequences. When
looked upon more broadly, the study can also be seen as a part of research examining the
antecedents of salesperson performance by studying the impact of organizational factors on
performance antecedents, as outlined by Walker, Churchill, and Ford’s (1977) conceptual model.

1.3

SPECIFIC RESEARCH GAPS

It is widely accepted that well performing salespeople contribute to the sales organization’s
overall performance. The sales organization performance, in turn, contributes to firm’s overall
performance. Thus, it is not a surprise that antecedents of salesperson performance have received
attention from researchers. The sales management literature presents several different models of
such antecedents. The most widely known and cited of these is Walker, Churchill and Ford’s
(1977) model, in which sales performance is hypothesized to be a function of the salesman’s
level of motivation, aptitude or ability, and his perceptions about how his role should be
performed. Later on, Churchill, Ford, Hartley, and Walker (1985) published their meta-analysis
of 116 research articles, concluding that the main determinants of sales performance ranked as
follows: (1) role variables, (2) skill, (3) motivation, (4) the salesperson’s personal factors, (5)
aptitude, and (6) organizational/environmental factors. Since this meta-analysis in particular there
has been general consensus that salesperson performance is determined by role perceptions,
motivation, and skills/abilities.

Even though organizational/environmental factors ranked last in the list of performance
antecedents, the research on sales management started to shift towards examining the relationship
between organizational variables and salesperson performance or its antecedents (e.g., Anderson
and Oliver, 1987). The focus has mainly been on studying the relationship between
organizational variables and performance antecedents, such as role perceptions and motivation.
This follows the logic of Walker, Churchill, and Ford’s (1977) conceptual model of salesperson
performance, which also proposed that organizational variables (e.g., closeness of supervision
and compensation plan) determine the performance antecedents (motivation and role
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perceptions). One of the most promising concepts in this attempt has been that of the sales
management control system. The conceptualization of the field sales management control system
presented by Anderson and Oliver (1987) has been one of the most cited works in this stream of
research. It defines such a system as the extent to which sales managers perform monitoring,
directing, evaluating, and rewarding activities over their salespeople. Thus, the concept captures a
broad range of managerial activities. This was followed by another seminal paper by Jaworski
(1988) offering a general theory of marketing control, which was suggested to consist of the
formal elements of input, process, and output controls, and the informal elements of self control,
social control, and cultural control. Both Anderson and Oliver’s (1987) conceptualization and
Jaworski’s (1988) theory of marketing control have been the foundation for several studies
attempting to extend our understanding of the relationship between managerial activities and
salesperson performance and its antecedents.

In the two decades following the publication of the seminal papers by Anderson and Oliver
(1987) and Jaworski (1988) systems of marketing and sales management control and their
potential consequences have been the subjects of rigorous research. Baldauf, Cravens and Piercy
(2005) published a synthesis of the research on sales management control and concluded that the
findings were encouraging concerning the favorable effects of certain types of control system on
salespersons’attitudes and behaviors.

However, even though the research findings indicate the importance of these control systems as
antecedents of salespersons’attitudes, behaviors, and performance, there are some important
issues unresolved. Despite the fact that they have been under rigorous study for two decades, the
theory is still at a very early stage of development (Baldauf, Cravens, and Piercy, 2001). In their
review of past research literature on sales management controls, Baldauf, Cravens and Piercy
(2005) identified inconsistencies in conceptualizations of control systems. The most significant of
these were related to the dimensionality of the control concept (i.e. unidimensional versus
multidimensional constructs) and combinations of control (i.e. combinations of different controls
versus a fixed set of control categories or types). Based on the conclusions of their literature
review, they called for research efforts to revise conceptualizations of control systems in order to
resolve these inconsistencies in the future. In addition to these inconsistencies, the empirical
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studies have not followed the original specifications of the concepts regarding the level of
analysis. Oliver and Anderson (1994), for example, theorized on salesperson-level of analysis and
limited themselves on studying salespersons’perceptions of control, whereas Jaworski (1988)
defined control as designed set of managerial activities. The same theoretical concepts of control
have been used to study sales management control systems at different levels of analysis,
including those of chief sales executives (e.g., Babakus et al., 1996), field sales managers (e.g.,
Babakus et al., 1996), and salespersons (e.g., Piercy, Lane, and Cravens, 2002). So far these level
issues have not been extensively discussed. Babakus et al. (1996) identified the importance of
considering different levels of sales management and suggested that the conceptual models
should take samples from different levels of analysis. However, this approach does not take into
consideration the fact that the salesperson consequences of field sales management control
constitute a cross-level phenomenon. The control is exerted on salespeople by managers, which
means that at least two levels of analysis are simultaneously involved. Moreover, salespersons
form their own perceptions of the control system in use (Oliver and Anderson, 1994). These
perceptions do not necessarily match with those of sales managers. Thus, as Baldauf, Cravens
and Piercy (2001) state, there is a need for a detailed conceptualization of sales management
control systems that distinguishes between the managerial and the salesperson levels.

Consequently, if there is obscurity over the appropriate conceptualization of management control
systems in sales organizations, this obscurity concerns also the findings regarding the
consequences of control. Firstly, as Baldauf, Cravens and Piercy (2005) note, the studies using
different control conceptualizations have focused on different consequence-variables as well.
This leads into a situation, where comparison of research results across studies applying different
control conceptualizations cannot be made. Secondly, the empirical studies have focused on
studying the relationships of control and hypothesized consequences on a single-level of analysis.
In other words, empirical assessments have studied either how control perceptions are related to
self-reported psychological or behavioral consequences or how self-reported exercised control is
related to perceived psychological or behavioral consequences among subordinates. This again
limits comparability of results across studies. Thus, even though the salesperson consequences of
sales management control systems have been widely studied, there is a need for research that
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assesses the relationship between sales manager’s self-reported exercised control

and

salespersons’self-reported psychological/behavioral consequences.

1.4

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND THEIR DEMARCATIONS

The need to re-conceptualize the control system concept and to assess its salesperson
consequences was identified above, when dealing with research gaps. These research gaps could
be formulated as the main research problem of the study:

How is the field sales management control system related to salespersons’perceptions of
control and their psychological or behavioral responses to it?

Answers to this main research problem are sought by first examining the appropriate
conceptualizations and operationalizations of these control systems and then considering the
salespersons’perceptions of the exercised control. Finally, the relationship between the control
system and the salespersons’ psychological and behavioral responses to it are assessed.
According to this logic, the main problem can be broken down into sub-problems as presented
below in the remainder of this section.

i.

How should the field sales management control system be conceptualized and
operationalized?

A call for the refinement of the conceptualization of the sales management control system, and
for empirical research on control relationships at the managerial and salesperson levels in the
same organization, has been made in recent research literature. It is asserted here that these two
issues are related. Multilevel organizational theory suggests that constructs should be defined
with regard to the level of analysis (e.g., Klein, Dansereau, and Hall, 1994). This means that the
ideal conceptualization of a control system may be different depending on this level. The present
dissertation represents an attempt to answer the above-mentioned calls for research by presenting
and empirically testing a multilevel framework for studying the sales management control system
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and its salesperson consequences. This framework is a step towards arriving at a multilevel
theory of sales management control.

In response to this first sub-problem, the extant literature on sales management control systems is
reviewed and the consistencies and inconsistencies of past research approaches are discussed.
The major background theories are then categorized according to the level of analysis and
reviewed in order to present a conceptualization that is specified accordingly. This
conceptualization is, to some extent, assessed empirically.

ii.

How do salespeople perceive field sales management control systems?

The second sub-problem deals with the congruence of sales managers’ and salespersons’
perceptions of the control systems in the same organization. It is examined by means of an
empirical investigation of the relationships between the perceptions of first-line field sales
managers and salespersons of the concept of sales management control.

iii.

How do salespeople respond to the field sales management control systems?

Finally, the third sub-problem deals with salespersons’psychological and behavioral responses to
control, i.e. its salesperson consequences. Previous research has identified several such
consequences, and the present dissertation offers an empirical assessment of whether these
findings hold given the new conceptualization of control.

As this study aims to find answers to the above mentioned sub-problems, some demarcations
must be made. First of all, this dissertation focuses only on control over personnel. Jaworski
(1988) has distinguished personnel control from control over activities, which focuses on
examining marketing or sales strategies and programs etc. Second of these demarcations concerns
the domain of control. Previous research on marketing and sales management control systems has
not resulted in an explicit definition of the domain of control, i.e. whether the sales personnel
should be separated from the more general marketing personnel. Jaworski (1988), for example,
aimed at a conceptualization of general marketing controls, which has been applied in studies on
sales personnel (e.g., Joshi and Randall, 2001) as well as marketing staff (e.g., Ramaswami,
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1996). Anderson and Oliver’s (1987) conceptualization of control systems was designed for sales
organizations, but while the studies applying this approach have focused on such organizations,
the results and theory development have, at least on certain occasions (e.g., Piercy, Lane and
Cravens, 2002), been based on the assumption that Jaworski’s work is part of the same research
domain of control. While there are arguments that the same conceptualization should be used for
both sales and marketing personnel (e.g., Baldauf, Cravens and Piercy, 2005), there are empirical
findings suggesting that there are significant differences between sales and other marketing
positions (e.g., Agarwal, 1996). Since there is no clear consensus over the domain question
(marketing vs. sales), this study is limited to theorizing only on field sales management control
systems. However, the relevant theory on marketing controls is also discussed and reviewed.
Third demarcation is related to intentional purposes of sales manager’s control activities. This
study focuses on the manager’s self-reported controls that are exercised in sales organizations and
employee perceptions of and reactions to control. The differences in sales organizations’
intentions (e.g. is the sales organization aiming at maximize profits or at growth?) are left out of
analysis. Instead intentions are embedded in the control system measures, and bundled together.
However, if organizations’intentions were included into the study, it would have lead to the
necessity of using more detailed control measures. For example, if companies were aiming at
profit maximization then probably the applied output control system would reflect more issues
that relate to above mentioned goals. Fourth demarcation concerns the time-span of exercised
control. This study limits itself on the examination of different forms of control irrespective of
time. It should be noted that the time-span of control (e.g. How frequent is the measurement of
performance? What is the length of the period of evaluation?) It is possible that these issues have
influence on the employee responses to control. Fifth demarcation deals with geographical focus
of the present study. The empirical part of the study focuses on Finnish field sales organizations
and field sales that occur in Finland. It should be noted that sales organizations in different
countries are faced with different cultures, legislation, and markets. It is expected that these
issues have at least some influence on the controls used in the organizations and employee
responses to control.
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1.5

METHODS

Traditionally sales management research deals with questions that arise from managerial
problems, and consequently it has been a common standard to use “real data”, usually collected
with survey method (Zinkhan, 2006). This kind of research tradition falls under a positivism
paradigm, which views reality as objective and apprehensible (see Sobh and Perry, 2005). In this
study, the strict positivist assumptions of ontology and epistemology are relaxed, which means
that the adopted approach falls under critical realism. Critical realism differs from strict
positivism, in that it acknowledges that our knowledge of reality is imperfect (e.g. Easton, 2002).
In sales management control system research, this would mean that salespersons form their
perceptions of “true” control and respond to it by how they perceive it. Thus, this dissertation
examines both parties in the employer-employee exchange relationship, namely sales manager
and salesperson.

The theoretical part of the dissertation is based on an extensive literature review, for which
several articles on marketing and sales management control systems were read and analyzed (see
Appendix 1).

The empirical data was collected during Spring 2004 by means of two different questionnaires,
one designed for field sales managers and another for salespeople. They were both given a
numerical code, which enabled the researcher to combine responses from the same sales
organization. Thus, there were several respondents from each sales organization (one field sales
manager and between zero and five field salespeople) and these respondents were on two
different hierarchical levels.

The above-mentioned data structure complicates the data analysis, since using multiple
respondents violates the assumption of observation independence that is prevalent in normal
statistical analysis techniques, such as factor analysis, correlations and multiple regressions (see
e.g., Hair et al., 1998). Special attention was therefore given to the analysis. When the abovementioned normal analysis techniques were used to test the relationships on one level, the data
was split into parts (e.g., the field sales manager sample and the sample comprising one
salesperson per organization) in order to fulfill the requirement of observation independence.
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When the analysis dealt with phenomena on both levels (i.e. both field sales manager and
salesperson respondents), a multilevel modeling technique called hierarchical linear modeling
(HLM, see Bryk and Raudenbush, 1992) was used. As compared to other multilevel techniques,
such as Within-and-between analysis (Dansereau and Yammarino, 2000) and regression with
cross-level operator (James and Williams, 2000) HLM is especially well suited to handling data
with outcome variable at lowest level of analysis and multiple predictors at same and higher
levels (see Hofmann, Griffin, and Gavin, 2000; Kozlowski and Klein, 2000). This method is
presented more thoroughly later in the text.

1.6

ASSUMPTIONS

The aim in the present dissertation is to discuss and to empirically assess the effects of field sales
management control systems on salesperson consequences. Thus, it purports to assess the causal
relationships between the two. Methodological and philosophical literature has defined certain
conditions for causal relationships, both deterministic and probabilistic1. For a relationship to be
causal, it has to fulfill three conditions (Kinnear and Taylor, 1987, 329-331):
i.

covariance between the variables in the relationship

ii.

the independent variable must occur before the dependent variable

iii.

the covariance is not due to an external factor.

Hair et al. (1998, 592) suggest that, in addition, there is also a fourth condition:

iv.

a causal relationship has to have a theoretical foundation.

According to Kinnear and Taylor (1987, pp. 331-356), only experimental or quasi-experimental
research settings allow the researcher to make causal inferences. By experimental research
1

According to some definitions, a causal relationship means that A causes B or A produces B (Cooper and
Schindler, 2000, pp. 148). This is quite strict, however, and it does not allow any exceptions. Therefore causal
relationships are often divided into two types: deterministic and probabilistic (Kinnear and Taylor, 1987, pp. 329).
Deterministic causality means that every time A occurs it inevitably produces B, whereas probabilistic causality is
less strict and therefore more suitable for social studies: it means that the occurrence of A increases the likelihood
that B will also occur. The term causality hereafter in this dissertation refers to probabilistic causality, as follows
from adopted critical realism approach (e.g. Easton, 2002).
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settings they refer to studies in which the researcher controls or manipulates one or more
independent variables, and measures the effects of the manipulated variables on the dependent
variable. In a quasi-experimental research setting the researcher controls the data-collection
process (i.e. when and from whom the data is collected), but she or he lacks control over the
timing of the effect of the independent variables and the randomness of the exposure. According
to Kinnear and Taylor (1987, pp. 341-345), studies using survey or observation approaches do
not allow the researcher to make causal inferences because he or she first has to observe the
effect and then to find a cause for it, which prevents the fulfillment of the time-order condition in
causal relationships.

The present study uses a survey approach based on cross-sectional data. Even though it measures
‘the cause’(i.e. the field sales management control system) from the field sales manager’s
perspective and ‘the consequences’from the salespeople’s perspective, it fails to fulfill the timeorder condition. Thus, it is assumed that the control exercised in the sales organizations is stable
across time periods, and that using cross-sectional data allows causal inferences.

1.7

DEFINITIONS

This section delineates some of the central concepts used in the present study in order to help
readers to follow the text and avoid conceptual misunderstandings.

Field sales force refers to an outside (in the field) sales force, and consequently the term field
salesperson refers to a salesperson that works in the field, i.e. spends a considerable
amount of time beyond the sales manager’s direct supervision. Field sales manager
refers to the closest supervisor of the salespersons, and the term first line manager is also
used interchangeably with this term.

Levels of analysis and theory
The terms “level of analysis”and “level of theory”are discussed rather extensively. Sales
organizations are viewed as hierarchical structures on different levels (e.g., salesperson,
field sales manager). Naturally, these different levels are characterized by different
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problems and decision-making situations. There is a detailed discussion of the levels later
on in the text. It is important to note, however, that as the decision-making situations and
problems differ across levels, so do the relevant theories and theoretical constructs (e.g.,
Kozlowski and Klein, 2000). While some of the constructs are clearly specific to one
level (e.g., a salesperson’s motivation is clearly on the individual level, namely the
salesperson level), the organizational variables in particular are often vaguely expressed
or defined (Kozlowski and Klein, 2000). The construct of the field sales management
control system is no exception to this, and therefore the theoretical background is
reviewed. These theories are organized into organization-level theories, which deal with
organizations and their (internal and/or external) environments, and individual-level
theories, which deal with individual human beings and their characteristics and
perceptions of their environments. This dissertation focuses on the relationship between
the field sales manager’s exercised control and field salespersons’responses to it, which
in practice means that the study involves two distinct and simultaneous levels of analysis,
i.e. the emphasis is on cross-level relationships.

The theoretical part of the dissertation considers the different levels in the context of
sales-management problems more widely, but the empirical part focuses on the following
levels:

1) Field sales manager
2) Field salesperson

Even though the field sales manager and the organizational levels can be distinguished
from each other, in this study the former represents the latter, i.e. the constructs are
assumed to be the same for each salesperson within the sales organization. In this
dissertation the control system in use, i.e. exercised control, is measured at field sales
manager-level. This is compared to field salespersons’perceptions of this control, which
are measured at salesperson-level.
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Management control system
General: As the literature review shows, there are conceptualizations of field sales
management control systems (Anderson and Oliver, 1987) and of marketing control
(Jaworski, 1988). While some researchers argue that the same conceptualization should be
used for both sales and other marketing personnel (Baldauf, Cravens, and Piercy, 2005),
this dissertation concentrates on field sales management control systems, i.e. the control
system only applies to field sales organizations. The literature review also covers
marketing control systems, and therefore the term ‘marketing control’is also used when
the author cites this literature.
Dimensions and types of control: One issue that requires more research is the
dimensionality of the sales management control system (Baldauf, Cravens, and Piercy,
2005). There is, however, some controversy over what is meant by dimensions and types
of control. For example, Jaworski, Stathakopoulos, and Krishnan (1993) use the term
control system type when they refer to a system that is a certain combination of different
controls. Challagalla and Shervani (1996) use the term control type when they refer to
activity, capability, or output controls, and they use the term dimension of control when
they refer to information provision, rewarding, or punishing. Oliver and Anderson (1994)
use the term dimension when they describe how field sales management falls somewhere
between the extremes of outcome-based control and behavior-based control. Clearly the
terms control type and control dimension mean different things to different authors, and in
the present dissertation the terms type and dimension are used as they appear in the
original sources when previous research is cited. However, when the new
conceptualization is presented the term dimension refers to managerial activity (such as
close supervision, or output evaluation), and the term control system type refers to a
combination of different dimensions.
Level of field sales management control: The levels of analysis, theory, and theoretical
constructs were discussed above. The dissertation examines both the field sales manager’s
self-reported control system-in-use and the salespersons’perceptions of the field sales
management control system.
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Salesperson-level variables
As this dissertation concerns the relationships between field sales management control
systems and salespersons’responses to it, the study involves several psychological and
behavioral variables. A brief definition of each of these is presented below.

Dysfunctional behavior
Dysfunctional behaviors refer to different undesired, opportunistic
behaviors that may result from the control system-in-use. In this study the concept
covers four distinct dysfunctional behaviors (same conceptualization has been
applied by Jaworski and MacInnis, 1989; Ramaswami, 1996):

1) Gaming, i.e. behaving in ways that appear beneficial to the organization as
assessed by the control system, but which in the long-run are dysfunctional
2) Smoothing, i.e. evening out information flow to make the resultant figures appear
more consistent over time
3) Focusing, i.e. enhancing or degrading selected information so it is perceived more
positively
4) Inaccurate reporting, i.e. deliberately over/underestimating costs or revenues.

Less ethical behavior
Since people perceive ethical issues differently and it is not always possible to
clearly define what is ethical or unethical, there are no ways of measuring ethical behavior
directly. Sales personnel may be confronted by two different kinds of ethical issues: (1)
ethics in dealing with customers, and (2) ethics in dealing with employers (Tsakilis and
Fritzsche, 1989). As the concept of dysfunctional behavior focuses on their behaviors in
dealing with employers, the concept of less ethical behavior in this study refers to
dealings with customers. Following the example of Robertson and Anderson (1993), the
term “less ethical behavior” is used instead of “unethical behavior” because clear-cut
ethical generalizations are difficult to make.
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Locus of control
Locus of control refers to the degree to which an individual believes that
reinforcements are controlled by his or her own behavior (see e.g., Chung and Ding,
2002). Locus externals believe that reinforcements following an action are a consequence
of external or unpredictable factors such as luck, fate or chance, while locus internals
believe that the same reinforcements are dependent on their own actions and behaviors.

Motivation
The term motivation refers especially to work motivation, which was defined by
Pinder (1984) as follows: “Work motivation is a set of energetic forces that originate both
within as well as beyond an individual’s being, to initiate work-related behavior, and to
determine its form, direction, intensity, and duration” (p. 8). This definition serves the
purposes of this dissertation well, and a more detailed discussion about the nature of work
motivation follows later in the text.

Role stress
Role stress refers to the concepts of role conflict and role ambiguity (Rizzo et al.,
1970). Role conflict occurs when an individual is exposed to conflicting expectations of
how he or she should behave, while role ambiguity refers to situations in which an
individual feels that he or she does not clearly understand what is expected of him or her.

Sales orientation - Customer orientation
Customer-oriented selling was defined by Saxe and Weitz (1982, p. 344) as
follows: “Customer-oriented selling is a way of doing business on the part of salespeople.
The term refers to the degree to which salespeople practice the marketing concept by
trying to help their customers make purchase decisions that will satisfy customer needs.
Highly customer-oriented salespeople engage in behaviors aimed at increasing long-term
customer satisfaction”. Previous research (e.g., Periatt, LeMay, and Chakrabarty, 2004;
Thomas, Soutar, and Ryan, 2001) indicates that sales orientation –customer orientation is
actually a two-dimensional construct: customer orientation and sales orientation (i.e. a
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focus on immediate sales) are negatively, but not perfectly, correlated dimensions that
share a significant amount of variance but still retain some that are unique.

1.8

THE STRUCTURE OF THE STUDY

The structure of this dissertation follows the order of research questions presented in section 1.2
(see Figure 1.).

Figure 1. The structure of the dissertation

Chapter 2 reviews the four conceptualizations of marketing and sales management control
systems that have been used to predict salesperson consequences. This review identifies the
similarities and differences between the conceptualizations in terms of the concept itself, the
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theories used in developing the concept and hypotheses about its consequences, and empirical
operationalizations and research findings. The chapter ends with a comparison of these different
approaches, which serves as a link to the subsequent chapter.

Chapter 3 builds the multilevel framework for studying field sales management control systems
and their salesperson consequences. It starts by identifying the levels of analysis in sales
management, and then the theories identified in Chapter 2 are first organized according to the
level of analysis and subsequently reviewed. The findings from this literature review conclude
with a presentation of a multilevel framework that serves as a base model for the study.

Chapter 4 builds on the framework developed in the previous chapter. A more detailed
conceptual model is specified by means of research propositions, which describe the concept of
field sales management control at different levels of analysis and according to its salesperson
consequences.

Chapter 5 presents the research strategy used in order to empirically test the research
propositions derived in Chapter 4. The nature of multilevel research is discussed, and appropriate
methods for testing the research propositions are presented.

Chapter 6 presents the results of the empirical assessment. First, the empirical sample is
described and after that a detailed report of the empirical assessment of the research propositions
is presented. The chapter concludes with a brief summary of the findings.

Chapter 7 discusses the research findings and their implications, and compares them with
existing knowledge. The chapter is organized in three sections, which deal with the contributions
of the study, the implications of the findings, and finally the limitations of the study together with
suggestions for future research.
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2

A REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH ON MARKETING AND SALES
MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEMS

According to Jaworski (1988), there are two approaches to studying control systems: focusing on
marketing/sales activities (i.e. strategies, programs, plans, and tactics) or on the control of
marketing/sales personnel (i.e. influencing the behaviors and activities of the personnel in order
to achieve the desired outcome). The traditional approaches in the marketing and sales literature
(e.g., Hersey, 1938; Hulbert and Toy, 1977; Trickett, 1946; Sharma and Achabal, 1982)
emphasize control over activities, whereas in the 1970’s and 1980’s (e.g., Anderson and Oliver,
1987; Futrell, Swan, and Todd, 1976; Jaworski, 1988) the emphasis shifted to the personnel,
which is the focus of the present dissertation.

However, even within personnel research there are different approaches and philosophies. Some
scholars tend to emphasize the motivational aspects of the control system, which they relate to
performance antecedents such as role clarity and motivation (Futrell, Swan, and Todd, 1976;
Anderson and Oliver, 1987). Others, on the other hand, lean more towards the control aspects of
the concept, which they relate to potential dysfunctional behaviors caused by control (e.g.,
Merchant, 1982; Jaworski, 1988). These different philosophical approaches to control have also
resulted in different ideas about the characteristics of “good control”(see Table 1). Even though
management control systems are related to both sales-force motivation and evaluation/control,
these issues have usually been discussed in isolation. For example, textbooks on sales
management cover issues of motivation and evaluation/control in separate chapters (see e.g.,
Donaldson, 1998; Stanton, Buskirk and Spiro, 1991; Jobber and Lancaster, 2003).

Table 1. The characteristics of a good control system
Emphasis on motivating (see Futrell, Swan
and Todd, 1976)
Clarity
Task performance – reward link
Guarantees individual control and influence in
work situation

Emphasis on controlling (see Merchant,
1988)
Future-oriented
Multidimensionality
Includes assessment of whether good
performance assurance has been achieved
Identifies that good control is not necessarily
economically desirable
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The contemporary research on management control systems covering sales and marketing
personnel is based mainly on seminal papers produced by Anderson and Oliver (1987) and
Jaworski (1988). These papers provide two alternative conceptualizations of marketing and sales
management control systems, even though others can be identified (e.g., Challagalla and
Shervani, 1996; Futrell, Swan, and Todd, 1976), as discussed in the remainder of this chapter.
However, the conceptualizations, operationalizations, and findings on the consequences of
control systems have not been very consistent (see Baldauf et al., 2005 for a review of studies in
the literature on marketing and sales management). An extensive literature review was therefore
conducted in order to obtain a clear picture of the different conceptualizations. An article database search was conducted using ABI/INFORM and EBSCO databases. Using search terms
control and sales in article titles resulted 86 documents from ABI/INFORM database and 49
documents from EBSCO, terms control and marketing resulted 92 documents from
ABI/INFORM and 51 from EBSCO. These lists of articles were combined and articles that did
not serve the purposes of this study were excluded. In addition, more articles were searched from
the references of the found articles. This process lead to review of 37 articles (see Appendix 1).
Overall the review covers the main approaches used in sales management control system
research2
The literature review revealed that there are different approaches to sales control research, which
have some similarities but also differ in their theoretical foundations, levels of analysis, and
conceptualizations of control. Baldauf et al. (2005) published a synthesis of the research on sales
and marketing management, and they identified two parallel approaches to control: one is based
on Anderson and Oliver’s (1987) conceptualization of field sales management control, and the
other on Jaworski’s (1988) conceptualization of marketing control. The first of these approaches
places systems of field sales management control on a single continuum ranging from behaviorbased control (when the manager focuses on the salesperson’s behavior) and outcome-based
control (when the manager focuses on measuring outcomes). The latter approach distinguishes
two main dimensions of control, the formal (formal control over job inputs, process and/or
output) and the informal (control mechanisms that are determined by the individual, the social
2

Although it is acknowledged that not all the studies focusing on the subject are included in the review, it is believed
that the review is comprehensive. In comparison, the literature review conducted by Baldauf, Cravens, and Piercy
(2005) included 33 articles. The focus of their review was on sales management control system’s antecedents and
consequences, whereas the present study focuses on conceptualization of control and its consequences.
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environment, and/or the organizational culture). A more detailed description of these different
approaches is provided in the subsequent sections of this chapter.

However, it is argued here that two additional approaches, which differ significantly in their
conceptualization of control from these two approaches, can be identified. One of these actually
precedes the two above-mentioned streams by over a decade (Futrell, Swan and Todd, 1976), and
the conceptualization is less complex, focusing on the issue of how control system characteristics
are perceived by salespeople. The other (Challagalla and Shervani, 1996) was published nearly a
decade after the two seminal papers written by Anderson and Oliver (1987) and Jaworski (1988),
when empirical evidence of the inconsistencies in past approaches had emerged, and offers a
more detailed conceptualization of control. This conceptualization made a notion that there are
two different types of behavior-based control. Baldauf et al. (2005) saw this stream as part of
Jaworski’s (1988) approach, but as discussed later in this section, it makes a huge contribution to
the literature and could therefore be considered an independent stream. All of the four approaches
have served as a basis for empirical research (see Appendix 1). These four different approaches
to sales control, and additional conceptualizations that do not fall into any of the four categories,
are also briefly discussed. The section is organized in chronological order.

2.1

PERCEPTIONS OF CONTROL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Conceptualization. Even though this conceptualization was used in only three studies, it should
be treated as a separate stream since it was practically the first in the literature on marketing and
sales management to focus especially on personnel control. It has been applied by Futrell, Swan
and Todd (1976), Futrell and Schul (1978) and Leigh, Lucas and Woodman (1988). Originally
based on Todd’s unpublished doctoral dissertation (see e.g., Futrell, Swan and Todd, 1976), it
examines control systems from the employee perspective, and builds on sales management
literature and theories of motivation. The dimensions of the control system as perceived by
salespeople include its clarity, its influence and control over establishing job goals, and its
performance-reward linkage (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Futrell, Swan and Todd’s (1976) conceptualization of the control system

Consequences. There are only a few empirical studies on this aspect of control, but the main
findings of those that have been carried out indicate that salespeople who were found to be high
performing and satisfied with their job perceived (Futrell, Swan, and Todd, 1976; Futrell and
Schul, 1978):
(1) what was expected of them more clearly;
(2) a high level of influence and control over their sales environment; and
(3) that job rewards were based on their performance.

In addition, Leigh, Lucas, and Woodman (1988) found that perceived characteristics of
management control systems and the organizational culture moderated the relationship between
role stressors (i.e. role conflict and ambiguity) and job attitudes (i.e. job satisfaction and turnover
intentions). Their interpretation of the findings was that controls that are perceived favorably
correct the effect of stress on job attitudes.

2.2

FIELD SALES MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM: BEHAVIOR VS.
OUTCOME CONTROL

Conceptualization. Anderson and Oliver (1987) defined a control system as the “organization’s
set of procedures for monitoring, directing, evaluating, and compensating its employees”(p. 76).
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They argued that the sales manager’s tasks of monitoring, directing, evaluating, and rewarding
the sales force could be combined into a control-system concept based on a single continuum
ranging between the extreme forms of behavior-based control and outcome-based control (see the
upper half of Figure 3). Later (Oliver and Anderson, 1994) they specified their concept, arguing
that in order to understand the consequences of a control strategy, one should examine the
salesperson’s perceived control system (see the lower half of Figure 3).

Figure 3. Anderson and Oliver’s conceptualization of the field sales management control system

Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of both extreme types of control systems, as outlined by
Oliver and Anderson (1995). According to this conceptualization, the behavior-based system is
characterized by close supervision, and by monitoring behavior instead of results, and
consequently the firm carries the risk in terms of the financial performance of the selling
function. The outcome-based system, on the other hand, is characterized by minimal contact
between the field sales manager and the salesperson, and extensive emphasis on the evaluation of
observable results, leading to a situation in which individual salespersons carry the risk.
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Table 2. Characteristics of Behavior- and Outcome-Based Sales Control Systems (Oliver and
Anderson, 1995)
Behavior Control
Structured
Fixed compensation (salary)
Management monitors behavior more than
results
Much supervision and many managers (low
span of control)
Much contact with management
Much reporting
Performance evaluated subjectively on many
criteria
Firm bears risk

Outcome Control
Low to little structure
Variable compensation (commission, bonus)
Management monitors results more than
behavior
Little supervision and few managers (high span
of control)
Little contact with management
Little reporting
Performance evaluated on a few observable
results
Salesperson bears risk

Anderson and Oliver (1987) draw their concept from agency theory, transaction cost economics,
and organization theory. According to them, the behavior-based control system is characterized
by a high salary level, and an emphasis on monitoring job inputs and on directing. The outcomebased system, on the other hand, features a high degree of outcome evaluation and reward, with a
high proportion of commission in the compensation plan. The first empirical assessment of this
single behavior-outcome –based control continuum was made by Cravens et al. (1993), who
noticed, however, that the control dimensions of “field sales management control” and
“compensation control” could not be integrated in a consistent manner. Oliver and Anderson
(1994), in their own empirical work, created an index of behavior-based control, which
positioned the studied systems on the behavior-based– outcome-based continuum. The rationale
behind the index was the idea that control systems should be studied as an entity as perceived by
salespeople (see Oliver and Anderson, 1994), rather than as separate controls in isolation.
Unfortunately, however, the research that could be classified as a continuation of Anderson and
Oliver’s (1987) work (see e.g., Baldauf et al., 2005) has not followed this rationale. Behavioroutcome controls have been operationalized on separate control dimensions instead of along a
single continuum (e.g., Cravens et al., 1993; Grant and Cravens, 1999), or then the single
construct of behavioral control has been assumed to consist of both output and behavioral control
(e.g., Babakus et al., 1996; Baldauf, Cravens and Piercy, 2001; Piercy, Lane and Cravens, 2002).
Furthermore, no distinction has been made between the units of analysis (i.e. sales managers,
salespeople, field sales managers, chief sales executives).
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Consequences. According to Baldauf et al. (2005), the research based on Anderson and Oliver’s
(1987) conceptualization of control systems emphasizes constructs concerning salesperson
behavior (i.e. planning, teamwork, adaptive selling). Various forms of motivation (i.e. intrinsic
vs. extrinsic, see Oliver and Anderson, 1994; 1995) have also been studied within this stream. In
their original paper Anderson and Oliver (1987) applied cognitive evaluation theory (see Deci
and Ryan, 1985) to their discussion on the effects of control on motivation. Generally, their
results suggest that behavior-based control is associated with favorable behavioral outcomes
among salespeople, and that it is related to lower levels of extrinsic motivation (Oliver and
Anderson, 1994). The relationship between sales management control systems and potentially
less ethical behaviors has also been studied in this context. In examining this relationship
Robertson and Anderson (1993) based their hypotheses on the assumption that under outcomebased control salespeople had the opportunity to gain personal utility by using less ethical selling
tactics. Verbeke, Ouwerkerk, and Peelen (1996) built their propositions on the models of Hunt
and Vitell (1986) and Ferrell and Gresham (1985), which hypothesize that individual ethical
decision-making is influenced by organizational structure, the ethical climate, and individual
personality traits. Róman and Munuera (2005) studied the direct effects of control systems on
self-reported ethical behaviors. All of the above approaches support the view that there is a
positive association between behavior-based control and ethical salesperson behaviors (Róman
and Munuera, 2005) or decision-making (Robertson and Anderson, 1993; Verbeke, Ouwerkerk
and Peelen, 1996).

2.3

MARKETING CONTROL: FORMAL AND INFORMAL CONTROLS

Conceptualization. Jaworski found that previous studies on marketing controls had centered on
marketing activities, and he directed his efforts towards developing a theory to capture the
management and control of marketing personnel. Thus, the aims of this stream are in line with
Anderson and Oliver’s (1987) approach, i.e. studying the control systems related to people. The
main difference is that Anderson and Oliver (1987) focused on sales management, whereas
Jaworski (1988) was aiming at a general theory of marketing control. Jaworski (1988) based his
concept of the control system on Ouchi’s (1979) organization theory and view of control in
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management accounting. The management-accounting view was based mainly on the assertion in
contingency theory that the choice of appropriate control-system characteristics is dependent on
the organizational circumstances (see e.g., Otley, 1999).

Jaworski (1988) identified two

dimensions of control: the formal, which included input, process, and output controls, and the
informal, which included self control, social control, and cultural control. Jaworski,
Stathakopoulos and Krishnan (1993) used these dimensions later to cluster four types of control
systems (see Figure 4.).

Figure 4. Jaworski’s control-system conceptualization

Table 3 summarizes the definitions of these controls. The formal controls include three
dimensions: input, process, and output. Subsequent studies, however, have mainly concentrated
on process and output controls and have largely neglected input controls (e.g., Agarwal, 1996;
1999; Ramaswami, 1996). Jaworski’s (1988) conceptualization was published with Merchant’s
(1988) commentary and critique. Merchant questioned the usability of the degree of formality as
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a relevant control dimension, but nevertheless, it was empirically verified in its original form by
Jaworski and MacInnis (1989).

Table 3. Dimensions of control in Jaworski’s (1988) conceptualization
Class of control
Formal controls

Dimension of control
Input controls
Process controls
Output controls

Informal
controls

Self-control

Social control

Cultural control

Definition
“measurable actions taken by the firm prior to
implementation of an activity”
“attempts to influence the means to achieve
desired ends”
“performance standards are set, monitored, and
the results evaluated”
“individual establishes personal objectives,
monitors their attainment, and adjusts behavior if
off course”
“the prevailing social perspectives and patterns of
interpersonal interactions within subgroups in the
firm”
“Broader values and normative patterns that guide
worker behavior within an entire organization”

The control dimensions were, however, treated as separate controls (i.e. input, process, output,
self, social and cultural). Soon this stream of research also combined the dimensions in order to
study controls as systems rather than isolated entities. Jaworski, Stathakopoulos, and Krishnan
(1993) presented a typology of systems (Table 4) based on different combinations of formal and
informal controls: high, low, bureaucratic, and clan. Here again, the same conceptualization was
used regardless of the unit of analysis (e.g., senior marketing executives, marketing executives,
AMA members in sales positions, and industrial salespeople).

Table 4. A typology of control systems (Jaworski, Stathakopoulos, and Krishnan, 1993)

Extent of
reliance on
formal controls

High
Low

Extent of reliance on informal
controls
Low
High
Bureaucratic
High control
system
system
Low control
Clan system
system

Consequences. The studies that followed Jaworski’s (1988) control conceptualization focused on
salesperson variables, such as role stress, job tension or dysfunctional (opportunistic) behavior
(Baldauf et al., 2005). Jaworski’s (1988) idea of control consequences differed from that of
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Anderson and Oliver (1987) in that he hypothesized that the efficacy of a control system was
defined by a fit between contingency factors and the control in question. Jaworski and MacInnis
(1989) found that process controls marginally predicted job stress, dysfunctional behaviors were
reduced by self-control, and generally the use of formal controls reduced information asymmetry
between superiors and subordinates. Ramaswami (1996; 2002) found that both process and
output controls were associated with dysfunctional behavior, even though they both reduced
information asymmetry and role ambiguity. In another study Ramaswami et al. (1997) found that
control systems and salespeople’s perceived information asymmetry had an interaction effect on
dysfunctional behaviors: outcome control reduced them when information asymmetry was
perceived as high, whereas process control had the opposite effect. However, contingency
hypotheses on the control - environment fit have not gained empirical support (Jaworski and
MacInnis, 1989; Ramaswami, 1996). The research findings concerning typologies of controls
relate high-control systems to the most beneficial consequences, such as high levels of job
satisfaction (Jaworski et al., 1993; Cravens et al., 2004).

2.4

OUTPUT, ACTIVITY, AND CAPABILITY CONTROL

Conceptualization. After the two other streams had developed to the point of combining the
control dimensions, either into an index of behavior-based control (Anderson and Oliver, 1994)
or into a typology of control systems (Jaworski, Stathakopoulos, and Krishnan, 1993),
Challagalla and Shervani (1996) published their conceptualization. Drawing from inconsistencies
in the studies at that point of time, Challagalla and Shervani (1996; 1997) identified two distinct
behavior-based controls: activity control and capability control (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Challagalla and Shervani’s (1996) control system

Activity control refers to “the specification of the activities a person is expected to perform on a
regular basis, the monitoring of actual behavior, and administering of rewards and punishments
on the basis of the performance of specified activities”(Challagalla and Shervani, 1996, p.90).
Capability control, on the other hand, refers to the development of individual skills and abilities
(ibid.). The three dimensions of output, activity, and capability control are further subdivided into
the aspects of information, rewards, and punishment (Table 5). These authors made a
considerable contribution to the research on sales and marketing management control systems by
taking into account the facts that (1) systems need to be re-specified and (2) the indirect effects
(i.e. individuals’perceptual differences) need to be examined in order to further understanding of
the salesperson consequences of sales and marketing management control systems. This stream
of research has, perhaps due to its infancy, also been consistent in its unit of analysis, i.e. the
salesperson (e.g., Challagalla and Shervani, 1996; 1997; Challagalla, Shervani and Huber, 2000;
Fang, Evans, and Landry, 2005; Fang, Evans, and Zou, 2005). However, the control dimensions
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found by Challagalla and Shervani (1996; 1997) were never studied in combination, and until
now they have been treated separately in the studies.

Types of control

Table 5. Dimensions and types of supervisory control (Challagalla and Shervani, 1997)

Output
Activity
Capability

Dimensions of control
Information
Contingent
rewards
Output
Output rewards
information
Activity
Activity rewards
information
Capability
Capability
information
rewards

Contingent
punishments
Output
punishments
Activity
punishments
Capability
punishments

Consequences. Challagalla and Shervani (1996) based their hypotheses concerning the
salesperson consequences of control systems mainly on House’s (1971) Path Goal theory of
effective leadership. They also discussed the potential effects on intrinsic motivation in the light
of Deci and Ryan’s (1985) cognitive evaluation theory, but related controls directly to
performance. Since Challagalla and Shervani’s (1996) conceptualization includes three types of
control (i.e. activity, capability, and output), which are each divided into the dimensions of
information, reward, and punishment, it incorporates nine different control elements, and
consequently it is difficult to summarize these findings (see Table 6).

Table 6. Salesperson consequences of control (Challagalla and Shervani 1996; 1997)
Information

Activity

Capability

Output

Reduces supervisor and customer

Reduces supervisor and customer

Reduces supervisor role

role ambiguity

role ambiguity

ambiguity

Increases job tension

Increases satisfaction with supervisor
Reduces job tension

Rewards

Reduce supervisor and customer

Decrease supervisor role ambiguity

Negative association with

role ambiguity, and job tension.

and increase satisfaction with

performance and satisfaction

Increase satisfaction with

supervisor

with supervisor

Increase supervisor and customer

Increase job tension, and reduce

-

role ambiguity

customer role ambiguity,

supervisor
Punishments

performance, and satisfaction with
supervisor.
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Some authors (e.g., Fang, Evans and Landry, 2005; Fang, Evans and Zou, 2005) have approached
Challagalla and Shervani’s (1996; 1997) conceptualization by focusing only on the activity,
capability and output types of control, and combining the information, reward, and punishment
dimensions. Fang, Evans and Landry (2005) studied the effect of control on the attributional
processing of salespeople, and found that moderately difficult goals facilitated the positive effects
of outcome control on outcome performance, and that the positive effects of capability and
activity control on sales performance were stronger when goal difficulty was low. Challagalla,
Shervani and Huber (2000) also studied managerial orientation (end-results, activity, and
capability orientation), which is closely related3 to output, activity and capability control. They
found that the relationship between managerial orientation or control and salesperson
consequences was moderated by the location. An end-results orientation was associated with
satisfaction with the supervisor when salespeople were co-located, whereas this relationship did
not exist with remote salespeople. An activity orientation was negatively associated with
satisfaction with the supervisor among co-located salespeople, and positively associated among
remote salespeople. A capability orientation had positive effects on supervisor satisfaction in the
full sample, while an activity orientation was associated with performance in the full sample and
an end-results orientation was not related to performance at all. A capability orientation had a
positive effect on performance only among co-located salespeople.

2.5

A COMPARISON OF THE MAIN APPROACHES

The four main approaches to control system research in the literature on marketing and sales
management differ in terms of philosophical perspective (i.e. whether the system aims at
motivating performance or controlling undesired behaviors), conceptualizations of control (i.e. on
what is meant by a management control system), the theories used (i.e. the relationship between
control and its antecedents or consequences), the domain of control (i.e. sales management or
general marketing), and the outcome variables (i.e. what kind of consequences are studied). This
section discusses the differences and similarities in the four approaches reviewed in terms of

3

The measurement items used in Challagalla, Shervani, and Huber’s (2000) supervisory orientations are identical to
those used for the information control dimension in Challagalla and Shervani (1996), i.e. they measure the same
construct.
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conceptualization issues, the theory-base applied, the level of analysis, the consequences of
control, and finally the domain of control.

Conceptualizations
Conceptualizations of control in previous studies differ in their level of detail and in their
dimensions (Figure 6). The broadest one is the division into formal and informal controls
(Jaworski, 1988). Jaworski also identified more accurate dimensions of control systems (i.e.
input, process, output, self, social, and cultural control mechanisms), but the stream based on his
work has evolved in that the main control dimensions are used in order to present a typology of
systems, as discussed in section 2.4. Anderson and Oliver (1987) take one more step towards a
more detailed description of management control systems, distinguishing between outcome-based
and behavior-based control. They implicitly assume4 that informal control mechanisms are
related to behavior-based control, and consequently barely touch on issues to do with informal
control. They thus force control systems into a single dimension, the appropriateness of which
has been questioned in empirical assessments (e.g., Cravens et al., 1993). Furthermore, in its
original form Anderson and Oliver’s system of field sales management control was
conceptualized as perceived by salespeople. The empirical research in this stream has not been
consistent on this issue, however, since it has used samples from chief sales executives, sales
managers, and salespeople (see Appendix 1). Challagalla and Shervani’s (1996; 1997)
conceptualization distinguishes between activity and capability types of behavior-based control,
and therefore is a yet more detailed description. They present a typology comprising three types
(activity, capability, output) and three dimensions (information, rewards, punishment) of control,
resulting in nine different control mechanisms. This makes the findings difficult to interpret and
does not allow researchers to examine the joint effects of the separate elements. As in Anderson
and Oliver’s approach, the control system is conceptualized as it is perceived by salespeople, and
in this stream this has held across studies. The conceptualization adopted by Futrell et al. (1976)
differs significantly from the other approaches. It also takes the salespeople’s perspective, but the
dimensions of the construct do not describe the control mechanisms per se, focusing instead on
salespeople’s perceptions of the system characteristics, i.e. its clarity, how much the salespeople

4

It seems that this assumption is based on the view that managers exerting behavior-based control focus more on
training and directing than managers relying on outcome-based control.
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can influence their objectives, and its instrumentality in terms of rewards. These dimensions
allow researchers to relate the control-system characteristics to theories of motivation, but
provide little help for system designers or managers.

Figure 6. Different conceptualizations of control systems

It is also worth mentioning that a further conceptualization was presented by Darmon (1998), but
it has mainly remained in isolation and has not developed into a separate stream of research. Even
though Darmon relates his system to the works of Anderson and Oliver (1987), Jaworski (1988),
and Challagalla and Shervani (1996), his approach is somewhat different and his presentation is
quite detailed. According to him, a sales-force control system is made up of three parts:
-

a knowledge base of sales-force governance

-

control levers that can be directly manipulated by managers
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-

a dashboard on which managers can observe different indicators signaling whether the
objectives are likely to be met.

He distinguishes the different control systems along three dimensions:
-

centralized vs. decentralized

-

outcome- / behavior-based

-

quantitative vs. qualitative

Darmon’s presentation is conceptual and it has not been assessed empirically. Therefore it is not
treated as an independent stream of research in this dissertation, but some of his valuable notions
are used in the discussion.

Theories applied
When these control-system conceptualizations are viewed in the light of the theoretical tradition
that they build on, it becomes more and more clear that those in the upper half of Figure 6 (i.e.
Jaworski, 1988; Anderson and Oliver, 1987) are mainly based on organization-level theories,
such as principal-agent theory, transaction cost economics, and organization theory (see e.g.,
Anderson and Oliver, 1987; Stathakopoulos, 1996), while those in the lower half (i.e. Challagalla
and Shervani, and Futrell, Swan, and Todd) are based on individual-level theories, such as
theories of motivation, role theory, and the path-goal theory of effective leadership5.

If we look at the theory base of each literature stream separately, we can see that the theoretical
discussion in the one based on Futrell et al.’s (1976) work stemmed from sales-management
literature and motivation theories. The control system is seen in the light of the central constructs
of motivation theories, such as perceived performance-reward linkage, perceived control over
objectives, and perceived feedback. The main theories in Anderson and Oliver’s (1987) stream of
research are transaction cost economics, principal-agent theory, organization theory, and

5

The path goal theory of effective leadership (House, 1971) is mainly an adapted version of the expectancy theory of
motivation (Vroom, 1964).
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cognitive evaluation theory, the first three of which focus on the organizational level. Transaction
cost economics (e.g., Anderson, 1985) mainly concerns the issue of organizational boundaries,
and whether a company should perform a function itself or buy it from the markets. Principalagent theory (Jensen and Meckling, 1976) was originally presented as the theory of company
ownership structures, and it also describes the nature of the firm. The sales management
applications (e.g., Basu et al., 1985) aim at finding an optimal compensation plan under certain
assumptions concerning the firm’s internal and external environments. Organization theory in
Anderson and Oliver’s (1987) article mainly refers to William Ouchi’s (1979) writings on
mechanisms of clan control, which was identified as a third organizational alternative alongside
traditional market and hierarchy mechanisms. All of the above-mentioned theories focus on the
organizational level, and on the organization’s relationship with its environment and the task to
be performed. Cognitive Evaluation Theory, on the other hand, is an individual-level theory of
motivation, which is based on the view that people have an innate need to be competent and selfdetermined (see e.g., Deci, 1975; Deci and Ryan, 1985). However, the role of this theory in the
development of the propositions in Anderson and Oliver’s (1987) work is not as strong as
economics and organization theories. Jaworski (1988) based his propositions and theory
development heavily on the literature on management accounting, and Stathakopoulos (1996)
organized the research reported in this stream of literature in terms of agency theory, organization
theory, and transaction cost economics. The focus in Challagalla and Shervani’s (1996) work has
remained more clearly on the individual’s response to control, and their theories also lean heavily
on individual-level theories of motivation, such as Deci and Ryan’s (1985) Self-determination
theory6. They also discuss at some length House’s (1971) Path Goal theory of Effective
Leadership, which in fact builds on Victor Vroom’s (1964) Expectancy theory of motivation.
Consequently, the theory base again has an influence on the conceptualization of the control
system, and new dimensions of information provision, rewards and punishments are included in
it.

6

Cognitive Evaluation theory, which was also present in Anderson and Oliver’s (1987) work, is in fact a sub-theory
of Self-Determination theory
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Level of analysis
Futrell et al.’s (1976) work, and the stream of research based on it, focus on the salesperson level,
and on perceptions of organizational factors and the impact of such perceptions on psychological
and behavioral outcomes. Anderson and Oliver (1987; 1994) discuss salespersons’perceived
control system with a view to relating it to their psychological and behavioral responses.
However, several of the studies that followed up their notion of a single control dimension used
sales-executive and sales-manager samples, while others (e.g., Kraft, 1999) have focused on the
relationship between organizational characteristics/environment and management control. The
work done by Challagalla and Shervani (1996) is clearly focused on the salesperson level of
analysis, since it studies the relationship between salespersons’perceptions of the management
control system and psychological outcomes (mainly role ambiguity). Jaworski (1988) aimed to
link controls simultaneously to both environmental variables and employee responses.

Thus, the research on sales and marketing management control systems has unfortunately failed
to be consistent in terms of the level of analysis. Some of the streams mix the levels, and even
build propositions and hypotheses on theories that were developed for different levels altogether.
This is not surprising, since research on the effects of management control systems on employees
is, in fact, a two-level phenomenon involving the organizational or managerial level, and the
employee level.

Responses to control
Studies adopting Futrell et al.’s (1976) conceptualization of control systems have produced quite
consistent results. The more salespeople perceive the control system to be clear, to have a strong
link between performance and rewards, and to allow participation in the goal setting, the more
satisfied and high performing they will be (Futrell, Swan and Todd, 1976; Futrell and Schul,
1978). In addition, Leigh, Lucas and Woodman (1988) found that the perceived control system
(and organizational culture) moderated the relationship between role stressors and performance.
Salesperson responses in studies based on Anderson and Oliver’s (1987) conceptualization refer
to different types of motivation and behavioral strategies. The strategies in question include
adaptive selling and team work as desired outcomes, and less ethical behavior as undesired
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outcomes. Generally the results suggest that perceived behavior-based control is related to lower
levels of extrinsic motivation (Oliver and Anderson, 1994) and ethical behavior (Robertson and
Anderson, 1993; Róman and Munuera, 2005; Verbeke, Ouwerkerk, and Peelen, 1996). However,
as discussed above in section 2.2, the theory base on individual-level responses to control is not
very extensive, and perceptions of the control system have been described on a single dimension.

Research based on Jaworski’s (1988) conceptualization of control has concentrated on felt stress,
role perceptions and potential opportunistic, dysfunctional behaviors. The fit between situational
issues and the control system has also been studied as one predictor of employee responses in this
context. Generally, the results suggest that both process and output controls are negatively related
to information asymmetry (Jaworski and MacInnis, 1989; Ramaswami, 2002), and positively
related to dysfunctional behaviors (Ramaswami, 1996; 2002). Furthermore, according to the
studies conducted by Agarwal (1996) and Ramaswami, Srinivasan, and Gorton (1997), process
control increases dysfunctional behaviors when information asymmetry is high or procedural
knowledge is low, and in the context of high information asymmetry output control helps to
prevent such behaviors. When the formal and informal controls are combined in the controlsystem typology, findings suggest that high control has the most favorable consequences
(Cravens, Lassk, Low, Marshall, and Moncrief, 2004; Jaworski, Stathakopoulos, and Krishnan,
1993). The research conducted within this stream focuses mainly on responses on the sales
executive and manager level, however, whereas studies following Challagalla and Shervani’s
(1996) control system have pinpointed the psychological responses of salespeople, and more
specifically role ambiguity, satisfaction with supervisors, and job tension.

Consistent interpretation of these results is difficult since the conceptualization of control
distinguishes nine different mechanisms. Some general conclusions could be made, however.
First, it seems that each of the control types (i.e. activity, capability, and outcome control) does
help in reducing role ambiguity. However, not all psychological responses are clear-cut. The
different control types and dimensions do have differential effects on perceived job tension,
however. For example, Challagalla and Shervani (1997) found that the effect of activity and
capability information on job tension was of the opposite sign, and that activity information and
activity rewards had opposite effects. Secondly, the effects of the control system may vary
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depending on situational factors: Challagalla, Shervani, and Huber (2000) found that location
(co-located vs. remote salespeople) moderated the relationship between control orientations and
salesperson consequences, while Fang, Evans, and Zou (2005) found that goal difficulty was also
a moderator of the system’s effects on performance.

The domain of the control system concept
It should also be noted that there is variation in domain in the various concepts. Anderson and
Oliver (1987) refer to field sales management control systems, whereas the others are more
general marketing controls. While some researchers argue that it does not matter whether the
control system is examined in the sales or in a more general marketing context (Baldauf et al.,
2005), it is argued here that the domain should be more accurately defined. The justification for
this is to be found in a body of sales management literature emphasizing the fact that sales-force
management is particularly demanding due to the special characteristics of field sales jobs,
including the independent nature of the work (i.e. working in the field) and its boundary-spanning
role (i.e. as a link between organizations). The study conducted by Challagalla, Shervani, and
Huber (2000), which indicated that the control-system effects were different for co-located
salespeople than for remote salespeople, also supports this argument.

2.6

CONCLUSION

The issue of sales and marketing management control systems and their effects on marketing and
sales employees has been the subject of rigorous research over the last couple of decades. The
cumulated results clearly indicate that the use of control systems generally reduces perceived role
ambiguity and information asymmetries, and is related to employee motivation and behavioral
responses. However, there seems to be a lack of consensus in terms of conceptualization and
operationalization. The different control conceptualizations and research following these
conceptualizations were reviewed in this chapter.

The review and comparison of past conceptualizations of control revealed inconsistencies on the
following issues:
1) dimensions/types of control
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2) level of analysis (employee perceptions vs. manager’s self-reported control)
3) theories used
4) domain (marketing vs. sales)
5) consequences.

It is argued here that a major proportion of these inconsistencies derive from the neglect of levelrelated issues in the theory-building and hypothesis development. As the literature review
revealed, the conceptualizations that are theoretically based on different levels lead to different
conceptualizations of control, whereas there are similarities when theories operating on the same
level are used. These issues should be considered in the theory building, especially in areas in
which the research topic entails multiple levels of analysis (see Klein, Dansereau, and Hall, 1994;
Yammarino, Dansereau, and Kennedy, 2001), and unfortunately the research on marketing and
sales management control systems has failed in this task. Thus it is posited that before we can
hope to understand the consequences of such systems, we should revise the whole concept of
control, and clearly specify it in accordance with the level of analysis. The next chapter attempts
to do this by means of:

1) identifying the appropriate levels of analysis from the sales management literature
2) organizing the theory base of the literature on marketing and sales management control
systems by the level of analysis, and reviewing them
3) building a multilevel framework based on the theory review.
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3

A MULTI-LEVEL FRAMEWORK FOR STUDYING THE INFLUENCE OF
MARKETING AND SALES MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEMS ON
EMPLOYEE RESPONSES

Klein, Dansereau, and Hall (1994) argue that organizational research (especially in the field of
compensation systems) is characterized by controversy in terms of level. According to DeNisi
(2000, p.121), previous research directed at improving performance-appraisal/management
processes has not been clear on the fact that these processes are both multilevel and cross-level
phenomena. This means that appraisal and subsequent performance-management activities take
place on different levels of analysis. In addition, activities that occur on one level of analysis
often have effects on other levels. The literature review presented in the previous chapter
confirms that this lack of attention to level also characterizes the literature on marketing and sales
management control systems7. Multilevel theorists (Klein et al., 1994) suggest that constructs
should be defined with regard to the level of analysis, and suggest three alternative assumptions
that underlie the specification of levels of theory:

1. homogeneity within higher-level units
2. independence from higher-level units
3. heterogeneity within higher-level units

In research on management control systems these assumptions are related to questions such as:
-

Are the salespeople within a sales unit exposed to the same control activities by their
managers, or do the managers adapt their control behaviors for each manager-subordinate
dyad?

-

Are the salespersons’control perceptions strongly related to the sales manager’s exercised
control activities, or are they determined by other factors (e.g., possibly social controls)?

-

Do the salespeople within a sales unit respond similarly to exercised control, or are their
motivations and behaviors independent of the sales manager’s exercised control
activities?

7

Darmon (1998) also expressed his concern about such assumptions in the literature, but this notion has mainly been
left without recognition.
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The need for a multi-level approach to marketing and sales management is not a new idea.
Hersey (1938) discussed the elements of marketing control systems back in the 1930’s, proposed
a sub-division of management duties into the administrative (i.e. long-range policies and plans)
and the executive (i.e. the responsibility to make the policies and plans of the administrative
group effective). This approach was followed in Anthony’s (1965) work on control systems,
which separated strategic and operational controls from each other. Later, Ryans and Weinberg
(1981) presented a multilevel framework for analyzing sales management. Unfortunately, issues
to do with level have not been carefully considered in the literature on marketing and sales
management control systems, and consequently the cross-level nature of the inherent problems
has not been taken into consideration in previous studies.

The present chapter discusses theories of marketing and sales management control from the
multilevel perspective, and builds a conceptual model with research propositions for studying the
relationship between field sales management control and salesperson responses to it. The first
section discusses the levels of analysis in sales management research. The following sections
review the theories used in the literature on sales and marketing management in the light of the
levels identified in the first section. The final section concludes this review by presenting a
conceptual model with research proposals.

3.1

IDENTIFYING LEVELS IN SALES MANAGEMENT

It is useful to start the discussion on the salesperson consequences of sales management control
with a look at the organizational levels. As noted in the literature review in Chapter 2, the same
conceptualizations and operationalizations of the control-system concept has been used
regardless of whether the samples comprised sales executives, managers or salespeople.
Phenomena in business studies involve several different conceptual levels. However, as
suggested by Hersey (1938) in his discussion on the elements of marketing-control systems, the
sub-division of management duties into the administrative (i.e. policies and long-range plans )
and the executive (i.e. with the responsibility to make the policies and plans of the administrative
group effective) promoted increased efficiency in a large organization. A more detailed division
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of sales-management tasks and decisions is presented by Ryans and Weinberg (1981), who
distinguish three decision-making levels : the strategic, the tactical, and the operational (see
Figure 7).

Strategic Level

Tactical Level

Operational Level

Figure 7. Levels of sales management (Ryans and Weinberg, 1981)

The management decisions on the strategic level are concerned with defining the desired role for
personal selling (Figure 8), which is in line with the marketing strategy and action plans. These,
in turn, are based on a situational analysis of the internal and external environment of the
organization. The tactical level is concerned with defining policies, procedures and organizational
issues, and the unit of analysis is the field sales manager (Figure 9). Finally, the operational level
covers implementation, and the unit of analysis is the salesperson. Donaldson (1998) also
discusses the role of the first-line manager on the operational level, whose concern is to get
people do the job in the correct way. According to Donaldson (1998), the time allocation to
different sales-management skills is as presented in Table 7.
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Figure 8. Strategic-level decisions in sales management (Ryans and Weinberg, 1981)

Figure 9. Tactical-level decisions in sales management (Ryans and Weinberg, 1981)
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Table 7. The percentage allocation of time to sales-management skills (Donaldson, 1998, p.13)
Top level – strategic

Planning

Organizing

Staffing

Directing

Controlling

40

30

10

10

10

Middle level – tactical

10

30

20

30

10

1 st line – operational

10

10

10

30

40

It is argued here that as the sales-management tasks differ across the hierarchical levels 8, it is also
likely that the way how managers conceptualize the control systems also differ.

Given these issues of level in theory building, the main problem with Jaworski’s (1988) seminal
paper is that he intended to relate management control systems simultaneously to environmentaland situation-specific factors (i.e. strategic-level decisions/phenomena), and to personnel
responses (i.e. tactical-operational-level decisions/phenomena). Similarly, Anderson and Oliver’s
(1987) conceptualization was heavily based on principal-agent theory, transaction cost
economics, and organization theory, which are strategy/organization-level theories, even though
they only presented propositions concerning the form of control system and its relationship with
salespeople consequences. Thus the theory base of the sales and marketing management control
systems in these conceptual papers is a mix of strategy/organization-level (principal-agent theory,
transaction-cost economics, organization theory) and individual-level theories (cognitive
evaluation theory, role theory, expectancy theory), even though the emphasis is heavily on the
former.

8

It should be noted that the levels can also be combined, so that one manager may be responsible for both
managerial and tactical issues, for example.
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3.2

3.2.1

ORGANIZATION-LEVEL THEORIES

The principal-agent theory

Agency theory is an economic theory “directed at agency relationship, in which one party (the
principal) delegates work to another (the agent), which performs that work”(Eisenhardt, 1988;
1989). The approach focuses on the issues of compensation and monitoring, and was originally
introduced as a theory of ownership structures of the firm (Jensen and Meckling, 1976).

According to the theory, two kinds of problems may occur in agency relationships: the agency
problem, which arises when (a) there is a conflict between the principal’s and the agent’s goals
and desires and (b) the principal cannot verify what the agent is actually doing, and the problem
of risk sharing, which arises when the principal’s and the agent’s attitudes toward risk are
different (Eisenhardt, 1989). The theory suggests that in cases in which the principal cannot
verify the agent’s actual behavior, the former should either invest in an information system or use
an outcome-based contract in order to ensure that the agent’s performance serves the principal’s
interest (ibid.). The choice between the appropriate control types is based on a comparison of
their relative costs and the selection of the least expensive alternative (Figure 10, Eisenhardt,
1985).
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Figure 10. The logic of agency theory (Eisenhardt, 1985)

In sales-management applications the agency-theoretic approach seeks a mathematically optimal
compensation plan (see Coughlan and Sen, 1989 for a review) or a combination of compensation
and control (Joseph and Thevaranjan, 1998). The findings or implications of this approach as far
as the sales manager is concerned is that firms increase the level of salary versus commission
when uncertainty in the environment increases by an exogenous factor, and increase the
proportion of commission when uncertainty in the environment decreases (Basu et al. 1985).
Joseph and Thevaranjan (1998) suggested that monitoring might prove useful when internal
activities are important and the level of incentives is low. Lal and Staelin (1986) concluded that if
(1) a firm believes that its sales force varies in ability or risk aversion and (2) the salespeople
have some private information about their environment or behavior, then the firm’s best interest
is to offer self-selecting multiple contracts.
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Analyses within this approach are based on the assumption that the firm’s sole objective is profit
maximization (e.g., Basu et al., 1985), and this goal is approached by seeking an optimal
compensation system for the agent. The utility functions for both the firm and the agent are
formed in order to find this optimal compensation plan. The basic assumptions, in addition to
profit maximization, are that

a) The agent’s performance will contribute to the company profits
b) The agent’s performance is dependent on the level of effort and external factors.

The firm’s problem is then to maximize its expected utility (i.e. profits), while taking into
account the fact that the agent must be guaranteed a minimum level of expected utility from the
job (Basu et al., 1985). In the traditional principal-agent models the agent aims to maximize the
expected utility function for his/her income. This function normally comprises the expected
income that can be achieved with a vector of effort t, and disutility for increasing effort. It is
often assumed in sales-force applications of principal-agent models that the salesperson behaves
in accordance with the utility function, and aims to maximize his or her expected utility. The
basic idea is that if the principal cannot monitor the agent’s effort, he/she should align the
interests of the agent with his/her own interests by using commission-based compensation.
According to the traditional formulations of principal-agent theory, the utility function seems to
be based on process theories of motivation, such as reinforcement theory, goal theory, and
expectancy theory.

Principal-agent theory has been criticized for some of the background assumptions inherent in it.
First, the very utility function of the agent has been said to deal only with extrinsic rewards (e.g.,
Frey and Bentz, 2005; Holmström and Milgrom, 1991): in other words, it is implicitly assumed
that an agent (i.e. a salesperson) aims to maximize his/her income and to minimize his/her effort.
As Frey and Bentz (2005) and Holmström and Milgrom (1991) note, this assumption does not
hold in real life: people may, in fact, enjoy certain aspects of their work, and therefore the
assumption of effort minimization is not necessarily valid.
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The second major criticism of the traditional principal-agent model is the single task assumption.
The classical concept of motivation, at least in Vroom’s expectancy theory, treats human
motivation as the level of effort, and this is also the case in principal-agent theory. The basic
principal-agent model further assumes that the job assigned to the agent is a single-task activity,
where effort refers to effort expended towards the completion of that particular task. However,
most jobs today, such as sales positions, include multiple tasks, and therefore the effort must be
allocated to the different activities. Holmström and Milgrom (1991) introduced a multi-task
principal-agent model, which actually also used an employees’utility function, and this in turn
relaxed the assumption of effort minimization. The agents in this model were school teachers and
the authors’conclusion was that using performance-contingent incentives in the multitask context
was not efficient.

The third major criticism is that the basic principal-agent model cannot predict various
unintended consequences, such as fraud (Frey and Bentz, 2005). Kurland (1991) also presented a
model of two principals in the sales context, in which both the employer and the customer are
treated as principals. According to this kind of model an opportunistic agent may act unethically
towards the second principal (i.e. the customer) in order to maximize his or her personal utility.

3.2.2

Transaction cost economics

Transaction cost economics (also known as transaction cost analysis, e.g., Anderson, 1985) was
originally based on Ronald Coase’s (1937) seminal article entitled “The Nature of the Firm”, in
which he aimed to explain why organizational and hierarchical controls existed as alternatives to
market (price) mechanisms. Williamson (1979) built his ideas on Coase’s (1937) work, and
theorized that organizations existed because of their superior abilities to reduce opportunism in
individuals through the use of hierarchical controls that were not accessible to markets.

Theories based on transaction cost economics seek a fit between the context and the control
mechanism. Generally speaking, it is the market mechanism that is the most efficient, except in
certain contexts. In sum, the “general implications”of Williamson’s (1979, p. 259) theory are:
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1. Nonspecific transactions, either occasional or recurrent, are efficiently organized by markets.
2. Occasional transactions that are nonstandardized stand most to benefit from adjudication.
3. A transaction-specific governance structure is more fully developed where transactions are (1)
recurrent, (2) entail idiosyncratic investment, and (3) are executed under greater uncertainty.

This framework has been applied to sales management by Anderson (1985). Her principal
conclusions were that the greater the difficulty in evaluating a salesperson’s performance, the
more likely the firm will be to substitute surveillance for commission as a control mechanism.
She assumed that the use of a direct (internal) sales force went with the payment of a salary,
whereas commission compensation was used for representatives on contract. Anderson also
found that direct sales forces were associated with complex, hard-to-learn product lines and with
territories that required considerable non-selling activities. Later John and Weitz (1989)
concluded that the transaction-cost approach worked in terms of explaining the usage of salary,
but in the case of incentive payment it seemed limited.

Although transaction cost economics has assumed increasing significance as an analytic approach
to strategic and organizational issues, it has also been criticized. For example, Ghoshal and
Moran (1996) discuss the limitedness of Williamson’s (1979) approach in practical applications.
They acknowledge the merits of transaction cost economics as a positive theory, but they criticize
its normative implications by presenting their model of a “self-fulfilling prophecy” (Figure 11,
Ghoshal and Moran, 1996, p. 22). They discuss the nature of opportunism, distinguishing
between opportunism as an attitude and opportunistic behavior, and build their model on Ajzen
and Fishbein’s (1980) theory of reasoned action. According to Ghoshal and Moran (1996),
hierarchical governance mechanisms such as fiats and monitoring work in two different ways. As
Williamson (1979) states, they increase the costs of opportunistic behavior by means of
sanctions, which in turn attenuate the opportunistic behaviors of the transaction partner.
However, if the attitudinal concept of opportunism (which refers to the proclivity to behave
opportunistically) is added into the model, there is a different, contradictory mechanism at work.
The authors propose that the use of hierarchical governance mechanisms reduces feelings of
entity experienced by the transaction partner, which in turn works as an attenuator of the
proclivity to behave opportunistically. The logic behind this is that the use of rational control,
such as surveillance, adversely affects the feelings of both the controller and the controlled. On
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the part of the controller, the use of control leads to distrust: controllers begin to expect the
adverse behaviors that they are trying to attenuate. For the controlled, its use leads to feelings of
not being trusted, and of being controlled. A similar phenomenon was proposed by Ramaswami
(1996) when he found that both output and process controls were positively related to
opportunistic behaviors. He suggested that this phenomenon might be explained as a feeling of
not being trusted and of lowered levels of perceived job discretion. According to Ghoshal and
Moran (1996), this is based on the implicit assumptions of Williamson’s (1979) transaction-cost
economics. Finally, the authors suggest that the net effect of hierarchical control on opportunistic
behavior will depend in part on the relative strengths of these two opposing influences. While this
discussion seems to support the use of the market mechanism, Ghoshal and Moran (1996) point
out that organizational advantage over markets should not be seen as a matter of control over
opportunism. According to them (p. 32):

What really differentiates markets and firms, we believe, is that they are able to achieve efficiency and
facilitate adaptation in different ways, following different institutional logics.
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Figure 11. The Cycle of the Self-Fulfilling Prophecy (Ghoshal and Moral, 1996, p.22)

These institutional logics refer to adaptation in markets: firms operating a market mechanism
adapt autonomously as a response to market signals, i.e. prices. According to Ghoshal and Moran
(1996), the process of autonomous adaptation has two distinctive features:
1. prices must be known or predictable
2. autonomous adaptation is biased toward static efficiency.

It is this bias towards static efficiency that makes market mechanisms disadvantageous over
organizational mechanisms. Organizational logic is based on purposive adaptation, which allows
the pursuit of dynamic efficiencies even in the absence of prices or markets (Ghoshal and Moran,
1996). A shared purpose among the members of an organization allows it to pursue long-term
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efficiency by pursuing innovative activities and creating institutional contexts that influence the
values and ambitions of its members (Ghoshal and Moran, 1996).

3.2.3

Organization theory: William Ouchi’s clan control

Ouchi (1979) introduced the concept of clan control, which was based on professional control
among workers. Basically this theory is an extension of the transaction cost analysis framework.
Ouchi suggested that it was effective in situations in which neither the inputs, nor the processes,
nor the outcomes were easily measurable, and when goal incongruity was low (Figure 12).

Figure 12. The logic of organization theory (Ouchi, 1979; Eisenhardt, 1985)

This control mechanism is based on people, their preferences, and the use of informal
mechanisms to build their motivation and commitment (Ghoshal and Moran, 1996). Social
control or clan control has often been integrated into the transaction cost analysis framework
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(e.g., Anderson, 1985; Darmon, 1998; Stathakopoulos, 1996), and with the logic of finding a fit
between the context and the control mechanism, and carries some implications for managers.
However, it is difficult to design since it is based on goal congruence and a strong socialization
process. Ouchi (1979) suggests that such socialization cannot be achieved unless the right
persons are selected at the recruitment stage. This means that the company must be able to find
people who are accustomed to the rituals and ceremonies that are present in the organization too.
Apparently it is also a difficult system to manage.

3.2.4

Conclusion

Organizational-level theories predict and explain the use of different control mechanisms, i.e. in
relating the control systems to their environments. If we look at the levels in sales-management
decisions, we see that these theories operate on the strategic level, at which the decisions revolve
around linking the company’s internal and external environments and defining the desired role
for the personal selling function. These decisions include the choice of relative emphasis on the
internal sales force versus contracted partners. The value and insights of these theories have been
recognized, and some authors, such as Stathakopoulos (1996) and Darmon (1998), have even
summarized their logics in a unified framework, presented in Tables 8 and 9 below.
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Table 8. Stathakopoulos’(1996) presentation of the antecedents of control-system characteristics
Task programmability

High outcome
observability

High behavior
observability

Low behavior
observability
Low outcome
observability

High behavior
observability
Low behavior
observability

Certain/High

Uncertain/low

High TSA

Behavior

Behavior

Low TSA

Outcome or
behavior

Behavior

High TSA

Behavior

Behavior

Low TSA

Outcome

Outcome

High TSA

Behavior

Behavior

Low TSA

Behavior

Behavior

High TSA

Behavior or clan Behavior or clan

Low TSA

Clan

Clan

The choice of control-system design in Stathakopoulos’(1996) presentation is dependent on:
-

whether the job outcomes are easily observable,

-

whether the job behaviors are easily observable,

-

whether the job is characterized by transaction-specific assets (TSA, for example valuable
knowledge about processes or customers that cannot easily be obtained),

-

and whether the task to be performed is programmable or not.

The alternatives in Stathakopoulos’presentation are behavior control, outcome control and clan
control. Thus, this model relates the design of the control system to the characteristics of the job
and the environment.
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Table 9. Darmon’s (1998) presentation of the antecedents of control-system characteristics
Situational characteristics

Characteristics of
the control
system

Entity involved in
the selling
objective

Knowledge level of
territory response
functions

Knowledge level of
salesperson
reaction functions

Easily observable
and Objectively
measurable

High

Low

Outcome vs.
Behavior
predictability /
observability costs*
O>B

B>O

Some

O>B

B>O

Low

High

O>B

B>O

Not easily
observable and not
objectively
measurable

High

Low

O>B

B>O

Some

O>B

B>O

Low

High

O>B

B>O

Centralized
Outcome-based
Quantitative
Centralized
Behavior-based
Quantitative
Moderately Cent.
Outcome-based
Quantitative
Moderately Cent.
Behavior-based
Quantitative
Decentralized
Outcome-based
Quantitative
Decentralized
Behavior-based
Quantitative
Centralized
Outcome-based
Qualitative
Centralized
Behavior-based
Qualitative
Moderately Cent.
Outcome-based
Qualitative
Moderately Cent.
Behavior-based
Qualitative
Decentralized
Outcome-based
Qualitative
Decentralized
Behavior-based
Qualitative

* O = outcome predictability / observability costs
B = behavior predictability / observability costs

Darmon’s (1998) presentation is more detailed and the system characteristics are determined
along three different dimensions: a) behavior- vs. outcome–based control, b) centralized vs.
decentralized control, and c) quantitative vs. qualitative control measures. Here there are four key
determinants of the control-system design:
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-

whether the entity involved in the selling objective (e.g., a salesperson) is easily
observable

-

whether the management has knowledge of the territory response functions

-

whether the management has knowledge of the salesperson reaction functions

-

whether the costs of observing outcomes are higher than costs of observing behaviors

Thus, Darmon’s (1998) model also aims at predicting the characteristics of a control system, or
even helping managers to design their own, so that they fit into their operating environments.

Both models are valuable in the strategic-level decisions of sales management. However, one
should remember that organization-level theories often adopt a very simple, deterministic view of
human nature. This is most commonly expressed in the form of a utility function, which is
assumed to be the same for each individual: human behavior is seen simply as utility-maximizing
behavior. The main criticism that these theories attract is based on insufficient understanding of
human nature, as mentioned in the previous sections. As we move to the tactical level of
decision-making in sales management, the decisions involve linking the strategic-level
definitions to the firm’s internal environment by forming policies and designing control and
reward systems. In this task the individual-level theories and models are assumed to be better
since they can more accurately explain employee responses to the controls.

3.3
3.3.1

INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL THEORIES
Motivation theories

The word “motivation”is somewhat controversial in that it has been conceptualized and defined
in several different ways. Generally speaking, there are two types of approaches: process theories
(also mechanistic theories, Deci and Ryan, 1985) and content theories (also organismic theories,
Deci and Ryan, 1985). Process theories concern the cognitive processes behind human behavior,
i.e. decision-making and thinking about whether or not to perform an action, while content
theories consider humans as organisms who have internalized needs and wants, i.e. people have
intrinsic needs that have to be fulfilled. The latter make a distinction between extrinsic and
intrinsic motivation. The two approaches take very different perspectives on motivation and its
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relationship with managerial activities. Perhaps the most frequently applied process theory in the
sales-management literature is Victor Vroom’s (1964) expectancy theory 9, a framework that has
been used by Walker et al. (1977), Oliver (1974), and Teas (1981), for example. Of the content
(or organismic) theories, Deci and Ryan’s (1985) self-determination theory10, and its sub-theory
of cognitive evaluation, are frequently cited(e.g., Anderson and Oliver, 1987). The two
approaches are discussed briefly in the remainder of this section in order to promote
understanding of the nature of motivation.

The process view of motivation: expectancy theory
Vroom (1964, p. 9) views “the central problem of motivation as the explanation of choices made
by organisms among different voluntary responses”. In other words, expectancy theory is a
process theory, which seeks to explain the cognitive process behind motivation by examining the
interactions between motivational constructs. The underlying assumption is that behavior is
voluntary, and consequently motivated. It is also assumed that people choose their behavior in a
way that maximizes their subjective utility. The central motivational constructs in Vroom’s
expectancy theory are valence, instrumentality, expectancy, and force towards performing an
action (= motivation). Valence refers to affective orientations toward particular outcomes, and
instrumentality refers to the link between performance and the attainment of a desired outcome or
consequence. Expectancy means the perceived probability that an act will be followed by the
desired performance. Kopf (1992) discussed the different interpretations of force, stating that
Vroom’s expectancy model had been applied in two different ways: motivation had been
understood either as a force to perform a single behavior or as a choice of the most attractive
behavior. Kopf’s (1992) suggestion was that both conceptualizations were complementary, and
should be used together.

According to the theory, a person’s motivation or force to perform an act (F) is a function of the
sum of the products of the valences (V) of all outcomes and the strength of his or her
expectancies (E) that the act will be followed by the attainment of these outcomes (Equation 1.).

9

Other process theoretical approaches are also used in sales management : reinforcement theory (e.g., Scott et al.,
1986) and goal-setting theory (e.g., Wotruba, 1989)
10
Hertzberg’s dual-factor theory has also been used in sales management (e.g., Shipley and Kiely, 1986).
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 n

Fi = f i ∑ (EijV j )
 j =1

(i = n + 1...m )

(1)

The valence (V) of an outcome to a person is a function of the sum of the products of the
valences of all other outcomes and his or her conceptions of its instrumentality for the attainment
of these other outcomes (Equation 2.).

 n

V j = f i ∑ (Vk I jk )
 k =1

( j = 1...n)

(2)

According to Walker et al. (1977), the instrumentalities and valences of a salesperson may be
influenced by a manager with a compensation plan, for example. In sum, motivation, or the force
towards performing an action, is determined by both feeling that increased effort will produce the
desired outcomes and valence for performance, which may be affected by managerial activities.

The content view of motivation: self-determination theory
Self-determination theory (hereafter SDT) is framed in terms of the social and environmental
factors that facilitate or undermine intrinsic motivation (Ryan and Deci, 2000). Deci and Ryan
(1985) proposed that SDT consisted of three mini-theories: Cognitive Evaluation Theory,
Organismic Integration Theory, and Causality Orientations Theory. Cognitive Evaluation relates
external events to intrinsic motivation, Organismic Integration distinguishes between intrinsic
motivation and different types of extrinsic motivation, and finally Causality Orientation identifies
different orientations towards interpreting external events. These mini-theories are briefly
presented in the following discussion, which is then concluded in a summary.

Cognitive Evaluation Theory (hereafter CET), as presented by Deci and Ryan (1985), comprises
four propositions covering people’s intrinsic need for being self-determined and competent, and
the fact that people perceive the different aspects of external and internal events differently.
These four propositions are listed below:
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Proposition I
“External events relevant to the initiation or regulation of behavior will affect a person’
s intrinsic
motivation to the extent that they influence the perceived locus of causality for that behavior.
Events that promote a more external perceived locus of causality will undermine intrinsic
motivation, whereas those that promote a more internal perceived locus of causality will enhance
intrinsic motivation.”(p. 62)
Proposition II
“External events will affect a person’
s intrinsic motivation for an optimally challenging activity to
the extent that they influence the person’
s perceived competence, within the context of some selfdetermination. Events that promote greater perceived competence will enhance intrinsic
motivation, whereas those that diminish perceived competence will decrease intrinsic motivation.”
(p.63)
Proposition III
“Events relevant to the initiation and regulation of behavior have three potential aspects, each with
a functional significance. The informational aspect facilitates an internal perceived locus of
causality and perceived competence, thus enhancing intrinsic motivation. The controlling aspect
facilitates an external perceived locus of causality, thus undermining intrinsic motivation and
promoting extrinsic compliance or defiance. The amotivating aspect facilitates perceived
incompetence, thus undermining intrinsic motivation and promoting amotivation. The relative
salience of these three aspects to a person determines the functional significance of the event.”
(p.64)
Proposition IV
“Intrapersonal events differ in their qualitative aspects and, like external events, can have varied
functional significances. Internally informational events facilitate self-determined functioning and
maintain or enhance intrinsic motivation. Internally controlling events are experienced as pressure
toward specific outcomes and undermine intrinsic motivation. Internally amotivating events make
salient one’
s incompetence and also undermine intrinsic motivation.”(p. 64)

In sum, CET postulates that external events that are perceived as controlling or that promote the
reduction of felt competence over action are likely to diminish intrinsic motivation, and that
people differ in their perceptions of such external events. However, Ryan and Deci (2000) remind
us that the principles of CET hold only for activities that are intrinsically motivated, i.e. they
have the appeal of novelty, challenge or aesthetic value. Thus, it should not be used in the work
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context without further consideration, since “the word work, in fact, carries the connotation of
‘having to’and is often used to describe difficult or stressful activities”(Deci and Ryan, 1985, p.
293). More should be known about the nature of extrinsic motivation, which is discussed next in
terms of the Organismic Integration Theory.

Organismic Integration Theory (hereafter OIT). OIT acknowledges that motivation can be
divided into two separate elements: intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic
motivation is based on inherent satisfactions rather than on separable consequences, and extrinsic
motivation (in contrast) pertains whenever an activity is carried out in order to attain some
separable outcome. Whenever a person attempts to foster behaviors in others (as is the case in
sales management), the others’ motivation for the behavior can range from amotivation, or
unwillingness, to passive compliance, to active personal commitment (Ryan and Deci, 2000).
OIT was introduced in order to present the different forms of extrinsic motivation, which
according to the theory (see Figure 13 for a taxonomy of motivational types), lie along a
continuum (see Deci and Ryan, 1985; Ryan and Deci, 2000). On the left end of the continuum is
amotivation, when an individual lacks any intention to act, after which the forms are presented
from left to right in terms of the degree to which the motivations are self-determined.

Figure 13. A taxonomy of forms of extrinsic motivation (Ryan and Deci 2000)
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The extrinsically motivated behaviors that are least autonomous are called externally regulated,
and are performed in order to satisfy an external demand or reward contingency. Next, there is
introjected regulation, which involves taking in regulation but not fully accepting it as one’s
own. The third form is identified regulation, which means the conscious valuing of a behavioral
goal or regulation, and the action is accepted or owned as personally important. The form of
extrinsic motivation that is closest to intrinsic motivation is integrated regulation, meaning that
regulations are fully assimilated to the self, i.e. they have been brought into congruence with
one’s other values and needs. Ryan and Deci (2000) stress that the continuum is not necessarily
developmental, and that an individual can actually move “backward” towards less autonomous
extrinsic motivation. The more thorough internalization of motivation appears to be related to
more behavioral effectiveness, greater volitional persistence, enhanced subjective well-being, and
better assimilation of the individual within the social group (Ryan and Deci, 2000).

According to Ryan and Deci (2000), the integration of extrinsic motivation can be facilitated by
supporting feelings of relatedness, perceived competence, and experience of autonomy. External
regulation can be achieved when there are salient rewards or threats, and when the person feels
competent enough. Introjected regulation is achievable when a relevant reference group endorses
the activity and when the person feels competent and related, but autonomous regulation is only
attainable if the managerial activities are supportive of autonomy. Sometimes even rewards may
be perceived as a method of control (e.g., Jordan 1986), and thus they may hinder the integration
process of extrinsic motivation. This motivation-undermining effect of rewards has been called
the “over-justification effect”in studies on intrinsic motivation (see e.g., Pinder, 1984).

Finally in the SDT context, Causality Orientations Theory (hereafter COT) distinguishes between
three types of causality orientations, which are individual-specific tendencies to make
interpretations of external events and include autonomy orientation, control orientation, and
impersonal orientation. This dissertation concentrates on the first two sub-theories of SDT,
however, although it is acknowledged that causality orientations regarding controls-in-use might
provide promising research avenues in the future.
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Even though SDT was developed first in the field of education, and could be seen as a theory of
learning motivation, it has been put forward as a general content theory of motivation and
therefore is applicable to the work context due to its OIT component. Deci and Ryan (1985,
p.301-311) presented the results of research on self-determination in work organizations. They
found a significant correlation between the orientations of both managers and employees and
employees’perceptions of their job security and satisfaction, which are motivationally relevant
variables. The general assertion that an autonomy-supportive work climate predicts the
satisfaction of intrinsic needs for competence, autonomy and relatedness, which in turn predicts
task motivation, has gained support in cross-cultural research (Deci, Ryan, Gagné et al., 2001).
However, the content view of motivation has been discussed only occasionally in the literature on
marketing and sales management control. Anderson and Oliver (1987) referred to Cognitive
Evaluation Theory (see the discussion in Chapter 2) in their seminal paper, but they interpreted it
as supporting behavior-based control, which they assumed means that the manager encourages
and directs his/her subordinates. However, as Challagalla and Shervani (1996) observed, activity
control and capability control are separate dimensions, which may even have opposite effects on
employees, and this assumption therefore does not necessarily hold. Eisenhardt (1985) also
referred to Deci and Ryan’s work, but she abandoned this “humanist-attributionist” approach,
because its (p.147)
… key point is that humanists/attributionists see motivation as a problem of boredom in simple jobs.
However, when a dull job is made more interesting, motivation problems do not disappear. Rather, they
change to problems of performance evaluation under uncertainty as suggested by control theorists. Thus, the
motivation of salesmen, engineers, and university professors is not a problem of boredom, but rather one of
direction and evaluation under uncertainty as suggested by control theories.

Eisenhardt (1985) unfortunately failed to understand the importance of the feeling of being selfdetermined in motivation, which is clearly related to control problems. Challagalla and Shervani
(1996) also referred to Deci and Ryan’s (1985) work, and suggested that there was a positive
association between capability information and intrinsic motivation and performance, due to
supporting feelings of competence. However, they did not include motivational variables in their
model. Thus, in sum, the content view of motivation has been almost totally neglected in the
research on sales management control systems.
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Summary
Studies on managerial influence on work motivation usually rely on mechanistic process theories
(such as expectancy theory), which link managerial activities to subordinates’ extrinsic
motivation. Work motivation is seen as a cognitive response to stimulus. However, according to
the content or organismic view, these mechanistic theories fail to take into consideration people’s
innate need for being self-determined. Within the self-determination theory this view brings an
additional aspect to the study of work motivation, suggesting that motivation can only be
“enhanced”up to a certain point under the mechanistic approach (i.e. rewards and penalties) .
Feelings of belonging, being competent, and being autonomous must also be supported, and a
continuous increase in managerial control over employees is likely to dampen such feelings.

3.3.2

Role theory

Role stress (i.e. role conflict and role ambiguity) has also been widely studied in the salesmanagement literature in the context of performance antecedents (e.g., Walker, Churchill, and
Ford, 1977). Consequently, it has also been a central employee-response variable in the literature
on marketing and sales management (see Appendix 1).

The theory base behind role stressors as performance determinants is role theory, which posits
that the behavior of an individual is guided by expectations held by that individual and other
people. Such expectations correspond to roles people have in their everyday lives, such as the
professional role of a salesperson. Sometimes role ambiguity and role conflict arise in complex
organizations when people face inconsistent expectations and lack the necessary information
about their tasks and responsibilities (Rizzo et al., 1970).

Kahn et al. (1966) described the development process of role stress in their model of role
episodes (see Figure 14), which shows how role conflict and ambiguity are related to social and
psychological processes between and within role senders and focal persons.
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Role Sender
Experience
Role
expectations
Perceptions of
focal persons
behavior
Evaluation

I

Focal Person

Response
Role pressures
Objective role
conflict
Objective
ambiguity

1

Experience
Psychological
conflict
Experienced
ambiguity
Perceptions of
role and role
senders

II

III

Response
Coping efforts
Compliance
Symptom
formation

IV

2

Figure 14. A model of role episodes (Kahn et al., 1966)

According to the model, role senders (e.g., field sales managers, customers) have expectations
about a focal person (a salesperson) and his/her behavior, and such expectations often lead to role
pressures. When pressures from different associates (role senders) are strong and directed toward
changes in the behavior of the focal person, or when they are contradictory to one another, the
focal person is likely to experience role conflict and ambiguity, and as a result to feel tension,
anger, or indecision. Finally, when a focal person is confronted with role conflict, he/she must
respond to it by means of coping efforts. Kahn et al. (1966) identify (1) direct attempts to resolve
conflict through compliance or by persuading role senders to modify incompatible demands, (2)
attempts to avoid the sources of stress, and the use of defense mechanisms that distort the reality,
and finally, (3) focal persons may form affective or physiological symptoms of coping with the
pressures. In sum, sent pressures (II) lead to experienced conflict (III), which leads to coping
responses (IV), and these responses are perceived and evaluated in relation to role expectations
(I), and then the cycle resumes. People who are working in boundary-spanning positions (e.g.,
with different departments) are often faced with conflicting role pressures because their role set
consists of persons in separate units, all of which have their own goals, objectives and norms
(Kahn et al. 1966). Pruden (1969) identifies salespeople as “interface managers who link their
employer with their customers”(p. 339). Thus, there generally seems to be a consensus that sales
positions are characterized by exposure to role stress.
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According to Kahn et al. (1966), the role episode model represents events only at a given point of
time, and they expand it to include enduring states of the organization, the person, and the
interpersonal relations between the focal person and the role senders (Figure 15).

Personality
Factors
B
8
4
5
Organizat.
Factors
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Role Senders

Focal Person
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Role
Expect.

Role
Press.

Experience

Response

7
2
6

9
Interperso
nal
Relations
C

Figure 15. A theoretical model of factors involved in adjustment to role conflict and ambiguity
(Kahn et al. 1966)

It is acknowledged in this extended model that organizational factors (A), such as organizational
structure, functional specialization, the division of labor and formal reward systems, dictate what
people are supposed to do (Arrow 3 in the model). Previous research in sales management
suggests that individual perceptions of role conflict and ambiguity can nevertheless be reduced by
giving performance feedback and allowing participation in decision-making (Teas, Wacker, and
Hughes, 1979).

Personality factors (B) have an influence on the role pressures imposed by the role senders
(Arrow 4), on the focal person’s experience of such pressures (Arrow 5), and on the focal
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person’s reactions to pressure (Arrow 8). Examples of personality influences are discussed in the
sales-management literature. For example, Lee and Cadogan (2002) have suggested that sales
managers, who are relativistic, may pressurize salespeople even into engaging in unethical
behaviors in order to maximize sales revenues. Behrman and Perreault (1984), in turn, found that
perceptions of role conflict and role ambiguity were higher among salespeople with a more
external locus of control, and among people with a lower need for achievement.

The characteristics of the interpersonal relationship between the role sender and the focal person
also have an influence on the role pressures exerted by the sender (Arrow 6) on the focal person’s
experience of such pressures (Arrow 7), and on the focal person’s reactions to pressure (Arrow
9). The interpersonal relationships studied in this work involve the manager-subordinate
relationship.

Generally, the research findings concerning role stressors and organizational control support the
view that exercised control reduces role stress (e.g., Challagalla and Shervani, 1997; Jaworski,
Stathakopoulos and Krishnan, 1993; Ramaswami, 2002).

3.3.3

The path-goal theory of effective leadership

The path-goal theory of leadership (House, 1971) has been used in the literature on marketing
and sales management control for establishing a link between the control system and employee
responses to it (e.g., Futrell, Swan and Todd, 1976; Challagalla and Shervani, 1996). Basically,
however, it is built on Vroom’s (1964) expectancy theory of motivation (Wofford and Liska,
1993).

House’s (1971) path-goal theory of leader effectiveness aims to explain the effects of leader
behavior on subordinate satisfaction, motivation, and performance. It identifies different leader
behaviors and relates them to subordinate responses by means of variables (such as
instrumentality and valence) from the expectancy theory of motivation. The individual makes
probability estimates with respect to two linking points (i.e. path-instrumentality of his/her
behavior with work-goal accomplishment and valence of outcome connecting the behavior with
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its outcomes) between the behavior and its outcomes. House presented his formulation as
follows:
n


M = IVb + P1  IVa + ∑ ( P2i EVi ) 
i =1

 (Equation 3)
i = 1,..., n

where:
M = the motivation to work;
IVb = intrinsic valence associated with goal-directed behavior;
IVa = intrinsic valence associated with work-goal accomplishment;
EVi = extrinsic valence associated with work-goal accomplishment;
P1 = path instrumentality of behavior for work-goal attainment;
P2i = path instrumentality of work goals for extrinsic valence.

He also links leadership behaviors to the antecedents of motivation (see Equation 3), suggesting
that:
-

the leader determines the extrinsic rewards that are associated with work-goal
accomplishment (EVi)

-

the leader can increase the subordinate’s path instrumentality concerning the rewards
forthcoming as a result of work-goal accomplishment (P2)

-

the leader can provide support for the subordinate’s efforts and thereby influence the
probability that this effort will result in work-goal achievement (P1)

-

the leader influences the intrinsic valences associated with goal accomplishment (IV a) by
delegating and assigning tasks to subordinates (allowing subordinates to participate in
goal setting)

-

the leader can increase the net intrinsic valence associated with goal-directed behavior
(IVb) by reducing frustrating barriers and being supportive.

In his retrospective article, House (1996) describes the evolution of the formulation of leader
behaviors, which are the independent variables of the path-goal theoretical models, briefly
summarized in the following discussion. His original work (House, 1971) identified two general
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classes of leader behavior: path-goal clarifying behavior and behavior directed toward satisfying
subordinate needs. These were tested by means of constructs of leader-initiating structure and
consideration. House and Mitchell (1974) gave a more specific definition of leader behaviors ,
and identified (1) directive path-goal clarifying behavior, (2) supportive behavior, (3)
participative behavior, and (4) achievement-oriented behavior. In the same retrospective article
House (1996) presents a reformulation of the theory in the form of the path-goal theory of workunit leadership, and further specifies leader behaviors in the following eight categories: (1) pathgoal clarifying behaviors, (2) achievement-oriented behavior, (3) work facilitation, (4) supportive
leader behavior, (5) interaction facilitation, (6) group-oriented decision processes, (7)
representation and networking, and (8) value-based leader behavior.

While the path-goal theory of effective leadership has been discussed in the literature on sales
and marketing management control (Challagalla and Shervani, 1996), it is important to note that,
according to this theory, leaders can adjust their own behaviors to adapt to contingencies
(Silverthorne, 2001), which may be derived from the task environment (e.g., ambiguous role
demands, see House, 1996) or from follower characteristics (e.g., locus of control, see Mitchell,
Smyser, and Weed, 1975). If the management control system is defined as the organization’s set
of procedures for monitoring, directing, evaluating, and controlling its employees (Anderson and
Oliver, 1987), the control behaviors of the manager should be defined by the control system and
not the individual salesperson-manager dyads. DelVecchio (1996) studied whether the control
behaviors of managers were determined by interpersonal factors (leadership approach) or the
control-system characteristics (control-system approach), and her findings supported more the
leadership approach. If such findings hold in other empirical settings too, the reliability of the
implications drawn from the studies using subordinate perceptions of the control system as
independent variables could be questioned. At worst, they might only reflect the effects of
interpersonal relationship qualities.

3.3.4

Conclusion

On the individual level of analysis the theories circle around constructs that are related to the
perceptions, feelings, needs and wants of individuals, while on the organizational level the
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control-system dimensions or characteristics are related only to the tasks to be performed, their
measurability, and the operating environment. Theories of motivation suggest that people want to
fulfill their needs, which may be either extrinsic (earning a livelihood) or intrinsic (being
competent, self-determined, and belonging). The propositions that come from role theory suggest
that salespersons in boundary-spanning positions may be susceptible to role stress (i.e. role
ambiguity or role conflict), which may be alleviated through communication and clear objectives.
The management control system might well enhance employee motivation and reduce role stress
if it can both help individuals in fulfilling their needs and provide clarity in terms of role
perceptions. However, these theories also suggest that exercising too much control may have
deleterious effects on motivation and role stress.

As far as individual-level theories are concerned, the use of very broad control-system
dimensions, such as formal vs. informal control or behavior vs. outcome control, is not justified
for studying the effects on individual responses because they do not match with the theoretical
constructs related to motivation and role stress. It is argued here that on the field-salesmanagement level conceptualizations of the management-control system should involve more
detailed dimensions, which should be comparable with the relevant constructs of the individuallevel theories. In other words, the field sales managers who implement the strategies on the
operational level are likely to conceptualize control systems with somewhat different (i.e. more
detailed) dimensions than sales executives, who are more familiar with the strategic-level
decisions.

3.4

CONCLUSION: A FRAMEWORK FOR STUDYING THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN SYSTEMS OF FIELD SALES MANAGEMENT CONTROL AND THE
SALESPERSON’S RESPONSES TO IT

The first section of this chapter aimed at identifying and describing the levels in the hierarchy of
sales management decisions. It was acknowledged that at the strategic level (usually occupied by
sales executives) the decisions deal with the desired role of personal selling that is in line with
marketing strategies and plans of action. The emphasis is on planning and organizing the sales
force, and the key elements in decision-making on these activities concern situational analysis of
organizations internal and external environments. As the focus of analysis shifts to implementing
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the plans (tactical and operational levels), also the emphasis of the managers’activities shifts to
directing and controlling the members of sales organization. The decisions concerning these
activities are based on understanding the expected responses of the sales force. As the decisions
at these levels are based on different issues (i.e. situational analysis vs. understanding of the
employees’response function), it is asserted here that one should also apply different theories.

The next two sections reviewed the theories applied in the past research on sales management
control systems, first the ones that deal with strategic level decisions (i.e. unit of analysis is
organization), and then the ones that deal with tactical/operational level decisions (i.e. unit of
analysis is employee or employee-manager relationship). These sections revealed that the
constructs that describe the nature of control at strategic level are not comparable with constructs
that describe the nature of control at tactical/operational level. At the strategic level theories, the
control system characteristics are designed by evaluating whether
-

the behaviors and/or outcomes are measurable or not,

-

the tasks to be performed are programmable or not,

-

whether the job is characterized by transaction-specific assets or not.

Consequently the control system characteristics are examined with broad descriptions, such as
control over outcomes vs. control over behaviors, or reliance on social controls (i.e. clan control).
At the individual-level theories, the control system characteristics are related to examination of
how employees perceive the control: is the control system
-

rewarding,

-

clearly communicated,

-

in conflict with other role expectations,

-

autonomy-supporting?

When these theories are applied in examining the control system characteristics, it should into
studying perceptions of control (e.g. are the controls clearly perceived, how strong is the
perceptual link between performance and rewards, see Futrell, Swan and Todd, 1976) or/and
conceptualizing control with more detailed descriptions (e.g. does the behavioral control
emphasize observation of activities or supporting capabilities).
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Based on the above mentioned findings of the literature review, a general multilevel framework
for sales management control system research is proposed (Figure 16). It builds on the multilevel
view of organization (see e.g. Klein, Dansereau, and Hall, 1994; Yammarino, Dansereau, and
Kennedy, 2001), which asserts that constructs should be defined with regard to the level of
analysis and when doing this the issues of independence and homogeneity within higher-level
units should be taken into consideration. The presented framework is divided into three
sequential research gaps, proceeding from issues of conceptualization of control to examining its
consequences.

The first research gap is related to the conceptualization of systems of field sales management
control. Its importance is highlighted in a study carried out by DelVecchio (1996) suggesting that
sales managers’control behaviors can be better explained in terms of leadership theories rather
than control-system theories. The managers’control behaviors were unique in each managersalesperson dyad, and therefore relating the results to the literature on control systems, which
assumes constant and stable control behaviors across manager-salesperson dyads, is not justified.
Moreover, according to the individual-level theories, employees form perceptions of
instrumentalities, expectancies, role expectations concerning the managers’exercised control. It
is asserted here that the control system should be conceptualized and operationalized by taking
into consideration the level issues and the underlying assumptions on within-group homogeneity
and heterogeneity. This means that the congruence between the sales manager’s self-reported
control behaviors and salespersons’ control perceptions within an organization should be
assessed. Doing this assessment will reveal, which of the managers’ activities really are
determined by control system, and which are adapted to each dyad. In addition, it will reveal,
how well salespersons’control perceptions are in line with exercised control.

The second gap deals with salespersons’ psychological responses to the manager’s control
behaviors. Given that Gap I has not yet been studied in the literature, findings on the effects of
the control system should not be trusted without further examination. It is proposed here that
before any implications of the results can be presented, one should investigate whether the
psychological responses to control are stable across all the salespeople under that same system,
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and whether this effect also holds across different sales organizations. The examination of
individual-level theories also revealed that individual differences also play an important role in
the formation of psychological responses. These should be controlled for before studying the
effects of exercised control on salespeople.

The third gap is of similar logic, but it focuses on behavioral responses to the control. It is treated
as a separate gap because behaviors are often guided by one’s psychological state of mind. As the
review of motivation theories reported in the previous section revealed, work-related behaviors
are purposeful, i.e. motivated. Perceived role stress, on the other hand, may lead to different
coping behaviors. Thus, it is asserted here that when the behavioral responses to exercised control
are under examination, psychological variables should also be included in the model, and their
relationship with controls-in-use should be known first.
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Figure 16. A framework for studying the relationship between systems of field sales management
control and salespersons’responses to it
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4

THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL AND RESEARCH PROPOSITIONS

The previous chapter derived a general multilevel framework for studying field sales
management control and its relationship with salesperson consequences. This framework serves
as a base for the present chapter, which develops a detailed conceptual framework and research
propositions to be assessed empirically. More specifically, it derives the research propositions
concerning the nature of these systems, and their relationship with salesperson consequences. The
propositions are allocated to the three research gaps in the framework.

4.1

GAP I –CONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM

The levels of analysis in sales management were identified in Chapter 3, and the theory base used
in the literature on systems of sales and marketing management control was reviewed in
accordance with the multilevel approach. The conclusion was that the theories on the strategic
level of sales management offered a different perspective on controls than those on the
tactical/operational level. The strategic-level decisions related the construct of the management
control system to the operating environment and tasks in order to define the desired role of the
personal selling function, whereas on the tactical/operational levels the management activities
were related to the employee’s need fulfillment (e.g., the provision of income, autonomy, and
feedback). Thus, the first question to be answered concerns the perceptual control-system
dimensions and their congruence on the field-sales-management and the salesperson levels. It is
suggested that, in accordance with the ideas presented in Futrell, Swan and Todd’s (1976) and
Challagalla and Shervani’s (1996) control-system conceptualizations, the dimensions perceived
by the salespeople are related to motivation and role-theoretical constructs, such as expectancy,
instrumentality, the provision of autonomy, the provision of feedback, and control-system clarity.
In the terms used in the literature on sales and marketing management, such dimensions are as
presented in Table 10.
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Table 10. Control-system dimensions based on individual-level theories
Futrell et al. (1976)
Perceived clarity
Perceived performance-reward link
Perceived feedback

Challagalla and Shervani (1996)
Capability information
Capability rewards
Capability punishments
Activity information
Activity rewards
Activity punishments
Output information
Output rewards
Output punishments

It is proposed here that the appropriate dimensions of the control system depend on the
respondent’s position in the sales-management hierarchy. Those who are working with strategiclevel decisions are likely to conceptualize the firm’s sales management control system with
dimensions derived from strategic-level theories, e.g., input, process, or output control. On the
other hand, those who are working with tactical- or operational -level decisions are more likely to
conceptualize the control systems with dimensions based on individual-level theories (Table 10).
Thus:

P1: Tactical/operational-level sales managers conceptualize control systems with dimensions
comparable to motivation and role-theoretic constructs (i.e. detailed control dimensions), rather
than broad formal/informal dimensions that are derived from organization-level theories.
This dissertation focuses on the effects of a control system on salespersons’motivation and
behavior, and therefore the managerial level represented in the sample in the empirical
assessment is on the tactical/operational level, i.e. it consists of first-line managers. Since the
field sales managers are the closest superiors for field sales people, it is assumed that their
perceptual dimensions of the control systems are in congruence with those of salespeople. Thus:

P2: Field salespersons conceptualize control systems with dimensions comparable to motivation
and role-theoretic constructs (i.e. detailed control dimensions), rather than broad
formal/informal dimensions that are derived from organization-level theories.
Another important question that arises from the multilevel approach adopted is whether the
control perceptions are identical across the salespeople under the same control system, i.e.
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whether the field sales management control behaviors are determined by the management control
system or by the manager-salesperson dyad relationship. It is proposed here that field sales
managers may adapt their behaviors along dimensions of subjective control (e.g., feedback
provision) when the individual manager-salesperson dyad needs it, but more formal or objective
control dimensions (e.g., the link between performance and rewards) are stable across the sales
force. Therefore the third research proposition is:

P3:
a) Formal and quantitative-based dimensions of manager activities are homogenously
perceived by subordinates (i.e. defined by the control system), whereas informal and
qualitative-based dimensions are perceived heterogeneously (i.e. defined by the
leadership style)
b) Salespersons’perceptions of the formal and quantitative-based dimensions of manager
activities are clearly determined by managers’reported behaviors, whereas this link is
weaker on the informal and qualitative-based dimensions.

4.2

GAP II –PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES TO CONTROL

The different streams of research in marketing and sales management control have emphasized
the different psychological consequences of control. The research based on Anderson and
Oliver’s (1987) conceptualization concentrates on explanatory variables used in traditional
studies on sales performance such as motivation, behavioral strategies, and organizational
commitment, whereas that based on Jaworski’s (1988) conceptualization focus on variance in job
tension and job/role stress. Studies based on Challagalla and Shervani’s (1996; 1997) ideas are
limited to the effects of role ambiguity and satisfaction with the supervisor. In the present
dissertation, the constructs of motivation and role stress are studied as psychological responses
for three reasons:
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1) There is a substantial body of theory underlying the constructs;
2) These variables have a central role in various models explaining differences in
salesperson performance (e.g., Behrman and Perreault, 1984; Churchill et al. 1979; Plank
and Reid, 1994);
3) These are the main psychological consequences under scrutiny in different streams of
research on marketing and sales management control .

These constructs and their assumed relationship with systems of field sales management control
are discussed in more detail in the following sub-sections.

4.2.1

Motivation

The different approaches to motivation were discussed in Chapter 3, and two general approaches
to human motivation were identified, the process and content approaches. Organizational
research and also the literature on sales and marketing management have often concentrated on
the process view. Content theories of motivation complement the process theories in several
different ways, and the complementary view of combining both approaches has been adopted in
research on systems of marketing and sales management control (e.g., Anderson and Oliver,
1987; Oliver and Anderson, 1994; 1995; Baldauf, Cravens and Piercy, 2001). However, some
adjustments should be made. The theoretical discussion in these studies is based on Cognitive
Evaluation Theory, but as discussed in Chapter 3, behavior cannot be intrinsically motivated if
the initiating force behind it comes from a world that is external to individual cognition (see
Cognitive Evaluation Theory, Deci and Ryan, 1985). Thus, work motivation is, by nature, always
extrinsic. However, as Organismic Integration Theory suggests, there are different forms of
extrinsic motivation ranging from pure compliance to integrated regulation, which is the closest
to intrinsic motivation. Researchers in the field of marketing and sales management previously
used the two motivational constructs – extrinsic and intrinsic motivation (e.g., Anderson and
Oliver, 1987; Oliver and Anderson, 1994; 1995) –separately. In accordance with the writings of
Ryan and Deci (2000), however, it is proposed here that studies of work motivation should adopt
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Organismic Integration Theory instead of Cognitive Evaluation Theory, and should focus on
different forms of extrinsic motivation in work contexts.

Oliver and Anderson (1994; 1995) and Baldauf, Cravens and Piercy (2001) have conducted
empirical studies on the relationship between control systems and motivation. In their original
conceptual formulation Anderson and Oliver (1987) suggested a positive relationship between
behavior-based control and intrinsic motivation, since they assumed that it was characterized by
support and feedback11. In other words, they assumed that such systems satisfied salespeople’s
needs for feeling competent by providing support. They reported no support for this hypothesis in
their empirical study a few years later (Oliver and Anderson, 1994) however, even though they
found that outcome-based control was positively associated with extrinsic motivation. A year
later (Oliver and Anderson, 1995) they reported that intrinsic motivation was higher under
“hybrid form”control systems than in either of the extreme types. Baldauf, Cravens and Piercy
(2001) found a positive relationship between behavior-control and intrinsic motivation in their
UK sample, but not in their Austrian sample. Furthermore, the empirical evidence of
relationships between control-system characteristics and motivation is from studies that have
focused on either salespeople’s perceptions of control and their motivation (e.g., Oliver and
Anderson, 1994; 1995) or sales executives’/managers’ perceptions of aggregated employee
motivation and the control system (e.g., Baldauf, Cravens and Piercy, 2001; Cravens et al. 1993).

In accordance with the logic of Anderson and Oliver (1987), and Deci and Ryan’s (1985) selfdetermination theory of motivation, it is suggested here, that more integrated forms of motivation
can only be achieved in a competence- and autonomy-supporting work environment. While
Anderson and Oliver (1987) assumed that behavior-based control systems provided such
environments, Challagalla and Shervani’s (1996) work has indicated that this assumption does
not hold: they found that the two types of behavior-based controls, i.e. activity and capability
control, were actually very different. It seems that their capability-control types and informationcontrol dimensions are the only controls that could be described as competence- and autonomysupporting. Thus:

11

This assumption can be questioned, since Challagalla and Shervani (1996) identified two different types of
behavior control, capability and activity control.
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P4: The control systems that are characterized by capability support and information provision
(i.e. entail training, support, and competence development) are predict more integrated types of
extrinsic motivation.
According to the same logic, it is suggested that output and activity controls are perceived more
as external regulation, which reduces perceived self-determination, and consequently moves
motivation more towards pure compliance. Thus:

P5: The control systems that are more focused on controlling specific activities and/or outputs
predict less integrated types of felt extrinsic motivation.
It is posited in the literature (Anderson and Oliver, 1987, Jaworski et al. 1993) that the control
system should be examined as an entity, rather than as separate controls in isolation. Therefore, it
is further suggested that the more the sales manager uses different types of control (i.e. uses high
control), the more the salespeople will perceive external regulation, and consequently will have
less integrated forms of extrinsic motivation.

P6: The control systems that consist of several different types of control predict less integrated
forms of extrinsic motivation.

4.2.2

Role stress

Previous research on the relationship between marketing and sales management control systems
and role stressors has mainly concentrated on streams based on Jaworski’s (1988) and
Challagalla and Shervani’s (1996) conceptualizations of control. The general hypothesis has been
that the use of management control will decrease employees’felt role conflict and role ambiguity,
and this has mainly been supported. Studies based on Jaworski’s (1988) conceptualization have
found that the reduced role ambiguity has been most strongly related to high control, while those
based on Challagalla and Shervani (1996; 1997) suggest that role ambiguity is negatively
associated with the information and reward dimensions. The only form of control that has been
found to have a positive relationship with role ambiguity has been activity punishment. The
present dissertation adopts these general hypotheses:
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P7: Extensiveness of control (of any type) is negatively related to salespersons’felt role conflict
and role ambiguity.

4.2.3

Individual differences that influence the response to control

As acknowledged in the path-goal theory of effective leadership and in role theory, individuals
may have different responses to the various control-system characteristics.. Mitchell, Smyser, and
Weed (1975) found in their path-goal theory-based study that the locus of control has an
influence on the efficacy of different leadership styles. Locus of control refers to the degree to
which an individual believes that reinforcements are controlled by his or her own behavior (see
e.g., Chung and Ding, 2002). The concept was developed by Julian Rotter (1966), who observed
that individuals differed in their expectancies of job outcomes. Locus externals believe that
reinforcements following an action are a consequence of external or unpredictable factors such as
luck, fate or chance, while locus internals believe that the same reinforcements are dependent on
their own actions and behaviors. Mitchell, Smyser, and Weed (1975) found that internally
controlled subjects were more satisfied with a participative leadership style, and that locus
externals were more satisfied with a directive style.

Similarly, perceptions of role conflict and role ambiguity are likely to be dependent on
personality factors, as proposed in Kahn et al.’s (1966) theoretical model: a highly sensitive
person may experience more stress under mild pressure than a “thick-skinned” person. In the
context of sales management, Behrman and Perreault (1984) suggest that perceptions of role
conflict and role ambiguity might be higher among salespeople with an external locus of control.
Thus:

P8: Locus internals will experience higher levels of integrated motivation and lower levels of
role conflict and ambiguity than locus externals.

4.3

GAP III –BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES TO CONTROL

According to the results of research on marketing and sales management control, in terms of
behavioral response the use of an adaptive/customer-oriented selling approach has been an
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intended outcome of the control system, and less ethical or dysfunctional behavior an unintended
consequence (e.g., Anderson and Oliver, 1987; Jaworski and MacInnis, 1989; Oliver and
Anderson, 1994; Ramaswami, 1996; Robertson and Anderson, 1993). The psychological
mechanism behind these behavioral outcomes has been assumed to be pure utility maximization.
Superiors exercising behavior-based control are assumed to encourage salespeople and to train
them to behave in an adaptive or customer-oriented way, whereas salespeople under outcomebased control are assumed to maximize their short-term utility by either

1. maximizing their effort and sales, potentially using less ethical selling tactics (e.g.,
Robertson and Anderson, 1993), or
2. reporting the sales results opportunistically (i.e. behaving in a dysfunctional manner).

The research propositions in the present dissertation are based on these assumptions and tests,
and on whether they hold in empirical tests based on the adopted multilevel approach. Thus:

P9: Salespeople working under a control system based on capability support and feedback are
likely to adopt a more customer-oriented approach to their jobs than those under outcome-based
control.
P10: Compared to salespeople working under a control system based on capability support and
feedback, those under outcome-based control are more likely to either
a) adopt less ethical selling tactics or
b) use dysfunctional reporting to the employer.

4.4

SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH PROPOSITIONS: CONCEPTUAL MODEL

The general framework developed in the previous chapter has served as a basis for this chapter,
which has specified detailed research propositions for empirical assessment. The presented
research propositions are summarized in Table 11.
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Table 11. The research propositions
GAP I
P1: Tactical/operational-level sales managers conceptualize control systems with dimensions
comparable to motivation and role-theoretic constructs (i.e. detailed control dimensions), rather than
broad formal/informal dimensions that are derived from organization-level theories.
P2: Field salespersons conceptualize control systems with dimensions comparable to motivation and
role-theoretic constructs (i.e. detailed control dimensions), rather than broad formal/informal
dimensions that are derived from organization-level theories.
P3:
a)
Formal and quantitative-based dimensions of manager activities are homogenously perceived
by subordinates (i.e. defined by the control system), whereas informal and qualitative-based
dimensions are perceived heterogeneously (i.e. defined by the leadership style)
b)
Salespersons’perceptions of the formal and quantitative-based dimensions of manager
activities are clearly determined by managers’reported behaviors, whereas this link is weaker on the
informal and qualitative-based dimensions.
GAP II
P4: The control systems that are characterized by capability support and information provision (i.e.
entail training, support, and competence development) are predict more integrated types of extrinsic
motivation.
P5: The control systems that are more focused on controlling specific activities and/or outputs predict
less integrated types of felt extrinsic motivation.
P6: The control systems that consist of several different types of control predict less integrated forms
of extrinsic motivation.
P7: Extensiveness of control (of any type) is negatively related to salespersons’felt role conflict and
role ambiguity.
P8: Locus internals will experience higher levels of integrated motivation and lower levels of role
conflict and ambiguity than locus externals.
GAP III
P9: Salespeople working under a control system based on capability support and feedback are likely
to adopt a more customer-oriented approach to their jobs than those under outcome-based control.
P10: Compared to salespeople working under a control system based on capability support and
feedback, those under outcome-based control are more likely to either
a) adopt less ethical selling tactics or
b) use dysfunctional reporting to the employer.

The propositions are organized according to the three research gaps, which motivated the
theoretical multilevel framework for studying the relationship between management control
systems and employees’responses to them. Figure 17 depicts the conceptual model of the present
dissertation, in which the research propositions are located within the theoretical framework. The
sequential nature of the model suggests that before studying the effects of a management control
system on employee responses, one must first recognize the control dimensions and assess
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whether they reflect the stable system, or whether they are characteristics of individual manageremployee dyads (GAP I). The next step is to evaluate the psychological responses to the control
system, and to assess whether these responses are constant among employees under the same one,
and whether there are individual patterns of responding to that control (GAP II). Having reached
understanding on the psychological effects of the control system, one can proceed to study the
behavioral responses of the employees (GAP III). A more detailed presentation of the research
strategy for the empirical assessment of the propositions is provided in the next chapter.
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5

THE EMPIRICAL STUDY

The theoretical framework for studying the effects of systems of field sales management control
on salespersons’psychological and behavioral outcomes developed in Chapter 3 was based on
the notion that the phenomenon of interest entails multiple levels of analysis. This multilevel
aspect also requires methodology that takes questions of level into consideration. This chapter
describes and discusses the methodological issues that arise from the adopted multilevel
approach. The first section reviews the multilevel framework and the characteristics of the
phenomenon of interest, and identifies the data requirements. The second section then describes
the research design used in the present dissertation, and presents the sampling and measurement
issues. The third section focuses on the methodology for testing the theory-based research
propositions (see Chapter 4).

5.1

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PHENOMENON OF INTEREST, AND DATA
CONSIDERATIONS

Previous studies on systems of marketing and sales management control and their consequences
were reviewed in Chapter 2, and some of the inconsistencies were identified. It was also posited
that these inconsistencies were mainly due to neglect of level-related issues in the research. These
issues were taken into consideration in the development of the theoretical framework and the
conceptual model in the present dissertation, and should also be noted in the research design. The
relationship between the management control system and employees’ responses to it is a
phenomenon that involves at least two levels: that of the manager and that of the employee.
Consequently, the research design should ensure that data is gathered from both levels. The
majority of previous studies have failed to do this, or they have been limited to either employee
perceptions of control (e.g., Oliver and Anderson, 1994) or managers’perceptions of employees’
responses (e.g., Cravens et al. 1993).

Another characteristic of the phenomenon that has been neglected in previous studies is the
domain of the control-system concept. While some researchers suggest that it is not important to
separate sales management control systems from marketing controls (e.g., Baldauf et al. 1996),
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the empirical review (Chapter 2) does not support this notion. The sales management literature
highlights the difference between sales jobs and other marketing jobs, and field sales in particular
differs from many others because of its (e.g., Johnston and Marshall, 2006)

-

independent nature (i.e. working in the field)

-

boundary-spanning nature (i.e. role as a link between organizations).

This also influences the relationship between the management control system and employee
responses. The study conducted by Challagalla, Shervani, and Huber (2000) showed that the
control-system effects were different for co-located than for remote salespeople, which also
supports this argument. Agarwal’s (1996) study also revealed several significant differences
between sales and non-sales marketing personnel in terms of their responses to control. It is
asserted here that the domain of the control-system concept should also be controlled for in the
sampling.

5.2

RESEARCH DESIGN

The data issues discussed in the previous section were taken into consideration in the research
design. Special attention was given to the aim of obtaining data on both levels of interest, so the
manager-level constructs were measured on the management-level respondents and the
employee-level constructs were measured on the field salespeople.

5.2.1

Sampling

This dissertation delimited itself into studying field sales organizations in Finland, and used a
Kompass database as a sampling frame. As it was not possible to search only field sales
organizations from the data-base, the search for sales managers in Finland was conducted. This
resulted in 4,664 hits. The first step was to approach a random sample of 1,370 of these managers
by telephone in order to confirm their eligibility (i.e. that they had a field sales force) and to
obtain their consent to participate in the study (see Table 12). Fifty-seven of them were not
contacted, either because the contact information in the database was incorrect, or because they
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were on vacation, or because no one answered the telephone despite several attempts. Thus 390
of the sales managers were eligible for the study, which is 28.5% of the total sample. Of these,
923 (67.4%) said that they had no field salespeople. Several of these companies were small firms
in which only the entrepreneur was responsible for selling. Furthermore, several of them were
subcontractors, selling only on the basis of bidding requests. A total of 302 sales managers,
which was 22% of the total sample and 77.4% of those who were eligible, agreed to participate in
the study, and 93 were not willing to participate. In addition, nine of those contacted were, in
fact, sales directors, and wanted to participate with the managers of their different divisions, and
therefore the number of questionnaires sent to sales managers rose to 316. Some of those who
were not willing to participate were willing to give a reason: thirteen (14.8%) of the companies
were in the process of organizational change, and therefore did not feel able to participate; in
three (3.4%) of the companies the field sales force control system was considered a strategic
issue and the top management had forbidden them to give any information about it outside the
company; five (5.7%) of the sales managers considered their organizations not suitable for this
kind of study, even though they had a small field sales force; one (1.1%) company had gone
bankrupt; and fifteen (17%) said that they were too busy at the moment. The rest (58%) were
either just not interested, or did not give a reason for their refusal.

Table 12. The companies approached by telephone.
Status
Agreed to
participate
Not willing to
participate
Not eligible
Not reachable
Total

N
302

%
22

88

6.4

923
57
1370

67.4
4.1
100

Additionally, those who agreed to participate were asked to distribute questionnaires to up to five
field salespersons under their supervision. The questionnaires were number-coded, which enabled
the matching of the supervisor-employee relationships. The number of questionnaires for field
salespersons (ranging from one to five) sent to each manager depended on his or her choice and
the size of the sales team.
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A questionnaire was sent to all those willing to participate. A package was sent to 316 sales
managers, and a reminder letter was sent with the questionnaire to the sales managers 10 days
(two working weeks) after the first submission. The original submissions included 1,255
questionnaires for field salespersons. Completed responses were obtained from 154 sales
managers, which was 48% of those sent out, and 257 from field salespeople, 20% of those sent.
Previous studies utilizing field sales manager samples have reported response rates ranging from
19.5% to 51% (Babakus et al., 1996; Baldauf, Cravens and Piercy, 2001; Grant and Cravens,
1996). Although the response rate of the salespeople was rather low, it can be considered
satisfactory taken the fact that the questionnaire was long (see Appendix 2) and no reminder letter
was sent. When the datasets were combined, a total of 87 field sales managers and 187 field
salespeople could be used for testing cross-level propositions.

5.2.2

Questionnaire development

Since the data was collected from both field sales managers and field salespersons, two different
questionnaires (see Appendix 2) had to be developed. The one for field sales managers was based
on a questionnaire used in a survey conducted in the United Kingdom by Lee, N.J. and Cadogan,
J.W.12, but some additional measures were added. The salesperson questionnaire was developed
for this dissertation. Both were based mainly on established measures, which were translated into
Finnish. Both questionnaires, as well as the data-collection method, were pre-tested. Eighteen
sales managers agreed to participate in the pre-testing by first filling in the questionnaire and then
being interviewed by telephone so that corrections could be made. They also handed a
salesperson questionnaire to one of their salespeople, who similarly first filled it in and then was
interviewed. Suggested corrections were made before the real data-collection phase started.

12

There are no publications from this dataset to date.
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5.2.3

Measurement

Field-sales-manager-level measures

The sales managers’ self-reported control system were assessed on a multi-item measure
developed by Babakus et al. (1996), which consists of 25 items covering a wide range of salesmanagement-control behaviors. The scale was selected for the present purposes since it focuses
especially on sales management control systems and it has been applied before on different levels
of analysis, such as among chief sales executives (Babakus et al., 1996), field sales managers
(Babakus et al., 1996), and salespersons (Piercy, Lane, and Cravens, 2002). The same measure
was also used in the field salesperson questionnaire.

Salesperson-level measures

The salesperson-level concepts used in the present dissertation were assessed on established
measures found in the literature.

Salespersons’ perceptions of the control system were assessed on a multi-item measure
developed by Babakus et al. (1996), which consists of 25 items covering a wide range of salesmanagement-control behaviors. The scale was selected for the present purposes since it focuses
especially sales management control systems. The same measure was also used in the field sales
manager questionnaire.

Salespersons’motivational state was measured on a scale consisting of six items, drawn from the
measures of intrinsic motivation devised by Oliver and Anderson (1994) and Tyagi (1981). While
the original measures were developed for measuring intrinsic motivation, the term used in the
present dissertation is the level of integration of motivation, which is in accordance with
Organismic integration theory (Deci and Ryan, 1985).

Salespersons’role conflict was measured on a shortened version of Rizzo, House and Lirtzman’s
(1970) original scale. The measure used consisted of eight items.
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Salespersons’role ambiguity was also measured on a shortened version of Rizzo, House and
Lirtzman’s (1970) original scale, which consisted of four items.

Salespersons’use of less ethical selling tactics was measured on an adapted version of the scale
of less ethical behavior, developed by Robertson and Anderson (1993). The original scale
consisted of 12 vignettes and the respondent was asked to state whether the person facing the
dilemma presented in the vignette should or should not perform a certain act. The salesperson
respondents were asked to state how likely it was that an average salesperson in the company
would behave as described in the vignette. The present study also sought to measure the use of
less ethical selling tactics, meaning that the salesperson behaves in a less-than-ethical way in
order to increase his/her own sales, whereas the original vignettes also included situations not
directly related to selling. The vignettes that were directly related to selling were therefore
selected for the analyses.

Salespersons’use of dysfunctional behaviors was measured on a six-item scale developed by
Jaworski and McInnis (1989) and also used in the studies conducted by Ramaswami (1996; 1997;
2002).

Salespersons’customer and selling orientations were measured on a shortened version of the
original scale developed by Saxe and Weitz (1982), proposed by Thomas, Soutar, and Ryan
(2001) and cross-validated by Periatt, LeMay, and Chakrabarty (2004). The shortened version
consists of 10 items, five measuring customer-oriented selling behaviors and five measuring
selling-oriented selling behaviors.

Salespersons’locus of control was measured on the sales locus of control scale developed by
Chung and Ding (2002), which is a three-dimensional measure. Thee three dimensions are:
internal locus of control, external locus of control based on chance, and external locus of control
based on powerful others.
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Measure validation for the salesperson consequence variables
The measurement items used for the constructs concerning salespersons’ response to the
management control system were subjected to confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) in order to
verify their unidimensionality (Diamantopoulos and Siguaw, 2000). The sample used in the CFA
consisted of one salesperson from each sales organization studied, in order to verify that the
assumption of independence of observations was met. Amos 6 software, which allows full
information maximum likelihood estimation with missing values, was used for the CFA. Two
separate analyses were conducted, one for the psychological constructs and one for the behavioral
constructs. The standardized factor loadings obtained were used for the calculation of composite
reliability (CR, Equation 4) and average variance extracted (AVE, Equation 5).

( λ)
= ∑

2

ρc

, where

[(∑ λ ) + ∑ (θ )]
2

Equation 4.

= composite reliability

c

= indicator loadings
= indicator error variances
= summation over the indicators of the latent variable

(∑ λ )
2

ρv =

, where

[∑ λ
v

2

] Equation 5.

+ ∑ (θ )

= average variance extracted

= indicator loadings
= indicator error variances
= summation over the indicators of the latent variable

The standardized factor loadings, composite reliabilities, extracted variances, and model-fit
indexes for the two CFAs are presented in Tables 13 and 14. The tables include item name for
each variable and the actual item wordings in English are presented in Appendix 3.
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Table 13. Confirmatory factor analysis results: field salespersons (n = 127 13), psychological
variables
Construct

Motivation

Item

Mot1
Mot2
Mot3
Mot4
Mot5
Mot6
Role ambiguity
Ramb1
Ramb2
Ramb3
Ramb4
Role conflict
Rc1
Rc2
Rc3
Rc4
Rc5
Rc6
Rc7
Rc8
Internal locus of control
ILoc1
ILoc2
ILoc3
External locus of control: ELocc1
chance
ELocc2
ELocc3
ELocc4
External locus of control: ELoco1
others
ELoco2
ELoco3
2
=447.568 ; df = 335 (p = .000)
CFI = .900 ; TLI = .878 ; IFI = . 906
RMSEA = .052

13

Loading

0.537
0.787
0.656
0.868
0.883
0.600
0.565
0.777
0.767
0.771
0.552
0.662
0.517
0.502
0.719
0.749
0.741
0.596
0.661
0.956
0.194
0.446
0.588
0.375
0.460
0.486
0.611
0.638

Composite
reliability
.865

Average
variance
extracted
.527

.814

.526

.842

.401

.671

.463

.530

.224

.603

.339

One salesperson per organization was selected in order to meet the independence of observations condition for
confirmatory factor analysis.
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Table 14. Confirmatory factor analysis results for field salespersons (n = 12714), behavioral
variables
Construct

Less ethical selling
behavior

Item

Lesb1
Lesb2
Lesb3
Lesb4
Lesb5
Lesb6
Dysfunctional
Dfb1
behavior
Dfb2
Dfb3
Dfb4
Dfb5
Dfb6
Selling orientation
So1
So2
So3
So4
So5
Customer
Co1
orientation
Co2
Co3
Co4
Co5
2
=258.186 ; df = 203 (p = .005)
CFI = .911 ; TLI = .889 ; IFI = . 918
RMSEA = .046

Loading

0.477
0.599
0.616
0.402
0.795
0.464
0.317
0.459
0.593
0.360
0.601
0.739
0.457
0.553
0.705
0.666
0.631
0.701
0.682
0.668
0.772
0.669

Composite
reliability
.736

Average
variance
extracted
.329

.687

.283

.742

.370

.827

.489

The Root Means Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) is clearly under the recommended
threshold of 0.08, and the other fit indexes (CFI, TLI, and IFI) circle around 0.9, indicating an
acceptable overall model fit, and thus consistency of measures (Ping, 2004). The CRs of each
construct also exceed the threshold of 0.6 (Diamantopoulos and Siguaw, 2000), except one of the
locus of control dimensions. However, the AVEs mainly fall short of the recommended threshold
of 0.5 (see Diamantopoulos and Siguaw, 2000; Ping, 2004), except for motivation and role
ambiguity. In practice this means that more than 50% of the variance in the construct indicators is
due to error variance, which raises the question of the validity of the measure15. Ping (2004)
discussed measure-validity issues concerning the measurement of latent variables with survey
14

One salesperson per organization was selected in order to meet the independence of observations condition for
confirmatory factor analysis.
15
The measures used were based on established measures that have proved reliable and consistent, but unfortunately
the AVEs are not reported in the sources.
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data, and raised the question of whether the cutoff values of the AVEs or the reliabilities should
be changed. As Ping (2004) states, the final itemization could be a tradeoff between measure
consistency/unidimensionality,

reliability

and

AVE.

Thus,

given

their

consistency,

unidimensionality, and reliability, the measures are used in the subsequent analyses, but the
results should be confirmed in future studies based on more valid measures.

5.3

METHODS OF ANALYSIS

5.3.1

Data considerations

Data from two levels of analysis
This section presents the methodology used for testing the research propositions set out in
Chapter 4. They all concern cross-level relationships, and require appropriate analytical methods.
The data collected for the present study includes responses from two different levels: sales
managers and salespersons. In the terminology of multilevel analysis, this type of data is
clustered, so that the salesperson respondents are nested in sales organizations under a field sales
manager’s supervision. Basically there are three ways of treating such clustered data:
1) Aggregation
2) Disaggregation
3) Multilevel analysis

Aggregation means that the group means are calculated from the individual salespersons’
responses, and the analyses are based on them (i.e. on the group level). This would be appropriate
if one was interested in studying group effects16, i.e. the effects of the field sales management
control systems on the sales organization as a whole. However, when the focus is on cross-level
relationships (e.g., between the field sales management control system and salesperson
consequences), aggregation would lead to erroneous results (Snijders and Bosker, 1999).

Disaggregation means that the analyses are conducted on the individual level. According to
Snijders and Bosker (1999), there are two situations that suit such data treatment:
16

The reliability of aggregated variables depends, however, on the group sizes (see e.g., Snijders and Bosker, 1999).
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1) One has a measure of a variable on the group level (e.g., the control system used by
managers), next to the measures on the individual level;
2) One only has measures of individual-level variables.

The first situation leads to a “miraculous multiplication of the number of units”(ibid., p.15). This
means that the sample size is exaggerated, which leads to biased standard-error estimates and a
serious risk of committing type-I errors (i.e. erroneously rejecting null hypotheses). The authors
suggest that the second alternative is the preferred one, if one remembers to take into account the
fact that the observations might be correlated. This approach is only suitable for studying
individual level constructs, however.

Multilevel analysis refers here to the analysis of data with nested sources of variability, which
takes account of the variability associated with each level of testing (Snijders and Bosker, 1999).
Since the aim of the present dissertation is to study the relationship between field-sales-managerlevel constructs and salesperson-level constructs on a clustered data set, the methodology used is
multilevel analysis, including intra-class correlation and hierarchical linear modeling17. These are
discussed in more detail in the next section.

5.3.2

Multilevel analysis

Intra-class correlation ( I) is a measure of association designed for assessing the level of
heterogeneity within a higher-level unit. Its strength over Pearson’s product moment correlation,
for example, is that it is suitable for occasions on which within-group units of analysis are
interchangeable. The intra-class correlation can be calculated by applying Equation 6 below (see
Bryk and Raudenbush, 1992; Snijders and Bosker, 1999):

ρI =

17

τ 02
2
τ0 +σ 2

Equation 6.,

Also known as multilevel modeling.
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In the Equation 6, where

2
0

stands for population variance between macro-level units (i.e. sales

organizations in the present study), and

2
0

+

2

represents total variance (

2

being the variance

within macro-level units). High values of intra-class correlation indicate that a high proportion of
the variance in the explained variable can be explained in terms of group differences, not
differences between individuals within the groups.

Hierarchical linear models represent a type of regression model that is particularly suitable for
clustered data. The basic idea is that the outcome variable Y has an individual as well as a group
aspect (Snijders and Bosker, 1999). At its most simple it is a random intercept model, while
random coefficient models are a little more complex. Hierarchical linear modeling allows the
researcher to analyze data on small groups of unequal size, even when there is only one
respondent (ibid.).

Random intercept models are regression models that allow the intercepts of the
individual-level regression model to vary between groups. In its most basic form it is an empty
model (Snijers and Bosker, 1999) or a One-Way Anova with random effects (Bryk and
Raudenbush, 1992), which includes no explanatory variables. It can be formulated as presented in
Equations 7.1 and 7.2, or alternatively combined in a single Equation (7.3).
Yij = β 0 j + Rij

Equation 7.1 (individual − level )

β 0 j = γ 00 + U 0 j

Equation 7.2 ( group − level)

Yij = γ 00 + U 0 j + Rij

Equation 7.3 (combined)

In the above Equations Yij refers to the value of individual i in group j on the variable Y, Rij
means the random effect on the individual level, and

0j

could also be expressed as the sum of general means (

refers to the intercept of a group j, which
00)

and the random effect at group level

(U0j). The importance of an empty model lies in its ability to partition the variability of the data
into two levels of analysis: var(Y ij) = var(U0j) + var(Rij) =
can then be used in calculating the intra-class correlation,

I

2
0

+

2

. These variance components

(see Snijders and Bosker, 1999).
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If an individual-level independent variable is introduced into the model, the new model could be
expressed as:
Yij = β 0 j + β1 j x1 + Rij

β 0 j = γ 00 + U 0 j

Equation 8.1 (individual − level)

Equation 8.2 ( group − level)

or
Yij = γ 00 + U 0 j + β 1 j x1 + Rij

Equation 8.3 (combined) .

If a group-level independent variable is introduced, the new model could be expressed as:
Yij = β 0 j + Rij

Equation 9.1 (individual − level )

β 0 j = γ 00 + γ 01 z1 + U 0 j

Equation 9.2 ( group − level )

or
Yij = γ 00 + γ 01 z1 + U 0 j + Rij

Equation 9.3 (combined) .

Such models are called Means-as-Outcomes models (see Bryk and Raudenbush, 1992).

Random coefficient models are a bit more complex than random intercept models. They
are regression models, which allow the regression coefficients of the individual-level model to
vary between groups. It can be formulated as presented in Equations 10.1, 10.2 and 10.3 (Bryk
and Raudenbush, 1992).
Yij = β 0 j + β1 j ( xij − x . j ) + Rij

Equation 10.1 (individual − level)

β 0 j = γ 00 + U 0 j

Equation 10.2 ( group − level)

β1 j = γ 10 + U 1 j

Equation 10.3 ( group − level)

In the above model, each group has its own regression model, with intercept

0j

and slope

individual-level predictor is centered on its group mean, and therefore the intercept
group mean outcome. The parameters
mean (

00

0j

and

1j

1j.
0j

The

is the

vary across groups as a function of a grand

= average of group means on the Y variable;

01

= average of group slopes of X) and
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random error (U0j and U1j). This type of model can be used to assess how much the slopes or
regression equations vary across the groups.

If group-level predictors are added into the model, it could be expressed as:
Yij = β 0 j + β1 j ( xij − x . j ) + Rij

Equation 11.1 (individual − level)

β 0 j = γ 00 + γ 01 z1 j + γ 02 z 2 j + U 0 j

Equation 11.2 ( group − level)

β1 j = γ 10 + γ 11 z1 j + γ 12 z 2 j + U 1 j

Equation 11.3 ( group − level)

These models are called Means-and-Slopes-as-Outcomes models, and they provide help in
understanding why some groups have higher means than others in variable Y, and why there are
stronger associations between variables X and Y in some groups than in others (Bryk and
Raudenbush, 1992).

5.3.3

Estimation and hypothesis testing

Hierarchical linear modeling uses Generalized Least Squares estimation for fixed effects (i.e. ’s)
and the Maximum Likelihood function with EM algorithm for random effects (i.e. var[U0j] and
var[Rij]) (Bryk and Raudenbush, 1992; Hofmann, 1997). Maximum Likelihood estimation can be
applied in two slightly different ways (Kreft and de Leeuw, 1998:
-

either with full maximum likelihood (FML), which assumes the y variable to be normal
with a mean depending on the regression coefficients, and a dispersion depending on the
variance components

-

or with restricted or residual maximum likelihood (REML), which applies the principle of
maximum likelihood to the least-squares residuals.

With small samples and an unbalanced design (i.e. when the group sizes are not equal)
hypothesis tests related to variance components under FML will not be seriously biased, as they
may be under REML (Bryk and Raudenbush, 1992, pp.223). Furthermore, FML incorporates a
likelihood-ratio test for comparing two models (ibid., p.58-59). FML is therefore used in the
present study for the estimation of the variance components.
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A sample of about 10 level-2 observations for each level-2 predictor is sufficient for models that
include only one randomly varying regression coefficient (e.g., random intercept models) (Bryk
and Raudenbush, 1992), but the sample-size requirements are greater for models with more
randomly varying coefficients. Due to the limited sample size of the present study, the analyses
are limited to random intercept models, i.e. Means-as-Outcomes models.

5.3.4

Predictor variable metrics

The scaling of level-1 predictor variables is an important decision in hierarchical linear modeling,
since the 0 points of the level-1 predictors determine the value of

0

(Cohen et al., 2003). In the

present study all of the level-1 predictors are centered around the grand mean, which suits the
purpose of assessing the impact of level-2 characteristics on the outcome variable (ibid., p. 565).
Moreover, the level-2 predictors are centered on the grand mean, as recommended by Bryk and
Raudenbush (1992, p. 29).

Having discussed the multilevel data considerations and appropriate multilevel methods of
analysis, I now turn in the subsequent sections to the logic of the empirical testing of the research
propositions.
5.3.5

GAP I: Conceptualization of the field sales management control system

The research propositions of the conceptual model that concern the first research gap are
presented in Table 15.
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Table 15. The research propositions concerning the first research gap
GAP I
P1: Tactical/operational-level sales managers conceptualize control systems with dimensions comparable to motivation and
role-theoretic constructs (i.e. detailed control dimensions), rather than broad formal/informal dimensions that are derived from
organization-level theories.
P2: Field salespersons conceptualize control systems with dimensions comparable to motivation and role-theoretic constructs
(i.e. detailed control dimensions), rather than broad formal/informal dimensions that are derived from organization-level theories.
P3:
a)
Formal and quantitative-based dimensions of manager activities are homogenously perceived by subordinates (i.e.
defined by the control system), whereas informal and qualitative-based dimensions are perceived heterogeneously (i.e. defined
by the leadership style)
b)
Salespersons’perceptions of the formal and quantitative-based dimensions of manager activities are clearly
determined by managers’reported behaviors, whereas this link is weaker on the informal and qualitative-based dimensions.

Propositions 1 and 2

The first two propositions deal with dimensions of the control system. P1 concerns the
dimensions with which the sales managers conceptualize the control system and P2 deals with
salespersons’ perceptual control system dimensions. These propositions were tested with
examination of factor structures in the data. The dimensions of the management control system
were explored first by means of exploratory factor analysis (EFA) with maximum likelihood
extraction and promax oblique rotation. Maximum likelihood extraction allows the researcher to
examine the goodness of fit indexes (Fabrigar et al., 1999). As Fabrigar et al. suggest, the
distributions of the measured variables were examined before the EFA, and no severe nonnormalities were detected. The post-EFA factor solution was subjected to confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA), which allows the researcher to examine a wider range of fit indexes. Composite
reliabilities (CR) and average variances explained (AVE) by the scales were also calculated from
the CFA loadings.

The same procedure was followed for the sales managers’and the salesperson’s responses. One
respondent per each firm was selected in the analyses of the latter in order to guarantee that the
observations used in the analyses were independent. The measurement solution was then further
validated by means of CFA with the responses of different salespersons than in the EFA.
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Proposition 3.

The first part of the third proposition (i.e. P3a) dealt with the issue of homogeneity in the control
perceptions of the field salespersons under the supervision of the same sales manager. This was
tested by studying intra-class correlations ( I). For the calculation of these correlations a null
model was estimated for each of the salespersons’perceptual dimensions of control. In order to
see whether their perceptions were determined by the sales manager’s use of a particular control
mechanism (P3b), a model with sales managers’control behaviors as level-2 predictors was
estimated, and the improvement in the model fit was assessed by means of a likelihood ratio test.
The strength of the relationship between the field sales manager’s control usage and the
salespersons’perceptions of control was assessed by calculating an index of the proportional
reduction in variance of

0j

by level-2 predictors. The formula for this calculation is presented in

Equation 12 (Bryk and Raudenbush, 1992, p. 65).

Proportion
variance
explained in

=

τˆ00 (random ANOVA) − τˆ00 ( Level − 2 predictor)
τˆ00 (random ANOVA)

, Equation 12

0j

, where τˆ00 (random ANOVA) is variance of

τˆ00 (level − 2 predictor) is variance of

5.3.6

0j in

0j

in the null model and

the model with level-2 predictors.

GAP II: The psychological consequences of the field sales management control systems

The research propositions of the conceptual model that concern the second research gap are
presented in Table 16.
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Table 16. The research propositions concerning the second research gap
GAP II
P4: The control systems that are characterized by capability support and information provision (i.e. entail training, support, and
competence development) are predict more integrated types of extrinsic motivation.
P5: The control systems that are more focused on controlling specific activities and/or outputs predict less integrated types of
felt extrinsic motivation.
P6: The control systems that consist of several different types of control predict less integrated forms of extrinsic motivation.
P7: Extensiveness of control (of any type) is negatively related to salespersons’felt role conflict and role ambiguity.
P8: Locus internals will experience higher levels of integrated motivation and lower levels of role conflict and ambiguity than
locus externals.

The propositions concerning the second research gap deal with the effect of the management
control system on the salespersons’psychological outcomes (P4-7), and therefore focus on the
relationship between manager-level and salesperson variables, controlling for individual
differences (P8). The procedure follows the logic of the guidelines presented by Hox (1995), in
that the modeling proceeds from the simple to the more complex, and the improvement in model
fit is tested by means of likelihood ratio. The procedure followed for testing the research
propositions was as follows:

1) First, an empty model using psychological outcomes separately as a Y variable
was run, and intra-class correlation was calculated from the estimated variance
components in order to check whether the variance in these outcome variables
should be attributed to between-group differences.
2) The individual-level predictors (namely the locus of control variables) were then
entered into the model and improvement of fit was tested.
3) Thirdly, the first set of level-2 predictors, namely the control-system-type
dummies, was entered into the model and the improvement of fit examined.
4) Finally, the more detailed control-system dimensions were entered, and the
improvement of fit assessed as compared to the model in step 2.
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5.3.7

GAP III: The behavioral consequences of the field sales management control systems

The research propositions of the conceptual model concerning the third research gap are
presented in Table 17.

Table 17. The research propositions concerning the third research gap
GAP III
P9: Salespeople working under a control system based on capability support and feedback are likely to adopt a more customeroriented approach to their jobs than those under outcome-based control.
P10: Compared to salespeople working under a control system based on capability support and feedback, those under
outcome-based control are more likely to either
a) adopt less ethical selling tactics or
b) use dysfunctional reporting to the employer.

Propositions 9 and 10 suggest the presence of direct effects of the management control system on
the salespersons’behavioral responses, and they were tested by means of Means-as-Outcomes
models, and by calculating conditional intra-class correlations. The procedure for testing these
propositions was as follows:

1) First, an empty model using psychological outcomes separately as a Y variable
was run, and intra-class correlation was calculated from the estimated variance
components, in order to check whether the variance in these outcome variables
should be attributed to between-group differences.
2) The individual-level predictors (namely motivational state, role stress) were then
entered into the model and the improvement of fit was tested.
3) Thirdly, the first set of level-2 predictors (namely the control-system-type
dummies) were entered into the model and the improvement of fit was examined.
4) Finally, the more detailed control-system dimensions were entered, and the
improvement of fit assessed as compared to the model in step 2.

5.4

SUMMARY

This chapter has presented the research strategy used in empirical assessment of the research
propositions developed in the previous chapter. The first section discussed the general
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characteristics of the phenomenon of interest, and methodological issues that arise from these
characteristics. The second section presented the research design, including issues on sampling
and measurement. The third section provided a detailed description of how each research
proposition was assessed in the empirical study. The results of empirical assessment are
presented in the next chapter.
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6

6.1

6.1.1

THE RESULTS OF THE EMPIRICAL ASSESSMENT

SAMPLE DESCRIPTIVES

Sales organizations

The firms in the sample were from various fields of industry (Table 18), although chemical
products and metal products in the form of both machines and electronic devices were strongly
represented. Some service companies were also included.

Table 18. The industries represented in the sample
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Food, beverages, cigarrettes

7

3,7

4,6

Textiles and clothes

6

3,1

8,5

Wood or wood products

3

1,6

10,5

Pulp, paper, paper products

9

4,7

16,3

Chemicals or chemical products

16

8,4

26,8

Rubber and plastic products

14

7,3

35,9

Metals or metal products

17

8,9

47,1

Machines and devices

20

10,5

60,1

Electronic and optical equipment

19

9,9

72,5

Other industrial goods

13

6,8

81,0

Agricultural or forestal products

1

,5

81,7

Electricity, gas, water

2

1,0

83,0

Buildings, land, construction

1

,5

83,7

Trade, hotell or restaurant services

3

1,6

85,6

Communications

3

1,6

87,6

Business services

4

2,1

90,2

Other services

15

7,9

100,0

Total

153

80,1

Missing System

38

19,9

Total

191

100,0
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The mean number of salespeople in the sales team was 10.7, with a standard deviation of about
18.7 while the mean number of salespeople employed in field sales was 7.5 with a standard
deviation of 13.8. Thus it seems that the choice of collecting data from between one and five
salespersons per firm was appropriate in terms of providing a sample that represented the
population.

The compensation schemes used in the sales organizations also varied significantly, as shown in
Figure 18. A large proportion of these organizations relied on a straight salary. The mean
proportion of variable income to total pay was 23%, with a standard deviation of 20.7.

Figure 18. Estimated average proportion of variable income among salespeople under supervision

6.1.2

Sales managers

The mean age of the field sales managers was 46.1 with a standard deviation of 8.3. The vast
majority (about 90.1%) of the respondents were male. On average they had about 20 years of
experience in sales positions (standard deviation of about nine years), and they had worked for
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their current organization for 12 years on average (standard deviation of 8.6 years). About a half
of them had an institute level of education, and almost a quarter had a higher-level university
degree (Table 19). Unfortunately the sample descriptions for sales managers could not be
compared to known population values, in order to evaluate sample’s representativeness.
However, in order to assess the magnitude and direction of potential non-response bias, a test for
non-response error was conducted. Following the logic presented by Armstrong and Overton
(1977), it was assumed that the late respondents were similar to non-respondents. Thus, the
respondents were categorized into early and late respondents by using a median-split of the
response length18. The comparison of these respondent groups revealed no serious differences
(see Appendix 4), which would indicate that the non-response bias is not severe.

Table 19. The educational levels of the sales managers
Frequency

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Comprehensive school

4

2,1

2,7

High-school diploma

5

2,6

3,3

6,0

Trade school or secondary
education

11

5,8

7,3

13,3

Institute/training center

77

40,3

51,3

64,7

Lower university degree

15

7,9

10,0

74,7

Higher university degree

36

18,8

24,0

98,7

other

2

1,0

1,3

100,0

Total

150

78,5

100,0

41

21,5

191

100,0

Missing System
Total

6.1.3

Percent

2,7

Field salespeople

The salesperson respondents were also mainly men (84%), with a mean age of about 42 years
(standard deviation of about ten years). On average they had 15 years of experience in sales
positions (standard deviation ten years), and had been working for their current organization for
about nine years (standard deviation of nine years). Almost half had an institute level of
education (Table 20). The characteristics of the sample are very similar to the description of an

18

This was measured as days from initial submission of questionnaire to receiving the filled questionnaire.
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average Finnish salesperson provided by a study conducted by Taloustutkimus for SMKJ 19
(Haapakoski, 2006a), which indicates that despite the relatively low response rate, the sample
seems to be relatively free from non-response bias. This was also confirmed with the results of
the estimation of non-response error (Appendix 4.).

Table 20. Level of education of the salesperson respondents
Frequency

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Comprehensive school

30

11,7

11,9

11,9

High-school diploma

10

3,9

4,0

15,8

Trade school or secondary
education

45

17,5

17,8

33,6

Institute/training centre

123

47,9

48,6

82,2

Lower university degree

23

8,9

9,1

91,3

Higher university degree

20

7,8

7,9

99,2

other

2

,8

,8

100,0

Total

253

98,4

100,0

4

1,6

257

100,0

Missing
System
Total

6.2

Percent

GAP I –CONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM

The dimensions with which the field sales managers conceptualize exercised control
P1: Tactical/operational-level sales managers conceptualize control systems with dimensions
related to motivation and role-theoretic constructs (i.e. detailed control dimensions). Rather than
broad formal/informal dimensions.
The items with extremely low communalities (i.e. below 0.200) were excluded from the EFA of
the sales-manager data. Items that cross-loaded above 0.4 or did not load over 0.4 on any factor
were also excluded. In the final factor solution, six factors were extracted (the decision on the
number of factors was based on a scree test), and these factors accounted for 55.4% of the
variance in the items. The factor loadings are presented in Table 21. The benefit of using
Maximum likelihood as an extraction method is that it allows examination of the goodness of fit

19

SMKJ is a Finnish association for marketing and sales professionals.
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of the solution (Fabrigar et al., 1999). The Chi-square statistic was 48.020 (df = 60, Sig. 0.867),
indicating that the extracted solution fitted the data well.

Table 21. Factor loadings for the control-system dimensions: sales manager responses
Factor
1
Observe the performance of salespeople
in the field
Evaluate the number of sales calls made
by salespeople
Regularly review call reports form
salespeople
Monitor the day-to-day activities of
salespeople
Use incentive compensation as the main
means for motivating salespeople
Reward salespeople based on their sales
results
Compensate salespeople based on the
quantity of their sales activities
Make incentive compensation judgments
based on the sales achieved by
salespeople
Make joint calls with salespeople
Spend time with salespeople in the field

2

3

4

5

6

Communality

,740

0,501

,673

0,440

,622

0,421

,546

0,470
,778

0,593

,776

0,733

,574

0,375

,503

0,295
,995

0,999

,735

0,586

Use non-financial incentives to reward
,695
salespeople for their achievements
Regularly spend time coaching
,495
salespeople
Evaluate the professional development of
,487
salespeople
Provide performance feedback to
,465
salespeople on a regular basis
Closely watch salespeople’
s expense
1,012
accounts
Pay attention to the extent to which
,496
salespeople travel
Evaluate the profit contribution achieved
by each salesperson
Evaluate the sales results of each
salesperson
Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood. Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.
a Rotation converged in 8 iterations.

0,417
0,531
0,509
0,546
0,999
0,410
,678

0,545

,453

0,602

This factor solution was then subjected to CFA in order to examine the fit of the measurement
models more rigorously. The results confirmed an excellent fit on several different indices (ChiSquare =148.249; df=120; p=0.041; RMSEA = .03520; CFI=.964; TLI=.94921; IFI=.966;
NFI=.846). All of the factor loadings (Table 22) were significant at a risk level of 0.01.
20
21

The upper boundary of a two-sided 90% confidence interval for the population RMSEA was .053.
Also known as the Non-normed fit index (NNFI).
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Table 22. CFA factor loadings for the sales managers’control dimensions
Control
dimension
Activity
monitoring

Performancecontingent
rewarding

Capability
control / Support

Closeness of
supervision
Cost control
Outcome
evaluation

Variable
Observe the performance of salespeople in the field
Evaluate the number of sales calls made by
salespeople
Regularly review call reports form salespeople
Monitor the day-to-day activities of salespeople
Use incentive compensation as the main means for
motivating salespeople
Reward salespeople based on their sales results
Compensate salespeople based on the quantity of their
sales activities
Make incentive compensation judgments based on the
sales achieved by salespeople
Use non-financial incentives to reward salespeople for
their achievements
Regularly spend time coaching salespeople
Evaluate the professional development of salespeople
Provide performance feedback to salespeople on a
regular basis
Spend time with salespeople in the field
Make joint calls with salespeople
Closely watch salespeople’
s expense accounts
Pay attention to the extent to which salespeople travel
Evaluate the profit contribution achieved by each
salesperson
Evaluate the sales results of each salesperson

Standardized
loading
.644
.614

Scale
quality
CR = 0.74
AVE = 0.42

.608
.714
.714

CR = 0.74
AVE = 0.42

.786
.572
.486
.440

CR = 0.73
AVE = 0.42

.649
.697
.752
.772
.979
.826
.732
.590

CR = 0.87
AVE = 0.78
CR = 0.76
AVE = 0.61
CR = 0.71
AVE = 0.56

.877

Salespersons’perceptions of control-system dimensions

P2: Field salespersons conceptualize control systems with dimensions related to motivation and
role-theoretic constructs (i.e. detailed control dimensions). Rather than broad formal/informal
dimensions.
In this analysis a single salesperson informant was selected for each company in order to ensure
that the observations used were independent. As in the case of sales managers, exploratory factor
analysis (maximum likelihood extraction, and promax oblique rotation) was used to identify the
perceptual dimensions. The initial EFA produced a factor solution that performed poorly on the
Chi-square goodness-of-fit test. In order to refine the solution, items that cross-loaded above 0.3
or did not load over 0.4 on any factor were excluded from the analyses. In the final solution five
factors were extracted (with Eigenvalues above 1 as a cut-off value), and these accounted for
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64.1% of the total variance in the items. The factor loadings are presented in Table 23. The Chisquare statistic for the solution was 104.69 (df = 86; Sig. 0.083), which suggests a good fit with
the data.

Table 23. Factor loadings for the control-system dimensions. Salesperson responses
Factor
1
Actively participate in training salespeople
on the job
Regularly spend time coaching
salespeople
Help salespeople develop their potential
Discuss performance evaluations with
salespeople
Evaluate the professional development of
salespeople
Provide performance feedback to
salespeople on a regular basis
Encourage salespeople to increase their
sales by rewarding them for achievement
Use non-financial incentives to reward
salespeople for their achievements
Reward salespeople based on their sales
results
Use incentive compensation as the main
means for motivating salespeople
Make incentive compensation judgments
based on the sales achieved by
salespeople
Compensate salespeople based on the
quantity of their sales activities
Evaluate the sales results of each
salesperson
Evaluate the profit contribution achieved
by each salesperson
Make joint calls with salespeople
Spend time with salespeople in the field
Closely watch salespeople’
s expense
accounts
Pay attention to the extent to which
salespeople travel
Pay attention to the credit terms that
salespeople quote customers
Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.
a Rotation converged in 6 iterations.

2

3

4

5

Communality

,944

0,774

,927

0,753

,784

0,625

,704

0,584

,595

0,551

,571

0,516

,497

0,452

,419

0,243
,981

0,982

,781

0,606

,776

0,818

,767

0,533
,895

0,844

,814

0,743
,908
,846

0,815
0,812
,771

0,585

,687

0,602

,526

0,334
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This factor solution was then subjected to CFA. The results confirmed the excellent fit of the
model on several different fit indices (RMSEA = .07322; CFI=.929; TLI=.90523; IFI=.931). All of
the factor loadings (Table 24) were significant at a risk level of 0.01.

Table 24. Standardized factor loadings from the confirmatory factor analysis
Control
dimension
Closeness of
supervision

Capability
control/Support

Performance
contingent
Rewarding

Cost control

Output
evaluation

Variable
Spend time with salespeople in the field
Make joint calls with salespeople
Actively participate in training salespeople on the job
Regularly spend time coaching salespeople
Discuss performance evaluations with salespeople
Help salespeople develop their potential
Evaluate the professional development of
salespeople
Provide performance feedback to salespeople on a
regular basis
Encourage salespeople to increase their sales by
rewarding them for achievement
Use non-financial incentives to reward salespeople
for their achievements
Compensate salespeople based on the quantity of
their sales activities
Make incentive compensation judgments based on
the sales achieved by salespeople
Reward salespeople based on their sales results
Use incentive compensation as the main means for
motivating salespeople
Pay attention to the credit terms that salespeople
quote customers
Pay attention to the extent to which salespeople
travel
Closely watch salespeople’
s expense accounts
Evaluate the profit contribution achieved by each
salesperson
Evaluate the sales results of each salesperson

Standardized
loading
.894
.883
.841
.871
.762
.783

Scale
quality
CR = 0.88
AVE = 0.79
CR = 0.90
AVE = 0.53

.742
.705
.662
.488
.897

CR = 0.91
AVE = 0.71

.737
.975
.749
.472

CR = 0.71
AVE = 0.46

.701
.815
.898

CR = 0.87
AVE = 0.77

.862

In order to further validate the measurement model the same CFA was performed for the different
salespersons in the data (N=76). During the analysis an offending estimate (i.e. the Heywood
case, variable “Spend time with salespeople in the field”) was encountered, probably because the
sample size fell under the recommended number of about 100-200. This problem was resolved by
22
23

The upper boundary of a two-sided 90% confidence interval for the population RMSEA was .089.
Also known as the Non-normed fit index (NNFI).
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fixing the offending error variance at 0.005, as suggested in Hair et al. (1998, p. 610). The
obtained indices indicated a very good fit (RMSEA = .07524; CFI=.941; TLI=.92225; IFI=.944).
All of the factor loadings (Table 25) were significant at a risk level of 0.01.

Table 25. Standardized factor loadings
Control
dimension
Closeness of
supervision

Capability
control

Rewarding

Cost control

Output
evaluation

24
25

Variable
Spend time with salespeople in the field
Make joint calls with salespeople
Actively participate in training salespeople on the job
Discuss performance evaluations with salespeople
Discuss performance evaluations with salespeople
Help salespeople develop their potential
Evaluate the professional development of salespeople
Provide performance feedback to salespeople on a
regular basis
Encourage salespeople to increase their sales by
rewarding them for achievement
Use non-financial incentives to reward salespeople for
their achievements
Compensate salespeople based on the quantity of
their sales activities
Make incentive compensation judgments based on the
sales achieved by salespeople
Reward salespeople based on their sales results
Use incentive compensation as the main means for
motivating salespeople
Pay attention to the credit terms that salespeople
quote customers
Pay attention to the extent to which salespeople travel
Closely watch salespeople’
s expense accounts
Evaluate the profit contribution achieved by each
salesperson
Evaluate the sales results of each salesperson

Standardized
loading
.998
.898
.867
.880
.837
.884
.791

Scale
quality
CR = 0.95
AVE = 0.90
CR = 0.94
AVE = 0.66

.790
.745
.673
.924

CR = 0.92
AVE = 0.75

.763
.962
.793
.552

CR = 0.75
AVE = 0.51

.791
.779
.807
.864

The upper boundary of a two-sided 90% confidence interval for the population RMSEA was .098.
Also known as Non-normed fit index (NNFI).

CR = 0.82
AVE = 0.70
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Stability of perceived control across individuals under the same manager’s influence
P3:
c) Formal and quantitative-based dimensions of manager activities are homogenously
perceived by subordinates (i.e. defined by the control system), whereas informal and
qualitative-based dimensions are perceived heterogeneously (i.e. defined by the
leadership style)
d) Salespersons’perceptions of the formal and quantitative-based dimensions of manager
activities are clearly determined by managers’reported behaviors, whereas this link is
weaker on the informal and qualitative-based dimensions.
The third research proposition was studied by forming two sequential models for each of the
salespersons’perceptual dimensions of control. The first one was a null model with no predictor
variables, and this was used to obtain the variance components for the calculation of intra-class
correlations. The intra-class correlation was used as a measure of homogeneity of control
perceptions within sales units. The second model included the sales manager’s control behaviors
as level-2 predictors. Comparison between the models allows the researcher to obtain the index of
the proportion of the reduction in variance explained by the level-2 predictors. The results of
these models are presented in Tables 26-30.

Table 26. Stability of capability control perceptions within a sales unit
Model 1: Capability control – null model
Fixed effect
Average organization mean,
Random effect

Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
T
2.637944
0.0815 (0.0815)
32.355***
2
Variance
d.f.
component
Organization mean, u 0j
0.27382
86
175.390***
Level-1 effect, rij
0.56547
Deviance = 481.043 ( Number of estimated parameters = 3)
Intra-class correlation = 0.326
Model 2: Capability control – sales manager control behavior as level-2 predictors
00

Fixed effects
Coefficient
For intercept 0
Average mean, 00
2.638711
Input evaluation, 01
0.052627
Performance contingent rew, 02
0.191344
Support, 03
0.170480
Closeness of supervision, 04
0.142657
Cost control, 05
-0.080476
Output evaluation, 06
-0.059367
Random effect
Variance comp.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.12107
Level-1 effect, rij
0.59408
Deviance = 461.887 ( Number of estimated parameters = 9)
2
Model comparison:
= 19.113 (df = 6) p = 0.004***

Approx. d.f.
86
p-value
0,000

Std. e. (robust)

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

0.0703 (0.0714)
0.1020 (0.1083)
0.0796 (0.0823)
0.1285 (0.1460)
0.0712 (0.0734)
0.0770 (0.0776)
0.1013 (0.0963)
d.f.
80

37.556***
0.516
2.403**
1.327
2.004**
-1.045
-0.586

80
80
80
80
80
80
80
p-value
0.001***

2

128.233
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Model 1 in Table 26 is the null model for capability control. The intra-class correlation calculated
from this null model was 0.326, suggesting that about 32.6% of the variance in the salespersons’
perceptions of capability control was between sales units, and consequently determined by
differences between organizations. Model 2 included the level-2 predictors of the salespersons’
capability-control perceptions. The Chi-square test for model comparison based on deviance
statistics showed significant improvement in the fit of the model when the level-2 predictors were
entered. This suggests that there indeed is a relationship between salespersons’perceptions of
capability control and the sales manager’s control behaviors. The significant level-2 coefficients
were the intercept

00

(2.639), the coefficient for performance-contingent rewarding

and the coefficient for closeness of supervision

04

02

(0.191),

(0.143). Thus, it seems that higher levels of

both performance-contingent rewarding and closeness of supervision are related to higher levels
of perceived capability control. The index of the proportion of the reduction in variance explained
by the level-2 predictors of capability control was 0.558, indicating that about 55.8% of the
between-organization variance was accounted by the sales manager’s control behaviors.

Table 27. Stability in perceptions of closeness of supervision within a sales unit
Model 1: Closeness of supervision – null model
Fixed effect
Average organization mean,
Random effect

Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
t
Approx. d.f.
2.317227
0.0946 (0.0946)
24.487***
86
2
Variance
d.f.
p-value
component
Organization mean, u 0j
0.32540
86
161,844
0,000***
Level-1 effect, rij
0.85678
Deviance = 549.324 ( Number of estimated parameters = 3)
Intra-class correlation = 0,275
Model 2: Closeness of supervision – sales manager control behavior as level-2 predictors
00

Fixed effects
Coefficient
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
2.311343
Input evaluation, 01
0.040321
Performance contingent rew, 02
0.068183
Support, 03
-0.003044
Closeness of supervision, 04
0.332593
Cost control, 05
-0.094003
Output evaluation, 06
0.023898
Random effect
Variance comp.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.18881
Level-1 effect, rij
0.84352
Deviance = 529.851 ( Number of estimated parameters = 9)
2
Model comparison:
= 19.149 (df = 6) p = 0,004***

Std. e. (robust)

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

0.0850 (0.0861)
0.1235 (0.1023)
0.0965 (0.0926)
0.1554 (0.1463)
0.0861 (0.0792)
0.0932 (0.0830)
0.1227 (0.1000)
d.f.
80

27.184***
0.326
0.707
-0.020
3.864***
-1.008
0.195

80
80
80
80
80
80
80
p-value
0,000***

2

132.742
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Table 27 presents the null model (Model 1) for closeness of supervision. The intra-class
correlation for the perceptions calculated from this null model was 0.275, indicating that about
27.5% of the variance in the salespersons’perceptions of closeness of supervision was between
sales organizations. Model 2 again added the level-2 predictors , and the Chi-square test for
model comparison based on deviance statistics showed a significant improvement in fit. This
confirms the relationship between salespersons’perceptions of close supervision and the sales
manager’s control behaviors. The significant level-2 coefficients were the intercept
and the coefficient for closeness of supervision

04

00

(2.311),

(0.333). The index of the proportion of the

reduction in variance explained by the level-2 predictors for closeness of supervision perceptions
was 0.420, indicating that about 42% of the between-organization variance was accounted for by
the sales manager’s control behaviors.

Table 28. Stability in perceptions of performance-contingent rewarding within a sales unit
Model 1: Performance-contingent rewarding – null model
Fixed effect
Average organization mean,
Random effect

Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
t
Approx. d.f.
2.168942
0.0979 (0.0979)
22.156***
86
2
Variance
d.f.
p-value
component
Organization mean, u 0j
0.52500
86
262,335
0,000***
Level-1 effect, rij
0.54715
Deviance = 507,747 ( Number of estimated parameters = 3)
Intra-class correlation = 0,513
Model 2: Performance-contingent rewarding – sales manager control behavior as level-2 predictors
00

Fixed effects
Coefficient
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
2.176576
Input evaluation, 01
-0.156292
Performance-contingent rew, 02
0.516368
Support, 03
0.284203
Closeness of supervision, 04
0.031266
Cost control, 05
-0.005330
Output evaluation, 06
-0.252473
Random effect
Variance comp.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.21826
Level-1 effect, rij
0.56338
Deviance = 471.656 ( Number of estimated parameters = 9)
2
Model comparison:
= 36.344 (df = 6) p = 0,000***

Std. e. (robust)

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

0.0775 (0.0786)
0.1130 (0.1237)
0.0884 (0.0909)
0.1410 (0.1808)
0.0780 (0.0887)
0.0851 (0.0850)
0.1121 (0.0992)
d.f.
80

28.101***
-1.383
5.838***
2.016**
0.401
-0.063
-2.252**

80
80
80
80
80
80
80
p-value
0,000***

2

157.663

Model 1 in Table 28 is the null model for performance-contingent rewarding. The intraclass
correlation for perceived use of performance-contingent rewards calculated from this null model
was 0.513; suggesting that about 51.3% of the variance in the salespersons’ perceptions of
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performance-contingent-rewarding behaviors of sales managers occurred between sales
organizations. Model 2 added the level-2 predictors, and according to the Chi-square test for
model comparison a significant improvement in fit was detected. The significant level-2
coefficients were the intercept

00

rewarding

(0.284), and output evaluation

02

(0.516), support

03

(2.177), and the coefficients for performance-contingent
06

(-0.252). Thus, it seems that

higher levels of both performance-contingent rewarding and support are related to higher levels
of perceived performance-contingent rewarding. Interestingly, the coefficient of output
evaluation was negative, which suggests that the more the field sales managers evaluate the
outputs of their employees, the less the employees feel that they are rewarded for their
performance. The index of the proportionate reduction in variance explained by the level-2
predictors for capability control was 0.584, which means that about 58.4% of the betweenorganization variance in perceptions of the use of performance-contingent rewarding was
accounted for by the sales manager’s control behaviors.

Table 29. Stability of cost-control perceptions within a sales unit
Model 1: Cost control – null model
Fixed effect
Average organization mean,
Random effect

Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
t
3.301765
0.0816 (0.0816)
40.440***
2
Variance
d.f.
component
Organization mean, u 0j
0.19941
86
137.721
Level-1 effect, rij
0.73518
Deviance = 509.566 ( Number of estimated parameters = 3)
Intra-class correlation = 0,213
Model 2: Cost control – sales manager control behavior as level-2 predictors

Approx. d.f.
86
p-value

Fixed effects
Coefficient
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
3.326965
Input evaluation, 01
0.016247
Performance contingent rew, 02
-0.041750
Support, 03
-0.097020
Closeness of supervision, 04
-0.058435
Cost control, 05
0.170226
Output evaluation, 06
0.128454
Random effect
Variance comp.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.14340
Level-1 effect, rij
0.72755
Deviance = 498.980 ( Number of estimated parameters = 9)
2
Model comparison:
= 11.020 (df = 6) p = 0,087*

00

0,001***

Std. e. (robust)

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

0.0773 (0.0754)
0.1123 (0.1244)
0.0876 (0.0830)
0.1415 (0.1361)
0.0784 (0.0924)
0.0848 (0.0851)
0.1115 (0.0956)
d.f.
80

43.019***
0.145
-0.476
-0.686
-0.746
2.007**
1.152

80
80
80
80
80
80
80
p-value
0.002***

2

123.562
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Table 29 presents the null model (Model 1) for cost-control perceptions. The intra-class
correlation calculated from this null model was 0.213, which means that about 21.3% of the
variance in salespersons’perceptions of cost control was between the sales organizations. Model
2 included the level-2 predictors, and the Chi-square test for model comparison showed a
significant (p = 0.10) improvement in fit over Model 1. This confirms the relationship between
salespersons’ perceptions of cost control and the sales manager’s control behaviors. The
significant level-2 coefficients were the intercept
04

00

(3.327), and the coefficient for cost control

(0.170). The index of the proportion of the reduction in the variance explained by the level-2

predictors was 0.281, which means that about 28.1% of the between-organization variance was
accounted for by the sales manager’s control behaviors.

Table 30. Stability of output-evaluation perceptions within a sales unit
Model 1: Output evaluation – null model
Fixed effect
Average organization mean,
Random effect

Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
T
3.436295
0.0849 (0.0849)
40.465***
2
Variance
d.f.
component
Organization mean, u 0j
0.25657
86
157.017
Level-1 effect, rij
0.70131
Deviance = 510.540 ( Number of estimated parameters = 3)
Intra-class correlation = 0,268
Model 2: Output evaluation – sales manager control behavior as level-2 predictors

Approx. d.f.
86
p-value

Fixed effects
Coefficient
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
3.450438
Input evaluation, 01
-0.064887
Performance contingent rew, 02
0.159658
Support, 03
-0.023139
Closeness of supervision, 04
0.029132
Cost control, 05
0.039971
Output evaluation, 06
0.179825
Random effect
Variance comp.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.17340
Level-1 effect, rij
0.71628
Deviance = 501.399 ( Number of estimated parameters = 9)
2
Model comparison:
= 9.601 (df = 6) p = 0,142

00

0,000***

Std. e. (robust)

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

0.0794 (0.0792)
0.1155 (0.1092)
0.0902 (0.0862)
0.1451 (0.1478)
0.0803 (0.0774)
0.0871 (0.0943)
0.1146 (0.1080)
d.f.
80

43.444**
-0.562
1.770*
-0.159
0.363
0.459
1.569

80
80
80
80
80
80
80
p-value
0,000***

2

136.545

Table 30 shows the results of the null model (Model 1) for output evaluation. The intra-class
correlation for output evaluation perceptions calculated from this null model was 0.268, which
means that about 26.8% of the variance in the salespersons’perceptions of output evaluation was
between sales organizations. The Chi-square test for model comparison showed that the
improvement of fit in Model 2 over Model 1 was not significant. The significant level-2
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coefficients were the intercept
rewarding

02

00

(3.450), and the coefficient for performance-contingent

(0.160). Thus, the only significant predictor for output-evaluation perceptions was

the use of performance-contingent rewards. The index of the proportion of the reduction in the
variance explained by the level-2 predictors for output-evaluation perceptions was 0.324 , which
means that about 32.4% of the between-organization variance was accounted for by the sales
manager’s control behaviors.

Combinations of control, i.e. control system types
Since there is no clear consensus over the issue of whether controls should be studied as single
control dimensions or as combinations of control, the both approaches are used in the present
study. The field-sales-management-level control system types, i.e. the control combinations, used
in the Finnish field sales organizations were explored by means of cluster analysis, following the
logic of Oliver and Anderson (1995). Oliver and Anderson were interested in seeing if there were
a “hybrid form” of control systems, which is a combination of the two extreme types (i.e.
behavior-based control and outcome-based control), and consequently decided to draw three
clusters. In the present dissertation the number of different control-system types was left
undefined, i.e. the aim was to determine the types in an exploratory way. Therefore hierarchical
clustering was the chosen method, in which the appropriate number of clusters is defined by
examining the agglomeration schedule (Hair et al., 1998). Since the aim is to recognize different
control types, i.e. the relative emphasis of each control dimension in the control system, Pearson
correlation was used as a distance measure, which is appropriate when the researcher is interested
in the patterns in the data rather than in simple mean differences (Hair et al., 1998). The
clustering method used in the analysis was average linkage, which is suitable for correlation
measures of similarity between cases. The number of clusters was first determined by looking at
changes in the agglomeration schedule. As depicted in Figure 18, the last substantial change in
the value of the agglomeration coefficient occurred at the third cluster, and therefore a fourcluster solution was selected.
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Agglomeration coefficients
Average linkage (within groups) clustering
Pearson correlation as a distance measure

0,6
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Figure 19. Agglomeration by the number of clusters: Hierarchical Cluster Analysis with average
linkage (within groups) with Pearson Correlations used as a measure of distance (four clusters
selected)

Figure 20. Cluster comparisons
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The means of the four different control systems on each control dimension are depicted in Figure
19. As the figure shows, the first cluster is characterized by the highest emphasis on cost control.
Output and input evaluation are also relatively strong, whereas the mean scores for performancecontingent rewarding and closeness of supervision are very low. The support control mechanism
was used to a moderate extent. Given these characteristics, the first cluster is named the
efficiency-control system.

The second cluster is characterized by the highest emphasis on both output and input evaluation,
and the level of support is also highly emphasized. Closeness of supervision falls above the
average level, and all the other controls are on the moderate level. Thus, this cluster was named
the capability-control system.

The third cluster is characterized by a high emphasis on the closeness of supervision.
Performance-contingent rewarding is at a very low level and all of the other controls moderate.
This cluster was named the activity-control system.

The fourth cluster is characterized by a high emphasis on output evaluation and performancecontingent rewarding. Closeness of supervision is at a very low level, and all of the other controls
are moderate. Thus, this cluster was named the output-control system.
The descriptions of the clusters of capability control and activity control are in line with the two
different behavior-based control-system types proposed by Challagalla and Shervani (1996).
Both of them concentrate on controlling behaviors, but capability control is characterized by an
emphasis on improving the skills and abilities of salespeople and rewarding for improvements,
while activity control focuses on their routine, day-to-day activities. The other control-system
types identified here were output control and efficiency control. While output (or outcome-based)
control is referred to in previous studies (e.g., Anderson and Oliver, 1987; Challagalla and
Shervani, 1996; Jaworski, 1988), the emergence of the efficiency-control system cluster is a new
finding. This system focuses on outcomes, but is clearly different from output control, which
focuses on the relationship between inputs and outputs. The main difference between these
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systems seems to be that output control is characterized by the highest score on performancecontingent rewarding, whereas this features less in efficiency-control systems.

It is suggested here that if these identified control-system types are examined closely, they fall
along two dimensions, the traditional behavior-outcome-based dimension and the dimension
related to the philosophical nature of exercised control. Is the relative emphasis on controlling or
motivating for performance? At first sight this dimension may seem new in the literature, but at
least implicitly it has been present in the work of Darmon (1998). He discussed the structure of
sales-force governance systems, and separated dashboard use of control (i.e. assessing whether
the objectives are met) and control-lever use of control (i.e. using controls that can be
manipulated in order to influence salespersons’ activities and behaviors). The dimension
proposed here is based on this distinction. The proposed typology is presented in Figure 20.

Emphasis
on
motivating

Emphasis
on
controlling

Output
control

Capability
control

Profit
control

Activity
control

Outcome

Behavior

Figure 21. A typology of field sales management control systems
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6.3

GAP II: SALESPERSONS’PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES TO CONTROL

Following the procedure described in Chapter 5, a series of subsequent models was estimated and
compared in order to examine the propositions (P4-8) concerning the relationship between the
system of field sales management control and salespersons’ psychological outcomes. The
estimated models were:
-

Model 1: a null model

-

Model 2: a model with only level-1 predictors

-

Model 3: a model with broad level-2 predictors added (the control-system types identified
in GAP I).

-

Model 4: a model with detailed level-2 predictors added (the control-system dimensions
identified in GAP I).

The results of the models explaining the forms of extrinsic motivation are presented in Table 31.
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Table 31. Salespersons’forms of extrinsic motivation ( *** p < 0,01 ; ** p < 0,05 ; * p < 0,10)
Model 1: The null model
Fixed effect
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
Average organization mean, 00
5.782
0.0546 (0.0509)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.00043
86
Level-1 effect, rij
0.55663
Intra-class correlation = 0.000 (n.s.)
Deviance = 419.416 (number of estimated parametes = 3)
Model 2: Level-1 predictors
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
Average organization mean, 00
5.782
0.0505 (0.0505)
Intercept2 for loc_self slope, 10
0.279
0.0496 (0.0584)
Intercept2 for loc_cha slope, 20
-0.103
0.0502 (0.0533)
Intercept2 for loc_other slope, 30
0.045
0.0480 (0.0487)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.00574
86
Level-1 effect, rij
0.46096
Deviance = 386.314 (Number of estimated parameters = 6)
2
Model comparison: = 32.686 (df = 3), p = 0.000
Model 3: Level-2 prerictors
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
5.738
0.1187 (0.1327)
Efficiency CS dummy, 01
0.112
0.1446 (0.1487)
Capability CS dummy, 02
0.116
0.1555 (0.1712)
Activity CS dummy, 03
-0.120
0.1611 (0.1664)
For intercept 1 for loc_self slope
Intercept2, 10
0.270
0.0494 (0.0552)
For intercept 2 for loc_cha slope
Intercept2, 20
-0.099
0.0500 (0.0526)
For intercept 3 for loc_other slope
Intercept2, 30
0.032
0.0481 (0.0480)
Random effect
Var. component
d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.00151
83
Level-1 effect, rij
0.45643
Deviance = 382.774 ( Number of estimated parameters = 9)
Model comparison: 2 = 3.226 (df = 3), p = 0.358
Model 4: Level-2 predictors (detailed)
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
5.786
0.0504 (0.0499)
Input evaluation, 01
0.039
0.0740 (0.0755)
Performance contingent rew, 02
0.025
0.0567 (0.0544)
Support, 03
0.106
0.0941 (0.0827)
Closeness of supervision, 04
-0.047
0.0520 (0.0480)
Cost control, 05
0.046
0.0555 (0.0485)
Output evaluation, 06
-0.044
0.0728 (0.0752)
For intercept 1 for loc_self slope
Intercept2, 10
0.263
0.0501 (0.0569)
For intercept 2 for loc_cha slope
Intercept2, 20
-0.108
0.0506 (0.0568)
For intercept 3 for loc_other slope
Intercept2, 30
0.047
0.0482 (0.0485)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.00172
80
Level-1 effect, rij
0.45632
Deviance = 382.829 (Number of parameters estimated = 12)
2
Model comparison = 3.171 (df = 6), p > 0.500 (Comparison on model 2)

t-ratio
105.9***
2

84.374

t-ratio
114.5***
5.623***
-2.047**
0.929

Approx. d.f.
86
p-value
>.500

92.173

Approx. d.f.
86
183
183
183
p-value
0.305

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

48.327***
0.772
0.748
-0.745

83
83
83
83

5.468***

180

-1.977**

180

0.664
89.339

180
p-value
0.297

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

114.8***
0.523
0.442
1.125
-0.905
0.826
-0.604

80
80
80
80
80
80
80

5.246***

177

-2.140**

177

0.967

177
p-value
0.228

2

2

2

89.074
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As Table 31 indicates, the intra-class correlation obtained from the null model was not
significantly different from zero. This means that the variance in the salespersons’motivational
state was on the individual and not on the organizational level. The results of the subsequent
models confirm this since improvement in model fit was statistically significant only when level1 predictors (Model 2) were introduced, which produced a reduction of 17.2% in the level-1 error
variance (the index of proportional reduction in the level-1 variance component equaled 0.172).
The significant coefficients in Model 2 are the intercept term
for the self

01

(= 0,279) and chance

02

00

(= 2,489), and the coefficients

(= -0,103) locus of control variables. These coefficients

show that the more a salesperson is locus-internal (believes that his/her job outcomes are
determined by him-/herself) the more integrated forms of motivation this salesperson will have.
An external locus of control, i.e. belief that the job outcomes are determined by chance, has the
opposite effect - in other words it shifts the motivation towards the more extrinsic end.

Entering level-2 predictors, either broad control system types or detailed dimensions, into the
model did not improve the model fit and the level-2 coefficients were not statistically significant.
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Table 32. Salespersons’experiences of role conflict (*** p < 0,01 ; ** p < 0,05 ; * p < 0,10)
Model 1: The null model
Fixed effect
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
Average organization mean, 00
2.492
0.0734 (0.0735)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.19453
86
Level-1 effect, rij
0.51962
Intra-class correlation = 0.272
Deviance = 455.300 (number of estimated parametes = 3)
Model 2: Level-1 predictors
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
Average organization mean, 00
2.489
0.0696 (0.0695)
Intercept2 for loc_self slope, 10
-0.121
0.0567 (0.0467)
Intercept2 for loc_chance slope, 20
0.046
0.0554 (0.0578)
Intercept2 for loc_other slope, 30
0.153
0.0531 (0.0736)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.16941
86
Level-1 effect, rij
0.47664
Deviance = 437.309 (Number of estimated parameters = 6)
2
Model comparison: = 17.691 (df = 3) p = 0.001
Model 3: Level-2 prerictors
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
3.011
0.1585 (0.2391)
Efficiency CS dummy, 01
-0.579
0.1894 (0.2570)
Capability CS dummy, 02
-0.605
0.2045 (0.2700)
Activity CS dummy, 03
-0.7423
0.2102 (0.2584)
For intercept 1 for loc_self slope
Intercept2, 10
-0.147
0.0555 (0.0469)
For intercept 2 for loc_cha slope
Intercept2, 20
0.061
0.0546 (0.0559)
For intercept 3 for loc_other slope
Intercept2, 30
0.146
0.5264 (0.0713)
Random effect
Var. component
d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.10389
83
Level-1 effect, rij
0.48375
Deviance = 424.805 ( Number of estimated parameters = 9)
Model comparison: 2 = 12.195 (df = 3) p = 0.007***
Model 4: Level-2 predictors (detailed)
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
2.479
0.0670 (0.0649)
Input evaluation, 01
0.022
0.0984 (0.0903)
Performance contingent rew, 02
0.069
0.0766 (0.0853)
Support, 03
0.067
0.1235 (0.1056)
Closeness of supervision, 04
-0.171
0.0679 (0.0693)
Cost control, 05
-0.066
0.0737 (0.0716)
Output evaluation, 06
0.020
0.0974 (0.1118)
For intercept 1 for loc_self slope
Intercept2, 10
-0.138
0.0563 (0.0476)
For intercept 2 for loc_cha slope
Intercept2, 20
0.046
0.0551 (0.0589)
For intercept 3 for loc_other slope
Intercept2, 30
0.146
0.0527 (0.0741)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.14188
80
Level-1 effect, rij
0.46876
Deviance = 428.800 (Number of parameters estimated = 12)
2
Model comparison = 8.200 ( df = 6) p = 0.223 (Comparison to model 2)

t-ratio
33.923***
2

159.575

t-ratio
35.784***
-2.138**
0.820
2.873***

Approx. d.f.
86
p-value
0.000***

155.878

Approx. d.f.
86
183
183
183
p-value
0.000***

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

19.000***
-3.056***
-2.958***
-3.531***

83
83
83
83

-2.650***

180

1.123

180

2.782***
126.258

180
p-value
0.002***

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

36.977***
0.223
0.904
0.543
-2,514**
-0.892
0.204

80
80
80
80
80
80
80

-2.454**

177

0.832

177

2.774***

177
p-value
0.000***

2

2

2

143.119
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Table 32 shows the results for perceived role conflict among the field salespersons. The intraclass correlation was 0.272, suggesting that about 27.2% of the variance in role-conflict
perceptions was between the sales organizations. Adding locus of control variables as individuallevel predictors improved the model fit, and the significant coefficients in Model 2 are the
intercept term

00

0,121) and others

(= 2,489), and the coefficients for the locus-of-control variables self
03

01

(= -

(= 0,153). This means that the more locus-internal (believe that their job

outcomes are determined by themselves) salespeople are, the less role conflict they will perceive,
and the more locus-external (believing that their job outcomes are dependent on the influence of
powerful others) they are, the more they will experience role conflict.

Introducing level-2 predictors, namely control-system types, into the model improved the fit
significantly, as the Chi-square likelihood ratio test shows. The output control system was left as
a reference type, and dummy-coded variables indicating each of the other system types were
entered. The coefficients of all these dummies were statistically significant and negative in sign.
This suggests that sales organizations in which sales managers rely on output control are
characterized by higher levels of perceived role conflict among the field salespeople than
organizations with other types of control system. The index of the proportional reduction in level2 variance was 0.387, thus the system type explained 38.7% of the between-organization variance
in role-conflict perceptions when locus-of-control differences between the field salespeople were
controlled for.

Using more detailed control-system dimensions as level-2 predictors did not result in any
improvement in model fit over Model 2 with only level-1 predictors. The coefficient for close
supervision by the field sales manager was nevertheless significant

04

(= -0,171).
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Table 33. Salespersons’experiences of role ambiguity (*** p < 0,01 ; ** p < 0,05 ; * p < 0,10)
Model 1: The null model
Fixed effect
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
Average organization mean, 00
1.570
0.0558 (0.0558)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.14142
86
Level-1 effect, rij
0.23704
Intra-class correlation = 0.374
Deviance = 327.495 (number of estimated parametes = 3)
Model 2: Level-1 predictors
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
Average organization mean, 00
1.566
0.0544 (0.0537)
Intercept2 for loc_self slope, 10
-0.072
0.0410 (0.0516)
Intercept2 for loc_chance slope, 20
0.063
0.0397 (0.0453)
Intercept2 for loc_other slope, 30
0.018
0.0380 (0.0330)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.13140
86
Level-1 effect, rij
0.23068
Deviance = 320.328 (Number of estimated parameters = 6)
2
Model comparison: = 6.672 (df = 3) p = 0.082*
Model 3: Level-2 predictors
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
1.718
0.1376 (0.1248)
Efficiency CS dummy, 01
-0.192
0.1627 (0.1458)
Capability CS dummy, 02
-0.196
0.1762 (0.1599)
Activity CS dummy, 03
-0.143
0.1802 (0.1821)
For intercept 1 for loc_self slope
Intercept2, 10
-0.073
0.0411 (0.0496)
For intercept 2 for loc_cha slope
Intercept2, 20
0.065
0.0397 (0.0448)
For intercept 3 for loc_other slope
Intercept2, 30
0.021
0.0383 (0.0321)
Random effect
Var. component
d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.12582
83
Level-1 effect, rij
0.23122
Deviance = 318.749 ( Number of estimated parameters = 9)
Model comparison: 2 = 1.25 (df = 3) p > 0.500
Model 4: Level-2 predictors (detailed)
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
1.555
0.0512 (0.0489)
Input evaluation, 01
-0.006
0.0753 (0.0517)
Performance contingent rew, 02
0.000
0.0588 (0.0762)
Support, 03
0.051
0.0942 (0.0991)
Closeness of supervision, 04
-0.047
0.0518 (0.0555)
Cost control, 05
-0.102
0.0563 (0.0481)
Output evaluation, 06
0.064
0.0745 (0.0710)
For intercept 1 for loc_self slope
Intercept2, 10
-0.073
0.0413 (0.0525)
For intercept 2 for loc_cha slope
Intercept2, 20
0.070
0.0403 (0.0450)
For intercept 3 for loc_other slope
Intercept2, 30
0.018
0.0385 (0.0343)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.09686
80
Level-1 effect, rij
0.24323
Deviance = 315.691 (Number of parameters estimated = 12)
2
Model comparison = 4.399 (df = 6) p > 0.500 (Comparison to model 2)

t-ratio
28.121***
2

195.690

t-ratio
28.803***
-1.767*
1.584
0.483

Approx. d.f.
86
p-value
0.000***

192.266

Approx. d.f.
86
183
183
183
p-value
0.000***

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

12.485***
-1.179
-1.111
-0.793

83
83
83
83

-1.776*

180

1.648

180

0.547
189.074

180
p-value
0.000***

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

30.349***
-0.084
0.002
0.536
-0.907
-1.808*
0.865

80
80
80
80
80
80
80

-1.754*

177

1.736*

177

0.461

177
p-value
0.000***

2

2

2

170.023
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Table 33 presents the results for role-ambiguity perceptions among the field salespeople. The
intra-class correlation obtained from the null model was 0.374, indicating that about 37.4% of the
variance was determined by belonging to a sales organization. Adding the locus-ofcontrol
variables into model (Model 2) improved the fit (at p = 0.10). The only significant coefficient at
this stage was the self coefficient

01

(= -0,072, p < 0,1), weakly suggesting that locus internals

experience less role ambiguity than others.

Entering the level-2 predictors into model produced no statistically significant improvement in
the fit. Cost control had a significant negative coefficient of

05

(= -0,102, p < 0,1) in Model 4

with detailed control system dimensions as predictors, suggesting that salespersons perceive less
role ambiguity in organizations in which the field sales manager controls costs. Even though the
improvement in model fit was not statistically significant, an index of level-2 variance explained
by the predictor variables was calculated. The value of this index was 0.263, meaning that about
26.3% of the between-organization variance in perceived role ambiguity was explained in terms
of control-system dimensions.

6.4

GAP III: SALESPERSONS’BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES TO CONTROL

Following the procedure described in Chapter 5, a series of subsequent models was estimated and
compared in order to examine the propositions concerning the relationship between the field sales
management control system and the salespersons’behavioral outcomes. The estimated models
were:
-

Model 1: a null model

-

Model 2: a model with only level-1 predictors

-

Model 3: a model with broad level-2 predictors added (control-system types identified in
GAP I).

-

Model 4: a model with detailed level-2 predictors added (control-system dimensions
identified in GAP I).
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Table 34. Salespersons’use of less ethical selling behaviors (*** p < 0,01 ; ** p < 0,05 ; * p < 0,10)
Model 1: The null model
Fixed effect
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
Average organization mean, 00
3.308
0.1377 (0.1377)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.39164
86
Level-1 effect, rij
2.51379
Intra-class correlation = 0.135
Deviance = 725.536 (number of estimated parametes = 3)
Model 2: Level-1 predictors
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
Average organization mean, 00
3.301
0.1301 (0.1301)
Intercept2 for IM slope, 10
-0.137
0.1610 (0.1784)
Intercept2 for RAMB slope, 20
0.632
0.2122 (0.2047)
Intercept2 for RCONF slope, 30
0.425
0.1463 (0.1720)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.39199
86
Level-1 effect, rij
2.13646
Deviance = 698.699 (Number of estimated parameters = 6)
2
Model comparison: = 26.301 (df = 3) p = 0.000***
Model 3: Level-2 predictors
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
3.074
0.3235 (0.4757)
Efficiency CS dummy, 01
0.423
0.3856 (0.5040)
Capability CS dummy, 02
0.041
0.4162 (0.5305)
Activity CS dummy, 03
0.254
0.4332 (0.5335)
For intercept 1 for IM slope
Intercept2, 10
-0.126
0.1623 (0.1821)
For intercept 2 for RAMB slope
Intercept2, 20
0.642
0.2111 (0.2081)
For intercept 3 for RCONF slope
Intercept2, 30
0.437
0.1499 (0.1568)
Random effect
Var. component
d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.34292
83
Level-1 effect, rij
2.15080
Deviance = 696.859 ( Number of estimated parameters = 9)
Model comparison: 2 = 1.141 (df = 3) p > 0.500
Model 4: Level-2 predictors (detailed)
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
3.314
0.1276 (0.1251)
Input evaluation, 01
0.035
0.1855 (0.1711)
Performance contingent rew, 02
-0.089
0.1449 (0.1471)
Support, 03
0.155
0.2350 (0.2150)
Closeness of supervision, 04
-0.203
0.1322 (0.1321)
Cost control, 05
-0.010
0.1416 (0.1100)
Output evaluation, 06
0.233
0.1850 (0.1671)
For intercept 1 for IM slope
Intercept2, 10
-0.178
0.1614 (0.1774)
For intercept 2 for RAMB slope
Intercept2, 20
0.597
0.2115 (0.2044)
For intercept 3 for RCONF slope
Intercept2, 30
0.378
0.1467 (0.1758)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.33627
80
Level-1 effect, rij
2.10670
Deviance = 693.007 (Number of parameters estimated = 12)
2
Model comparison = 4.993 (df = 6) p > 0.500 (Comparison to model 2)

t-ratio
24.017***
2

111.662

t-ratio
25.375***
-0.849
2.978***
2.902***

Approx. d.f.
86
p-value
0.033**

116.694

Approx. d.f.
86
183
183
183
p-value
0.015**

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

9.503***
1.096
0.099
0.587

83
83
83
83

-0.840

180

3.042***

180

2.918***
112.514

180
p-value
0.017**

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

25.976***
0.188
-0.612
0.659
-1.538
-0.074
1.258

80
80
80
80
80
80
80

-1.100

177

2.823***

177

2.577**

177
p-value
0.014**

2

2

2

110.139
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The results of the sequential model of less ethical selling behaviors are reported in Table 34
above. The intra-class correlation calculated from the null-model variance components was
0.135, meaning that about 13.5% of the total variance in perceived use of less ethical selling
behaviors was due to organizational factors. When the level-1 predictors, i.e. forms of extrinsic
motivation, perceived role conflict, and perceived role ambiguity, were entered into the model the
fit improved significantly. The motivation coefficient was not significant, but those of role
ambiguity

02

(= 0,632) and role conflict

03

(= 0,425) were. These results suggest that

perceptions of role conflict and role ambiguity increase the probability of adopting less ethical
selling behaviors.

The model fit could not be improved by entering level-2 predictors into model, which means that
no direct relationship between field sales management control systems and the potential use of
less ethical selling behaviors could be detected. None of the level-2 coefficients was statistically
significant either.
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Table 35. Salespersons’use of dysfunctional behaviors (*** p < 0,01 ; ** p < 0,05 ; * p < 0,10)
Model 1: The null model
Fixed effect
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
Average organization mean, 00
2.538
0.0749 (0.0750)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.04904
86
Level-1 effect, rij
0.91407
Intra-class correlation = 0.051
Deviance = 521.414 (number of estimated parameters = 3)
Model 2: Level-1 predictors
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
Average organization mean, 00
2.537
0.0659 (0.0660)
Intercept2 for IM slope, 10
-0.086
0.0927 (0.1045)
Intercept2 for RAMB slope, 20
0.226
0.1196 (0.1123)
Intercept2 for RCONF slope, 30
0.364
0.0813 (0.0800)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.00334
86
Level-1 effect, rij
0.80280
Deviance = 488.546 (Number of estimated parameters = 6)
2
Model comparison: =32.454 (df = 3 ) p = 0.000 ***
Model 3: Level-2 predictors
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
2.335
0.1614 (0.1489)
Efficiency CS dummy, 01
0.325
0.1956 (0.1799)
Capability CS dummy, 02
0.198
0.2097 (0.2037)
Activity CS dummy, 03
0.164
0.2202 (0.2022)
For intercept 1 for IM slope
Intercept2, 10
-0.090
0.0934 (0.1025)
For intercept 2 for RAMB slope
Intercept2, 20
0.229
0.1187 (0.1145)
For intercept 3 for RCONF slope
Intercept2, 30
0.390
0.0841 (0.0782)
Random effect
Var. component
d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.00340
83
Level-1 effect, rij
0.79046
Deviance = 485.653 ( Number of estimated parameters = 9)
Model comparison: 2 = 3.347 (df = 3) p = 0.341
Model 4: Level-2 predictors (detailed)
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
2.548
0.0655 (0.0621)
Input evaluation, 01
0.152
0.0952 (0.0755)
Performance contingent rew, 02
-0.084
0.0739 (0.0581)
Support, 03
0.063
0.1220 (0.1158)
Closeness of supervision, 04
-0.032
0.0688 (0.0599)
Cost control, 05
0.056
0.0732 (0.0759)
Output evaluation, 06
-0.060
0.0949 (0.0973)
For intercept 1 for IM slope
Intercept2, 10
-0.104
0.0929 (0.1015)
For intercept 2 for RAMB slope
Intercept2, 20
0.238
0.1196 (0.1098)
For intercept 3 for RCONF slope
Intercept2, 30
0.379
0.0816 (0.0772)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.00139
80
Level-1 effect, rij
0.77616
Deviance = 481.775(Number of parameters estimated = 12)
2
Model comparison = 7.2254 (df = 6) p = 0.300 (Comparison to model 2)

t-ratio
33.900***
2

96.551

t-ratio
38.502***
-0.930
1.893*
4.477***

Approx. d.f.
86
p-value
0.205

86.540

Approx. d.f.
86
183
183
183
p-value
0.464

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

14.471***
1.663*
0.943
0.745

83
83
83
83

-0.963

180

1.930*

180

4.635***
84.890

180
p-value
0.422

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

38.873***
1.593
-1.139
0.515
-0.461
0.769
-0.633

80
80
80
80
80
80
80

-1.118

177

1.990**

177

4.638***

177
p-value
0.395

2

2

2

82.743
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The results of the sequential model for dysfunctional behaviors are shown in Table 35 above. The
intra-class correlation calculated from the null-model variance components was not statistically
significant, meaning that the variance in the self-reported use of dysfunctional behaviors was due
to individual-specific factors. When the level-1 predictors, i.e. form of extrinsic motivation,
perceived role conflict, and perceived role ambiguity, were entered into the model, the fit
improved significantly. The coefficient of motivation was not significant, but those of role
ambiguity

02

(= 0.226) and role conflict

03

(= 0.364) were. These results suggest that

perceptions of role conflict and role ambiguity increase the probability of adopting dysfunctional
behaviors.

Entering the level-2 predictors did not improve the model fit, which means that no direct
relationship between the field sales management control systems and the potential use of
dysfunctional behaviors could be detected. Moreover, none of the level-2 coefficients was
statistically significant.
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Table 36. Salespersons’use of customer-oriented behaviors (*** p < 0,01 ; ** p < 0,05 ; * p < 0,10)
Model 1: The null model
Fixed effect
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
Average organization mean, 00
6.206
0.0552 (0.0552)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.10838
86
Level-1 effect, rij
0.29663
Intra-class correlation = 0.268
Deviance = 394.582 (number of estimated parameters = 3)
Model 2: Level-1 predictors
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
Average organization mean, 00
6.209
0.0521 (0.0518)
Intercept2 for IM slope, 10
0.241
0.0553 (0.0460)
Intercept2 for RAMB slope, 20
-0.161
0.0751 (0.0749)
Intercept2 for RCONF slope, 30
-0.110
0.0515 (0.0541)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.11511
86
Level-1 effect, rij
0.22264
Deviance = 309.473 (Number of estimated parameters = 6)
2
Model comparison: = 40.52650 (df = 3) p = 0.000***
Model 3: Level-2 predictors
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
6.268
0.1327 (0.1192)
Efficiency CS dummy, 01
-0.183
0.1559 (0.1536)
Capability CS dummy, 02
0.023
0.1694 (0.1522)
Activity CS dummy, 03
0.034
0.1748 (0.1605)
For intercept 1 for IM slope
Intercept2, 10
0.251
0.0554 (0.0460)
For intercept 2 for RAMB slope
Intercept2, 20
-0.163
0.0744 (0.0736)
For intercept 3 for RCONF slope
Intercept2, 30
-0.106
0.0522 (0.0531)
Random effect
Var. component
d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.10916
83
Level-1 effect, rij
0.22033
Deviance = 305.729 ( Number of estimated parameters = 9)
Model comparison: 2 = 3.271 (df = 3) p = 0.352
Model 4: Level-2 predictors (detailed)
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
6.200
0.0496 (0.0498)
Input evaluation, 01
-0.048
0.0726 (0.0656)
Performance contingent rew, 02
0.087
0.0568 (0.0552)
Support, 03
0.141
0.0905 (0.0692)
Closeness of supervision, 04
0.021
0.0508 (0.0471)
Cost control, 05
-0.058
0.0549 (0.0452)
Output evaluation, 06
-0.117
0.0721 (0.0731)
For intercept 1 for IM slope
Intercept2, 10
0.239
0.0547 (0.0463)
For intercept 2 for RAMB slope
Intercept2, 20
-0.174
0.0735 (0.0711)
For intercept 3 for RCONF slope
Intercept2, 30
-0.106
0.0510 (0.0548)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.09577
80
Level-1 effect, rij
0.21676
Deviance = 298.041(Number of parameters estimated = 12)
2
Model comparison
= 10.959 (df = 6) p = 0.089* (Comparison to model 2)

t-ratio
112.436***
2

159.796

t-ratio
119.259***
4.361***
-2.150**
-2.135**

Approx. d.f.
86
p-value
0.000***

185.369

Approx. d.f.
86
183
183
183
p-value
0.000***

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

47.245***
-1.174
0.138
0.194

83
83
83
83

4.527***

180

-2.196**

180

-2.023**
181.703

180
p-value
0.000***

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

125.099***
-0.660
1.530
1.558
0.406
0.406
-1.628*

80
80
80
80
80
80
80

4.373

177

-2.365

177

-2.076

177
p-value
0.000***

2

2

2

173.256
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Table 36 presents the results of the sequential model for self-reported customer-oriented selling
behaviors. The intra-class correlation calculated from the null-model variance components was
0.268, meaning that about 26.8% of the variance in self-reported use of customer-oriented selling
behaviors was due to organization-specific factors.

Entering the level-1 predictors, i.e. the form of extrinsic motivation, perceived role conflict, and
perceived role ambiguity into the model significantly improved the fit. The coefficients of
motivation

01

(= 0,241) role ambiguity

02

(= -0,161) and role conflict

03

(= -0,110) were

significant. These results suggest that integrated forms of extrinsic motivation increase and
perceptions of role conflict and role ambiguity reduce the probability of using customer-oriented
selling behaviors.

Adding broad control-system types as level-2 predictors did not improve the model fit, and none
of the coefficients for the control-system-type dummies were significant. Entering more detailed
control-system dimensions did improve the fit (p < 0.1), but when normal standard errors were
used to test the significance of the coefficients for the level-2 predictors no significant
coefficients were found. The use of robust standard errors to test the hypothesis produced a
statistically significant coefficient of support

03

(= 0,141). An index of the level-2 variance

explained by the predictor variables was then calculated. The value was 0.168, meaning that
about 16.8% of the between-organization variance in the use of customer-oriented selling
behaviors was explained by the control-system dimensions.
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Table 37. Salespersons’use of sales-oriented behaviors (*** p < 0,01 ; ** p < 0,05 ; * p < 0,10)
Model 1: The null model
Fixed effect
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
Average organization mean, 00
2.517
0.0872 (0.0872)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.25459
86
Level-1 effect, rij
0.77694
Intra-class correlation = 0.247
Deviance = 525.885 (number of estimated parameters = 3)
Model 2: Level-1 predictors
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
Average organization mean, 00
2.511
0.0852 (0.0854)
Intercept2 for IM slope, 10
0.058
0.0944 (0.0946)
Intercept2 for RAMB slope, 20
0.298
0.1271 (0.1038)
Intercept2 for RCONF slope, 30
0.286
0.0874 (0.0875)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.27521
86
Level-1 effect, rij
0.66941
Deviance = 506.120 (Number of estimated parameters = 6)
2
Model comparison: = 19.880 (df = 3) p = 0.000***
Model 3: Level-2 predictors
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
2.437
0.2185 (0.1967)
Efficiency CS dummy, 01
0.218
0.2574 (0.2343)
Capability CS dummy, 02
-0.022
0.2794 (0.2645)
Activity CS dummy, 03
-0.025
0.2887 (0.3059)
For intercept 1 for IM slope
Intercept2, 10
0.047
0.0949 (0.0953)
For intercept 2 for RAMB slope
Intercept2, 20
0.300
0.1266 (0.1013)
For intercept 3 for RCONF slope
Intercept2, 30
0.282
0.0891 (0.0885)
Random effect
Var. component
d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.27956
83
Level-1 effect, rij
0.66415
Deviance = 504.300 ( Number of estimated parameters = 9)
Model comparison: 2 = 1.700 (df = 3) p > 0.500
Model 4: Level-2 predictors (detailed)
Fixed effects
Coefficient
Std. e. (robust)
For intercept 0
Average organization mean, 00
2.509
0.0837 (0.0835)
Input evaluation, 01
0.132
0.1224 (0.1190)
Performance contingent rew, 02
0.031
0.0958 (0.0899)
Support, 03
0.063
0.1531 (0.1190)
Closeness of supervision, 04
-0.134
0.0861 (0.0965)
Cost control, 05
0.057
0.0928 (0.0728)
Output evaluation, 06
-0.151
0.1217 (0.1175)
For intercept 1 for IM slope
Intercept2, 10
0.030
0.0949 (0.0951)
For intercept 2 for RAMB slope
Intercept2, 20
0.302
0.1269 (0.1024)
For intercept 3 for RCONF slope
Intercept2, 30
0.264
0.0881 (0.0893)
Random effect
Var. component d.f.
Organization mean, u 0j
0.25142
80
Level-1 effect, rij
0.66574
Deviance = 501.946 (Number of parameters estimated = 12)
2
Model comparison
= 4.054 (df = 6) p > 0.500 (Comparison to model 2)

t-ratio
28.858***
2

150.484

t-ratio
29.460***
0.613
2.347**
3.268***

Approx. d.f.
86
p-value
0.000***

166.203

Approx. d.f.
86
183
183
183
p-value
0.000***

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

11.154***
0.847
-0.079
-0.086

83
83
83
83

0.494

180

2.371**

180

3.169**
165.134

180
p-value
0.000***

t-ratio

Approx. d.f.

29.970***
1.079
0.322
0.411
-1.553*
0.612
-1.240

80
80
80
80
80
80
80

0.318

177

2.384**

177

2.997***

177
p-value
0.000***

2

2

2

159.736
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The results of the sequential model of sales-oriented selling behaviors are shown in Table 37
above. The intra-class correlation calculated from the null-model variance components was 0.247
and statistically significant, meaning that about 24.7% of the variance in the self-reported use of
such behaviors was due to organizational factors. Entering the level-1 predictors, i.e. the form of
extrinsic motivation, perceived role conflict, and perceived role ambiguity, into the model
improved the fit significantly. The motivation coefficient was not significant, but those of role
ambiguity

02

(= 0.298) and role conflict

03

(= 0.286) were. These results suggest that

perceptions of role conflict and role ambiguity increase the probability of using a sales-oriented
approach to selling.

Entering the level-2 predictors did not improve the model fit, which means that no direct
relationship between the field sales management control systems and the potential use of sales
oriented behaviors could be detected. Furthermore, none of the level-2 coefficients were
statistically significant.

6.5

SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS

6.5.1

The concept of a field sales management control system

As proposed in the conceptual model of the present dissertation, field sales managers use more
detailed dimensions when conceptualizing their controls-in-use than in the past studies. The
factor analyses revealed six distinct control-system dimensions:

1. Activity monitoring
2. Performance-contingent rewarding
3. Capability control / Support
4. Closeness of supervision
5. Cost control
6. Outcome evaluation
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These dimensions are consistent with those reported in the literature on sales management, which
has covered differences between the subjective vs. objective and output vs. input performance
measures used by sales managers (e.g., Johnston and Marshall, 2006). What is notable here is that
the field sales managers’dimensions of control turned out to be more detailed than in many
previous studies using data on sales executives (e.g., Cravens et al., 1993). This supports the
assertion that the control system should be conceptualized differently (according to the level of
detail) on different sales-management levels. In strategic sales management decisions (i.e.
making decisions about control system best suited to internal and external environments of sales
organization), the broad conceptualizations (e.g. process control vs. output control) are useful.
However, the field sales managers, who deal with tactical/operational-level decisions and
implementing the control over salespeople, conceptualize the controls with more detailed
dimensions.

It was proposed that field salespeople would perceive their managers’control on the same
dimensions, but this gained only partial support. The dimensions that were extracted from the
salesperson data were:

1. Performance-contingent rewarding
2. Capability control / Support
3. Closeness of supervision
4. Cost control
5. Outcome evaluation

No dimension for perceptions of activity control was found for salespeople, and the “perceived
support from field sales manager” dimension also included measures of non-financial rewards
and encouragement by rewards, whereas for the sales managers only the measures related to
capability improvement loaded on this dimension. Even though there are some slight differences
with the control dimensions reported by managers, these perceptual dimensions of control are
quite similar to factor structure obtained in field sales manager sample.
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When the stability of control perceptions within the sales organizations was assessed by means of
intra-class correlations, all of the dimensions of perceptual control turned out to be significantly
correlated among the salespersons within the same organization. Over 20 % of the variance in the
perceptions of control in all dimensions was due to organization-level differences. The
perceptions of performance contingent rewarding had the highest level of within organization
homogeneity, as over 50 % of variance in control perceptions was due to differences between
organizations. This finding was expected, since it is common for firms to have equal
compensation systems for employees. Second highest level of within organization homogeneity
(32.6 % of variance due to differences between organizations) was found for capability control.
This was contrary to the expectations, as it was proposed that capability control would be
“informal”in nature, and therefore adjusted for each manager-subordinate dyad separately. One
possible explanation for this finding is that sales organizations use team work as their training
method (see Román and Ruiz, 2003). The proportion of variance in control perceptions due to
sales organization differences for closeness of supervision was 27.5 %, 26.8 % for output
evaluation and 21.3 % for cost control. Interestingly, the lowest percentages are not found for
“informal”control dimensions as expected. It could be that output evaluation and cost controls
are not intended for influencing the behavior of salespeople. Instead they could be dashboard
controls (see Darmon, 1998), which are used for obtaining information about the organizational
performance.

The subsequent analyses examined how well field sales managers’reported control behaviors
predicted salespersons’perceptions of control. This was done by calculating the index of the
proportion reduction in the variance explained by the 2-level predictors. The sales managers’
control behaviors accounted for 58.4 % of the variance in perceived performance contingent
rewarding determined by organizational factors (which was 51.3 % of the total variance in
perceptions of performance contingent rewarding). Variance in the salespersons’perceptions of
capability control due to organizational differences, was also highly dependent of manager’s
control behaviors, as the index of the proportion reduction was 55.8 %. Corresponding index
proportion for closeness of supervision was 42 % and 28 % for cost control. However, the
perceptions of output evaluation were not significantly related to the sales managers’ selfreported controls. Also the perceptions of cost control were also only marginally related to the
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field sales manager’s behaviors, as the improvement in model fit was only marginal when
manager behaviors were entered into the model. This might reflect the salespersons’difficulty in
knowing what the supervisor was really measuring, perhaps due to a lack of communication on
the part of the sales manager. Even though these control dimensions fall under the category of
“objective”measures, it seems that the controls are not as visible to the field sales force as other
dimensions. Thus, again cost controls and output-evaluation controls may be what Darmon
(1998) refers to as dashboard controls, i.e. controlling that the objectives are met, in contrast to
control levers that aim to influence the behaviors of salespeople.

For the purposes of subsequent analyses that deal with second and third research gaps, the
different control-system types were assessed by subjecting the field sales managers’self-reported
control behaviors to cluster analysis. Four different types were revealed, i.e. combinations of
controls that emphasized different dimensions:

1. Efficiency control
2. Capability control
3. Activity control
4. Output control

The emphasis in efficiency-control systems is on evaluating both the inputs and the outputs of the
sales force, and selling costs are intensively assessed. Less emphasis is directed toward
performance-contingent rewarding and close supervision. Systems of capability control also
emphasize input and output evaluation, but this is accompanied by close supervision and a high
level of support from the field sales managers. Activity control entails close supervision of the
salespeople, and practically no use of performance-contingent rewards. Finally, output-control
systems focus mainly on output evaluation and performance reward, and do not rely on close
supervision.

The control-system types identified here are somewhat different from those listed in previous
typologies. They do not fall into the one presented by Jaworski et al. (1993), which included
high, low, clan, and bureaucratic control systems based on dimensions of “formal” and
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“informal”control usage: these system types are more suitable for sales managers on the strategy
level, as discussed in Chapter 3. They do not correspond with the single behavior-outcome –
control dimension proposed by Anderson and Oliver (1987) either, but there is some resemblance
to Challagalla and Shervani’s (1996) conceptualization, which posits two distinct types of
behavior-based control: capability control and activity control. In addition to output control and
the two types of behavior-based control mentioned above, efficiency control was also identified
as a system type in the present work. It seems that there may also be two distinct forms of output
control - related to results and to efficiency. The former focuses on measuring output and
rewarding results, and the latter on controlling the input-output ratio, i.e. efficiency.

The following new two-dimensional typology of control systems is proposed based on these
empirical findings:
•

Whether the emphasis is on controlling behaviors or outcomes

•

Whether the emphasis is on motivating or controlling for performance

The first of these has featured in previous conceptualizations (see e.g., Anderson and Oliver,
1987; Challagalla and Shervani, 1996; Jaworski, 1988). The latter one is also related to some
extent to Challagalla and Shervani’s (1996) conceptualization separating three dimensions of
control: information, the administration of rewards and the administration of punishments, the
difference being in the level of reinforcements used, not the types. Systems that emphasize
control over performance (i.e. activity control and efficiency control) use relatively low levels of
reinforcement, but they are characterized by an emphasis on control over measuring and meeting
objectives (either behavioral or financial). Those that emphasize motivating for performance
(capability control and output control) use reinforcements aimed at performance improvement,
either in the form of extrinsic rewards or by supporting feelings of competence.

6.5.2

Psychological responses

Before anticipated psychological responses to control were modeled against sales managers’
control behaviors, an analysis of their variance components was performed. Examination of intra-
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class correlations revealed that 27.2 % of variance in perceived role conflict and 37.4 % of
variance in perceived role ambiguity were determined by differences between organizations. The
variance in the form of felt motivation was, however, determined entirely by the individualspecific differences.

Subsequent analyses aimed at explaining sources of these organization-level and individual-level
variances. Examination of the intra-class correlations revealed that a significant proportion of the
variance in perceived role conflict is due to differences between sales organizations, even when
individual differences (i.e. perceived locus of control) were controlled for. In general, results
indicated that the identified control system types (i.e. combinations of control) were better in
explaining the salespersons’ psychological responses than the more detailed control system
dimensions. Using control system dimensions as predictors did not improve the model in any of
the models predicting motivation, role ambiguity or role conflict, whereas control system types
significantly predicted perceived role conflict, when perceived locus of control was controlled
for. The results showed that pure reliance on outcome-based control is related to higher levels of
role conflict. Even though detailed control system dimensions did not significantly improve the
model, there was some evidence of decreasing effect of supervision on perceptions of role
conflict. Using control system types as predictors of role conflict accounted for 38.7 % reduction
in the unexplained variance at organization-level. The main source of variance in role ambiguity
was on the individual level, whereas some weak evidence of a negative effect of cost control
could be detected. However, the variance in the salespersons’type of motivation was determined
by individual differences, with locus-of-control as significant predictor, and no relationship with
organizational factors could be established.

6.5.3

Behavioral responses

Also the anticipated behavioral responses to control were first analyzed with the intra-class
correlations, which revealed that 13.5 % of the variance of less ethical selling behavior, 26.8 % of
the variance of customer-oriented behaviors, and 24.7 % of the variance in sales-oriented
behaviors were determined by differences between organizations. The variance in the use of
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dysfunctional behaviors was, however, determined entirely by the differences between
individuals in their perceptions of role stress.

In the subsequent analyses the anticipated behavioral responses were first modeled against felt
motivation and perceptions of role ambiguity and role conflict. Perceptions of role conflict and
role ambiguity were positively linked to less ethical, dysfunctional and sales-oriented behaviors,
and negatively associated with customer-oriented behaviors. In predicting resultant behaviors, the
more detailed control dimensions proved more useful than identified control system types.
Adding separate dimensions of sales managers’ control into the model predicting customeroriented behaviors improved the model significantly (output evaluation was negatively associated
with customer-oriented behaviors), whereas adding control system types did not improve any of
the models.

Based on model comparisons with Chi-square test revealed no direct relationship between the
characteristics of the field sales management control system and the salespersons’use of less
ethical selling behaviors, dysfunctional behaviors, or sales-oriented selling behaviors could be
established. The variance in these behavioral-outcome variables was mainly determined by
individual-level factors, such as perceptions of role conflict and ambiguity. However,
examination of individual effects of control system types and dimensions revealed some weak
support for the relationship between manager’s control behaviors and anticipated behavioral
responses. When compared to output control type, the efficiency control was related to use of
dysfunctional behaviors. Closeness of supervision, in turn, was negatively associated with the use
of sales oriented behaviors.

Even though there is no strong evidence of the direct relationship of sales managers’control
behaviors and anticipated behavioral responses, the results raise the question of potential indirect
effects, as the personal perceptions of role conflict and role ambiguity played an important part in
explaining these behaviors.
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7

DISCUSSION

This final chapter discusses the findings of the empirical assessment of the present study. The
first section focuses on the contributions of the dissertation, and the second on the research and
managerial implications. Finally, the third section deals with the limitations of the study and
suggests future research avenues.

7.1

CONTRIBUTIONS

It was mentioned in the introductory chapter that the aim of the dissertation was to contribute to
the literature on marketing and sales management control by:

1. providing insights for appropriate conceptualization of sales management control system
at the field sales management level;
2. increasing our understanding of how field sales managers control activities are perceived
by salespeople;
3. empirically assessing the impact of manager’s exercised control on salespersons’
psychological and behavioral responses;
The contributions are discussed in detail in the following sections in terms of their theoretical,
methodological and empirical aspects.

7.1.1

Theoretical contribution

The main theoretical contribution of the present dissertation is the adoption of a multilevel
perspective on theory development in the context of sales management control systems. First, it
was acknowledged that studying the effect of field sales management control on salespeople is a
phenomenon that involves two interrelated levels of analysis. The literature review revealed that
previous research (see Appendix 1) is rife with controversy about whether one should measure
control systems on the executive level, or concentrate on salespersons’perceptions of exercised
control. Consequently, the marketing and sales management theory has been developed without
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any clear specification of the levels of the different conceptualizations, which in turn has led to a
situation in which it is difficult to make generalizations about the consequences of exercised
control. According to Baldauf, Cravens, and Piercy’s (2005) synthesis of the relevant literature,
there has been a need to revise conceptualizations of control systems, and this dissertation has
taken a promising step forward by developing a multilevel framework for studying the
salesperson consequences of field sales management control. It was proposed that the sales
management control system at the field sales manager and salesperson levels should be
conceptualized using more detailed dimensions than the past research has done. This
conceptualization was also supported in the empirical assessment. The framework and conceptual
model developed in the present dissertation also proposed that the congruence between field sales
manager’s exercised control and salespersons’perceptions of it should be assessed.

For the first time in the sales management control system research this kind of assessment was
performed explicitly. The results of this assessment showed that the control systems are in deed
to some extent perceived homogenously by the salespeople, and the homogeneity of perceptions
was greater in performance contingent rewarding and capability control dimensions. These were
also the control dimensions, where the congruence between manager’s exercised control and
salespersons’ perceptions was highest. The perceptual homogeneity was lower for close
supervision, output evaluation and cost control dimensions, and also the level of congruence
between exercised and perceived control was lower (in fact there was no evidence of this
congruence in the case of output evaluation). These differences in the level of congruence
between exercised and perceived control could be due to different aims of control. Darmon
(1998) distinguished different control purposes: dashboard (obtaining information to guide
decision-making) and control levers (influencing the behavior of the sales force). It seems
reasonable to expect that performance contingent rewarding and capability control dimensions
are aiming at influencing behaviors of salespeople, and output evaluation and cost control
dimensions are used for obtaining information about the way the organization is heading.
Closeness of supervision may fall into either of these control categories, or additionally it may be
a reflection of leadership style, which is adapted for each manager-salesperson dyad (i.e. are
determined by interpersonal factors, see DelVecchio, 1996).
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The difference between dashboard controls and control levers was observed also when
combinations of control (i.e. control system types) were dealt with. The study identified a new
classification of systems of marketing and sales management control, based on their control
philosophy. The results of this dissertation give reason to posit that the control purpose should be
part of the conceptualization: cost control and objective outcome-evaluation controls seem to
belong to the dashboard type, which are not clearly communicated to individual salespeople,
whereas the other dimensions could be seen more as control levers.

One additional issue that emerges from the results of empirical assessment, is that even in case of
control levers, only a proportion of organization-level variance was predicted by the manager’s
exercised control, leaving significant proportion of this variance unexplained. It is suggested that
this may be due to social influence, meaning that salespersons under same controls form
collective perceptions of exercised control. This means that sales management control theory
could benefit from taking insights from theories of social influence in social psychology.

The framework proposed here also suggested that the exercised control and salespersons’
responses to it should be studied with two-level data, where controls are measured at managerlevel and responses at salesperson-level, and controlling for individual differences. Adoption of
this approach to studying the effect of controls on salesperson consequences revealed that the
relationship between controls and its anticipated consequences is relatively weak. For example,
there was no evidence of the relationship between control system and motivation. There was,
however, some weak evidence of the control system’s effect on perceptions of role conflict and
role ambiguity. The propositions concerning anticipated behavioral consequences of control were
not strongly supported either. Based on this finding, the results on the consequences of control
obtained in the past studies using single-level data should be interpreted with care. Individual
differences, such as perceived locus of control, seem to be strong influencer on motivation and
role perceptions. It is possible that locus internals also perceive the control system more
favorably, and consequently the relationship between perceived control and salesperson
consequences becomes overestimated.
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7.1.2

Empirical contribution

The empirical contributions of the present dissertation are two-fold. First, the study is among the
first to use cross-level data in assessing the consequences of marketing and sales management
control systems. The data was collected on both the field-sales-manager and the salesperson
level, and the cross-level hypotheses were tested in the analyses. So far, research on marketing
and sales management control systems has mainly been based on single-level data (see Appendix
1), which facilitates investigation of either

1. the relationship between the control used and perceptions or anticipations of its
consequences, or
2. the relationship between perceptions of control and its consequences.

The present study is among the first studies which empirically assess the congruence between
exercised control and salesperson perceptions of it. Similarly, it is among the first studies which
assess the effect of self-reported exercised control on self-reported psychological and behavioral
consequences.

Secondly, the study has a strict focus only on the company’s own sales force and only on field
sales: the samples used in previous studies have mainly been a mix of company sales forces and
manufacturers’ representatives or sales and marketing professionals. Even though some
researchers claim that the same theory is valid for marketing and sales control systems (e.g.,
Baldauf et al., 2005), there is some empirical evidence suggesting that employee responses to
control depend on where the salespersons are located (Challagalla, Shervani, and Huber, 1997).

7.1.3

Methodological contributions

The methodological contributions of the present dissertation lie in the adoption of multilevel
methodology, namely hierarchical linear modeling (Bryk and Raudenbush, 1992). While some
researchers have taken steps towards recognizing the level aspects of the control-system concept
(e.g., Babakus et al. 1996), previous studies have, at best, tested the same conceptual models at
different levels of analysis. However, the adoption of multilevel methodology allows the
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examination of cross-level relationships. In practice this means that one can empirically assess
whether the variance in the salesperson variables (e.g., motivation, customer-oriented selling)
occurs between individuals within organizations or between organizations. Obtaining this kind of
information reveals the real nature of the variables, opens up new avenues for research, and offers
new implications for the findings. This type of new knowledge can be especially useful for
managers, as both manager and salesperson-levels can be studied simultaneously.

7.2

IMPLICATIONS

The implications of the study fall into two categories, research implications and managerial
implications. These are discussed separately in the following sub-sections.

7.2.1

Research Implications

This dissertation is based on a multilevel view of the organization, and the results obtained in the
empirical assessment support the central assertion that systems of field sales management control
should be conceptualized differently at different levels of analysis. Thus, there is a need to
specify the concept of such systems on each analytical level, based on appropriate theories. It is
asserted that when dealing with tactical and operational level decisions of control, one should use
control system conceptualizations that are more detailed than in the past studies.

Moreover, the distinction between control and motivation is not clear in the sales management
control system literature. While some managerial activities aim at control over the
implementation of selected paths of development (dashboard controls) and others aim at
influencing the behaviors of salespeople (control levers), the relationship between these two
types, and their joint effects on the sales force, are still unclear. The findings of the present
dissertation suggest that performance contingent rewarding and capability control are control
levers, whereas cost control and output evaluation are dashboard controls. Notable is, however,
that both control levers and dashboard controls are related to salesperson consequences. The
future studies focusing of sales management controls should try to take this issue into
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consideration. In addition, it is notable that only a proportion of the organization-level variance of
perceptions of control could be explained with managers’exercised control. Thus, significant
proportion of the variance in control perceptions that was due to differences between
organizations was left unexplained. One promising research avenue would be to examine the
social influence of control perceptions. A research started from classical experiment of
conformity by Solomon Asch in the field of social psychology (for a meta-analysis of 125 studies
see Bond, 2005), has revealed that people change their perceptions so that their perceptions will
be in line with others. It is likely that salespeople under same control system form a shared
perception of the exercised control.

All in all, the empirical assessment of the present study revealed that the evidence of relationship
between exercised control and salesperson consequences seems to be weaker when multi-level
data is used. Major part of the variance in focal variables was due to individual differences, and
clearly smaller proportion of total variance was due to differences between organizations. This
means that using single-level data (i.e. exercised control and perceptions of responses, or
perceptions of control and self-reported responses) the effects may be overestimated.

The empirical analyses conducted in this study confirm the need for a multilevel and cross-level
approach, and consequently raise a call for more multilevel research on the phenomenon of
interest. First, the results should be validated in future studies using different samples within the
same population as well as in other contexts. Secondly, the relationships between strategic-level
and tactical/operational-level concepts of control should be studied. Thirdly, the structural control
mechanisms, which were the focus of this dissertation, should be considered alongside social
controls (e.g., Jaworski, 1988; Ouchi, 1979) in future multilevel specifications of sales control.
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7.2.2

Managerial Implications

The results of this study indicated that some of the exercised controls are more accurately
perceived by the salespeople than other controls. It is asserted that this finding is due to different
purposes of these controls. Darmon (1998) has labeled controls with different purposes as control
levers and dashboard control. Control levers (e.g. use of performance contingent rewards, and
capability control) are aiming at influencing the salespersons’behaviors and dashboard controls
(e.g. cost control and output evaluation) are used for obtaining information for manager. Notable
is, that despite the purposes of control there was evidence of the effects of control on
salespersons’consequences. In practice this means, that when managers are designing their
control systems, the psychological and behavioral effects of so called dashboard controls should
be considered with care. The nature of these effects is not yet known, but this study provided
some evidence of the decreasing effect of cost control on perceived role ambiguity, and
decreasing effect of output evaluation on customer-oriented behaviors.

It should also be noted that at best managers self-reported behaviors accounted for less than 60 %
of within organization variance in perceptions of control. In other words, significant proportions
of the control perceptions that are homogenous within the organization are determined by factors
other than exercised control. It is very likely that individual salespersons shape their control
perceptions due to social influence, so that the control perceptions are similar within an
organization. Managerially this means that the control system should be stimulating and equal for
each salesperson, as the perceptions of control, both favorable and unfavorable, pass on among
the salespeople.

It was also found that pure reliance on outcome control seems to increase perceptions of role
conflict among salespeople, whereas exercising close supervision may help in reducing it. This
finding promotes the pivotal role of field sales managers in sales organizations. Moreover, all of
the studied outcome variables (except forms of extrinsic motivation and dysfunctional behaviors)
were to some extent determined by the differences between organizations, and only part of this
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organization effect was due to controls-in-use. It is likely that significant part of this unexplained
organization effect is due to field sales managers’leadership abilities.

All in all, major part of the variance in studied consequence variables was due to differences
between individuals. the primary source for variance in these variables is due to individualspecific differences. More specifically, over 60 % of the variance in all of the studied outcome
variables (both psychological and behavioral) was determined by individual-level differences.
The variance of motivation and dysfunctional behavior variables was entirely determined by
individual differences. This finding highlights the importance of recruiting and selecting the right
people to the sales force. According to the results obtained from this study, internally controlled
salespeople were expressing more integrated types of motivation and perceived less role conflict
and ambiguity. As selling is relatively independent work, internal locus of control (i.e. belief that
job outcomes are mainly dependent on own efforts) is naturally an important characteristic.
Selection of the appropriate salespeople for the organizations helps in developing performance
oriented culture in the organization, which serves as a basis for clan type of control (see e.g.
Jaworski, 1988; Ouchi, 1979).

Even though no direct relationship between field sales management controls and salespersons’
adoption of less ethical, dysfunctional, or sales-oriented selling behaviors could be established,
managers should be aware of potential indirect relationships via role stress (conflict and
ambiguity) related to the use of controls. Perceptions of role conflict and role ambiguity were
positively related to less ethical and dysfunctional behaviors as well as to adopting a salesoriented selling process.

7.3

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The results of this dissertation need to be validated in future research, since the study had its
limitations. These limitations are discussed in more detail in the following sub-sections, which
deal with theoretical issues, empirical issues, and methodological issues.
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7.3.1

Theoretical issues

Even though the present dissertation made a considerable contribution in terms of revising the
concept of field sales management control systems, more research is needed. As mentioned in the
section on delimitations in the introductory chapter, the temporal dimension of control was left
out of the study, even though it is highly possible that it plays a role in determining the
consequences of exercised control. Moreover, this study did not assess, whether control is
exercised on the basis of team performance instead of individual performance. Even though this
study aimed at more detailed control conceptualization at the field sales management and
salesperson levels, the control is still rather vaguely defined.

In addition to the limitations related to the very concept of a control system, the consequences of
control are also likely to be more complex than modeled in this study. It is very likely that the
impact of the control system on salespersons’ psychological and behavioral responses is
moderated by different personality (e.g., locus of control) and situational (e.g., competitive
intensity) factors. Such contingency hypotheses could be tested in future studies by using Meansand-Slopes-as-Outcomes models.

7.3.2

Empirical issues

Even though the sampling design was prepared carefully and no evidence of non-response bias
was detected, the representativeness of the sample cannot be taken for granted, as the rate of nonresponse was relatively high. While non-response rates in mail surveys often tend to be high, and
the rates in this study are comparable to those in other studies, the results should be validated
against other samples as well.

Moreover, while the sales organizations in the sample were selected randomly from the database,
the salespersons within them were not, which is a possible source of selection bias. It is possible
that sales managers select the best performing salespersons from their organizations for the study,
and therefore the sample of salespersons used this study was not representative. Thus, future
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studies adopting the multilevel framework developed in the present dissertation should use a
random two-stage sampling plan.

7.3.3

Methodological issues

The measures used for the outcome variables should be improved, as those used in the present
study did not always fulfill the requirements for AVE values: in practice this means that the latent
constructs measured on multiple-item scales contained considerable amounts of error variance.
Thus, the validity of the measures used could be questioned, and researchers should put extra
effort into developing valid measures in future studies.
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IMM

JMan.

Futrell and Schul
(1978)

Leigh, Lucas, and
Woodman (1988)

Salesperson’
s perceptions
of control system:
Clarity perception,
perception of rewardperformance link,
perception of control over
job.

Salesperson’
s perceptions
of control system:
Clarity perception,
perception of rewardperformance link,
perception of control over
job.

A composite scale was
calculated from three control
dimensions.

Indicators of each control
system characteristic were
treated separately by
calculating canonical
correlations with the
performance and
satisfaction measures.

FUTRELL, SWAN AND TODD’
S CONTROL CONCEPTUALIZATION
Authors
Journal Controls
Treatment
Futrell, Swan and
JMR
Salesperson’
s perceptions Indicators of each control
system characteristic were
Todd (1976)
of control system:
treated separately
Clarity perception,
perception of rewardperformance link,
perception of control over
job.

423 marketing
professionals

Sample
431 sets of matched
responses consisting of
the salesperson’
s
responses and his/her
supervisor’
s
performance
evaluation. Sample
drawn from a national
hospital supply firm.
135 sets of matched
responses consisting of
the salesperson’
s
responses and his/her
supervisor’
s
performance
evaluation. Sample
drawn from a national
hospital supply firm.

Consequences
Salespeople who were found to
be high-performing and
satisfied with their job
perceived:(1) what was
expected of them more clearly;
(2) high influence and control
over their sales environment;
and (3) that job rewards were
based on their performance.
“Salespeople, who perceived:
(1) what was expected of them
more clearly; (2) high influence
and control over their sales
environment; and (3) that job
rewards were based on their
performance were found to be
higher-performing salespeople,
as related by their immediate
supervisors, and were also
found to be more satisfied with
their job.”(p.313)
Perceived management control
system characteristics and
organizational culture
moderated the relationship
between role stressors (i.e. role
conflict and ambiguity) and job
attitudes (i.e. job satisfaction
and turnover intentions).
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Robertson and
Anderson (1993)

OS

Dimensions of supervision,
contact with manager,
subjectivity of evaluation.

Three scales combined into
an index of behavior control
(Note that compensation
loaded on a different factor
and consequently was not
included in the index)

ANDERSON AND OLIVER’S CONTROL CONCEPTUALIZATION
Authors
Journal Controls
Treatment
Anderson and
JM
Behavior - outcome
Oliver (1987)
Dichotomous measure
Eisenhardt (1989)
Manag.
(Behavior control
indicating whether the shortScience Outcome control
Clan control) In discussion term, monetary
compensation was outcomebased or behavior-based
Measure: Reward
(i.e. salary or hourly rate)
structure
Cravens et al.
JM
Behavior –based control
Dimensions of Field Sales
(1993)
Outcome –based control
Management Control and
Compensation control could
not be integrated in a
consistent manner.

446 industrial field
salespeople
(salespeople N=301
and sales managers
N=145)

-

Store managers of 54
specialty stores. There
were 21 three-informant
stores, 22 twoinformant stores and 11
single-informant stores
144 completed
questionnaires from
chief sales executives

Field sales management control
was positively associated with
professional competence, team
orientation, risk aversion,
intrinsic motivation, recognition
motivation, planning orientation,
sales-support orientation,
customer orientation, making
sales-performance
presentations, and customersatisfaction effectiveness.
Compensation control was
positively associated with
professional competence, team
orientation, planning
orientation, sales-support
orientation, customer
orientation, providing
performance information,
achieving sales-performance
objectives.
Behavior-based control was
found to be in a negative
relationship with less ethical
behavior. Weighting of salary
did not have an effect.
However, this effect was not
found in the manager sample.

Consequences

Sample
Conceptual

Appendix 1

JM

JPSSM

Oliver and
Anderson (1994)

Oliver and
Anderson (1995)

Extent of supervision
Subjective evaluation
methods
Proportion of Salary

Extent of supervision
Absence of Bottom-Line
Orientation
Infrequent use of objective
outcomes
Use of paper inputs
Use of subjective inputs
Percent salary in
compensation plan

216 sales managers in
electronic components
industry 356
salespeople

347 salespeople

Behavior-control Index

Behavioral control and
outcome control index.
Clustering.

Behavior control was positively
associated with sales
expertise/competence,
organizational commitment,
authority acceptance,
cooperation acceptance,
performance-review
acceptance, motivation towards
agency, selling smarter, sales
expense control, sales
planning, job satisfaction,
participative decision-making,
and innovative and supporting
organizational culture. It was
negatively associated with
perceiving pay as a control
mechanism, relative
performance rank, extrinsic
motivation and risk-seeking
preference.
Generally the behavior-based
control was associated with
higher levels of expertise and
competence, motivation and
commitment to employer, and
working smarter than outcomebased control. Compared to
straight behavior or outcome
control, hybrid control was
associated with higher levels of
motivation by intrinsic
satisfaction, time allocated to
planning, goal achievement,
and perceptions of
bureaucracy.
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IJRM

IMM

EJM

JM

JPSSM

Babakus et al.
(1996)

Grant and Cravens
(1996)

Grant and Cravens
(1999)

Kraft (1999)

Baldauf, Cravens,
and Piercy (2001)
Anderson and Oliver

Behavior-based control
-monitoring, directing,
evaluating, rewarding

Fixed salary percentage
Span of control
Extent of reporting
Performance evaluation

Monitoring
Directing
Evaluating
Rewarding
(Babakus et al.’
s, 1996,
measure)

Monitoring
Directing
Evaluating
Rewarding

Monitoring
Directing
Evaluating
Rewarding

146 field sales
managers in 58
Australian sales
organizations
146 Australian sales
units

270 Chief sales
executives

Sample1: Austria 79
chief sales executives

Control dimensions treated
separately

Separate dimensions

Behavior-control index

Combined into a single
construct

Sample2: UK 70 chief
sales executives

Field sales managers
(146)
Chief Sales Executives
(58)

Composite scale calculated
from 4 control dimensions

Behavior-based control was not
related to outcome
performance, and was related
to behavior performance only in
the Austrian sample.

Field sales manager sample:
Control activities were
associated with satisfaction with
sales territory design and
behavior performance.
Chief sales executive sample:
Control activities were
associated with satisfaction with
sales territory design
(insignificant relation to
behavior performance).
The more the managers
performed the four management
activities, the higher they rated
their salespeople in both behavior
and outcome performance.
Three of the four components of
sales management control had
an impact on the profitability
dimension of effectiveness. No
significance was associated with
the level of customer satisfaction
for any of the managementcontrol dimensions. Three of the
four management-control
components were linked to
differences in satisfaction with the
sales organization. Sales/marketshare differences were found for
only one component.
-
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IMR

WMR

JPSSM

JPSSM

Baldauf,
Cravens,and
Piercy (2001)

Piercy, Lane, and
Cravens (2002)

Menguc and
Barker (2003)

Rouziès and
Macquin (2003)

Perception of
management’
s
involvement,
Absence of bottom-line

Incentive pay
Monitoring (8-items)
Cravens et al. (1993)

Monitoring, Directing,
Evaluating, Rewarding,
(see Babakus et al. 1996)

Anderson and Oliver
(1987)

(1987)
Behavior-based control
-monitoring, directing,
evaluating, rewarding

214 salespeople in a
commercial directory
publisher

102 field sales
managers from 47
organizations. Canada

232 European
salespeople

Monitoring was a moderator
for incentive pay

Behavioral control index

UK sample: 142
responses from
respondents
representing sales
forces in 62 different
companies.

Austrian sample: 159
field sales managers
from 60 companies

Single construct (activity)
Cronbach’
s alpha = 0,83

Combined into a single
construct

13 items representing the
four dimensions were
subjected to second-order
confirmatory factor analysis.
CFI > 0.9

UK sample: the abovementioned correlations were
0.19 < r < 0.36 of magnitude,
except that no correlation was
detected between behavior
control and behavioral strategy,
cognitions/capabilities, or
technical knowledge.
Behavior control was positively
correlated with civic virtue,
sportsmanship, altruism,
conscientiousness, courtesy,
cheerleading.
The positive effects of incentive
pay on three performance
measures (sales volume,
profitability, and customer
satisfaction) were moderated by
monitoring, sales volatility, and
complexity of purchase
decision.
Culture moderated the control
system’
s effect on the selected
behavioral strategy. Behavior
control was related to smart

Austrian sample: Behavior
control was correlated (0.16 < r
< 0.47) with sales-unit
effectiveness, satisfaction with
salespeople, technical
knowledge, adaptive selling,
teamwork, sales planning, sales
presentation, sales support,
affects/attitudes, intrinsic
motivation, recognition
motivation,
cognitions/capabilities,
behavioral strategy.
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Román and
Munuera (2005)

EJM

Additional measure of
Reward system, i.e.
proportion of fixed salary
in the compensation plan.

orientation
Importance of paper inputs
Subjectivity of
performance evaluations
Compensation
Nine-item scale adapted
from Oliver and Anderson
(1994) and Verbeke et al.
(1996). Measured at the
level of the individual as
the perception of the
salesperson about the CS
she/he faces.
Single dimension measuring
control system. Another
single dimension variable for
measuring reward system

280 financial services
salespeople

Both reward system and control
system were in a positive
relationship with ethical
behavior. Ethical behavior in
turn was positively related to
performance and job
satisfaction, whereas it
wasnegatively related to role
conflict.

selling strategies.
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Output Control
Process Control
Professional Control
Self Control
Self control
Output control
Social control

Professional control,
cultural control, output
control, process control

JMR

JR

JM

Jaworski and
MacInnis (1989)

Lusch and
Jaworski (1991)

Jaworski,
Stathakopoulos
and Krishnan
(1993)

JAWORSKI’S CONTROL CONCEPTUALIZATION
Authors
Journal Controls
Jaworski (1988)
JM
Formal (input, process,
outcome)
Informal (self, social,
cultural)
379 Senior
Marketing
executives
182 store
managers of
a regional,
general
merchandise
retailer.
500
marketing
executives

Treated
separately

Treated
separately

Combined into
control system
typologies of
High-lowbureaucraticclan types

Sample
Conceptual

Treatment

Clan control was associated with higher levels of job
satisfaction than low control or bureaucratic control,
but high control was associated with the highest jobsatisfaction level. Role ambiguity is lower with
managers under high control than with other types of
control. No significant differences between the four
control types with respect to performance. May be a
result of the lack of variance in the performance
measure.

Process control marginally predicted job stress. Selfcontrol was found to be negatively associated with
dysfunctional behavior. Both process and output
control reduce information asymmetries.
Self and social controls were negatively associated
with role stress. Output control was not. Social control
was found to decrease store manager performance.

Consequences
-
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Behavior control
Outcome control
Clan control

Output control
Process control

JPSSM

JPSSM

Stathakopoulos
(1996)

Ramaswami,
Srinivasan, and
Gorton (1997)

Output Control
Process Control
Self Control
Professional Control

JM

Ramaswami
(1996)

Output control
Process control
Professional control
Self-control

IMM

Agarwal (1996)

Treated
separately

318 AMA
members

Treated
separately (i.e.
separate
independent
variables)
Theoretical
discussion on
ideal controls

165
salespeople
in agriculture
industry

Conceptual

150 sales
personnel
and 150 nonsales
personnel
from AMA
members

Treated
separately

Proposes that when the control system “fits”the
conditions of task programmability, outcome
observability, behavior observability, and transactionspecific assets, the salesperson-customer
relationships, motivation, and organizational
commitment will be stronger than in non-fit situations.
Both output and process controls were unrelated to
information asymmetry. When information asymmetry
was accompanied with output control, the use of
dysfunctional behaviors was reduced, but increased
when accompanied with behavioral control.

Among non-sales personnel, output control was
negatively associated with information asymmetry
when procedural knowledge was low. Process control
was related positively to dysfunctional behavior and
job tension when PK was low. Professional control
was negatively associated with job tension and
information asymmetry when PK was low. Self-control
was negatively associated with dysfunctional
behavior.
Both process and output control were positively
associated with dysfunctional behavior, whereas selfcontrol was negatively associated with it.

Among salespeople, output control was negatively
associated with information asymmetry when
procedural knowledge was low (this effect was also
present in the non-sales sample). Process control
was related positively to dysfunctional behavior when
PK was low, and negatively related to information
asymmetry when PK was high. Professional control
was negatively associated with all of the negative
consequence variables. Self-control was positively
associated with dysfunctional behavior when PK was
high.
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IMM

JBR

JM

Agarwal (1999)

Joshi and Randall
(2001)

Atuahene-Gima
and Li (2002)

Output control
Process control

Output control
Process control
Professional control

Process control
Output control

151
salespeople

Second-order
factor structure
of organizational
controls.
Process and
output controls
were highly
correlated
(r=0,73), but
they were only
moderately
correlated with
professional
control
(r=0,24&0,33)
Treated
separately

U.S. sample:
170
salespeople
of the same
types of
industries.

Chinese
sample: 138
sales
employees of
firms in
electronics,
IT, software
development,
biotech, or
other hi-tech
sectors.

184
salespersons
from AMA
membership
roster

Treated
separately

Process control was directly associated with sales
performance in both samples, as was the interaction
of supervisee trust and output control.

Process control was positively associated with
supervisee trust in the Chinese sample, but not in the
U.S. sample (output control unrelated in both
samples).

Output control moderated the negative effect of
formalization on role ambiguity and its positive effect
on organizational commitment. This moderating effect
was not found for role conflict. Process controls did
not help in reducing the negative effects of
formalization.
Organizational control was related to task clarity and
affective commitment.
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Output control
Process control

Professional control
Cultural control
Output control
Process control (Jaworski
et al. 1993)

JPSSM

JBR

Ramaswami
(2002)

Cravens, Lassk,
Low, Marshall, and
Moncrief (2004)

Typologies of
control: high,
low,
bureaucratic,
clan

Treated
separately

155 AMA
members in
sales
positions
1042
industrial
salespeople
High control was associated with higher favorable
consequences of satisfaction, performance, and
organizational consequence.

Both process and output control reduced information
asymmetry and role ambiguity, but both were
associated with opportunistic behaviors.
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Challagalla and
Shervani (1997)

JBR

Output control - type
(Information,
reinforcements - dims)
Activity Control
(Information,
reinforcements)
Capability Control
(Information,
reinforcements)

Treated
separately

CHALLAGALLA AND SHERVANI’S CONTROL CONCEPTUALIZATION
Authors
Journal Controls
Treatment
Treated
Challagalla and
JM
Output control - type
separately
Shervani (1996)
(Information, rewards,
punishments - dims)
Activity Control
(Information, rewards,
punishments)
Capability Control
(Information, rewards,
punishment)

-“-

Sample
270
salespeople
in five
industrial
product
divisions of
two Fortune
500
companies

Consequences
Output information control was negatively associated
with supervisor role ambiguity. Output rewards were
negatively associated with performance and
satisfaction with the supervisor, Output punishments
had no significant effects. Activity information had
negative effects on both supervisor and customer role
ambiguity. Activity rewards had negative effects on
both supervisor and customer role ambiguity, and
positive effects on satisfaction with the supervisor.
Activity punishments increased both supervisor and
customer role ambiguity. Capability information
control reduced both supervisor and customer role
ambiguity, and increased satisfaction with the
supervisor. Capability rewards reduced supervisor
role ambiguity, and increased satisfaction with the
supervisor. Capability punishments reduced customer
role ambiguity, performance and satisfaction with the
supervisor.
Supervisor role ambiguity was reduced by output
information, activity information, activity rewards,
capability information, and capability rewards, and it
was increased by activity punishments. Supervisor
role ambiguity itself was negatively associated with
performance. Job tension was reduced by activity
rewards and capability information, and it was
increased by activity information and capability
punishments. Job tension was negatively related to
performance.
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JPSSM

JAMS

JBR

Challagalla,
Shervani and
Huber (2000)

Fang, Evans, and
Landry (2005)

Fang, Evans, and
Zou (2005)

Oucome, activity,
capability controls.

See Challagalla and
Shervani (1996)

Supervisory orientations,
based on output, activity,
and capability control

Separately

Treated
separately

Treated
separately

U.S. and
China

U.S.: 308
salespeople
China: 247
salespeople

239
salespeople
from 5
divisions of 2
Fortune 500
Companies

Chinese sample: moderately difficult goals facilitated
the positive effects of outcome control on outcome
performance.

Location moderated the effect of control orientation.
End-results orientation was associated with
satisfaction with the supervisor when salespeople
were co-located, whereas this relationship did not
exist with remote salespeople. Activity orientation was
negatively associated with satisfaction with the
supervisor for co-located salespeople and positively
associated with remote salespeople. Capability
orientation had positive effects on supervisor
satisfaction in the full sample.
Activity orientation was associated with performance
in the full sample and end-results orientation was not
related to performance. Capability orientation had a
positive effect on performance only with co-located
salespeople.
Outcome control negatively influences effortattributional ascriptions. Activity control negatively
affects strategy ascriptions. Capability control
negatively influences salespeople’
s ability ascriptions
(supported in the U.S. sample). Moderator effects
were also hypothesized, but these received only
partial support.
U.S. sample: moderately difficult goals facilitated the
positive effects of outcome control on outcome
performance. The positive effects of capability control
and activity control on behavior performance were
stronger when the goal difficulty was low.
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KYSELYLOMAKKEEN SAATTEEKSI

Arvoisa vastaanottaja,
Otin yritykseenne hiljattain yhteyttä puhelimitse. Kiitos, että päätitte osallistua väitöskirjatutkimukseeni.
Tutkimuksessani pyrin selvittämään myyntijohdon käyttämien palkkaus- ja valvontamenetelmien vaikutusta kenttämyyntihenkilöiden motivaatioon ja käyttäytymiseen, ja sitä kautta
myös suoriutumiseen. Väitöskirjani on osana kansainvälistä tutkimusyhteistyötä, joka tehdään
Aston Universityn (UK), Loughborough Universityn (UK) ja Lappeenrannan teknillisen yliopiston välillä.
Tämän kirjeen liitteenä olen lähettänyt yhden myynnin esimiehelle osoitetun kysymyslomakkeen, sekä 5 myyntihenkilöille osoitettua lomaketta. Jokaiselle lomakkeelle on myös oma palautuskuorensa, jonka postimaksu on jo maksettu. Olkaa hyvä ja täyttäkää itse myynnin esimiehelle tarkoitettu lomake ja antakaa myyntihenkilöille osoitetut lomakkeet palautuskuorineen alaisillenne täytettäväksi.
Vakuutan Teille, että vastaukset käsitellään luottamuksellisesti, ja että yhtään henkilöä tai yritystä ei voida saaduista tuloksista tunnistaa. Lomakkeiden kansisivulla oleva lomakenumero
on vain sitä varten, että voimme analyyseissämme yhdistää samasta yrityksestä tulleet vastaukset.
Toimitan jokaiselle osallistuvalle yritykselle tiivistelmän tutkimuksen tuloksista. Jos haluatte
vastaanottaa tiivistelmän tuloksista tai välttyä uusintapostitukselta, olkaa hyvä ja liittäkää
käyntikorttinne tai yhteystietonne vastauksenne mukaan. Jos Teillä on jotain kysyttävää tai
kommentoitavaa lomakkeesta, voitte ottaa minuun yhteyttä.
Lomakkeen täyttämisessä kulunee aikaa noin 20-60 minuuttia. Olisin erittäin kiitollinen jos
Teiltä ja alaisiltanne löytyisi aikaa lomakkeen täyttämiseen. Apunne on erittäin tärkeää väitöskirjatutkimukseni loppuunsaattamisessa. Kiitos ajastanne jo näin etukäteen.

Ystävällisin terveisin,

Anssi Tarkiainen

Yhteystietonne olen saanut yliopistolle ostetusta Kompass -tietokannasta

Appendix 3.

Motivation

Mot1
Mot2
Mot3
Mot4
Mot5
Mot6

Role ambiguity

Role conflict

Ramb1
Ramb2
Ramb3
Ramb4
Rc1
Rc2
Rc3
Rc4
Rc5
Rc6
Rc7

Internal locus of
control

Rc8
ILoc1
ILoc2
ILoc3

External locus of
control: chance

ELocc1
ELocc2

External locus of
control: others

ELocc3
ELocc4
ELoco1
ELoco2
ELoco3

Dysfunctional
behavior

Dfb1
Dfb2
Dfb3
Dfb4

When I perform well, I know it is for my own desire to achieve
I feel a great sense of personal satisfaction, when I do my job
well
Becoming successful in sales is something I really want to do
for me
My job increases my feeling of self-esteem
When I do my work well, it gives me a feeling of
accomplishment
When I perform my job well, it contributes to my personal
growth and development
I know exactly what my duties in this job are
I know exactly what is expected of me in this job
I know the scope of my job
I know exactly my authorities in this job
I have to do things which should be done differently
I receive assignments without the manpower to complete them
I have to buck a rule or policy in order to carry out an
assignment
I work with two or more groups who operate quite differently
I receive incompatible requests form two or more people
I do things which are apt to be accepted by one person and
not accepted by another
I receive assignments without adequate resources and
materials to execute them
I work on unnecessary things
My behavior can greatly influence my selling outcome
Sales performance is strongly related to the efforts I have
made
It is my firm belief that I can solely overcome the obstacles on
sales work
Becoming an outstanding salesperson depends mostly on
timing and opportunity
A prayer for good luck may quite possibly outweigh personal
ability and enthusiasm
My sales performance today rests on chance
I takes luck and good fortune to get a promotion
I believe that sales success is mostly influenced by powerful
others
Becoming a competent salesperson depends on the help from
some people in high positions
The accomplishment I can achieve is often in the hands of
powerful others
I tend to ignore certain job-related activities simply because
they are not monitored by the division.
I work on unimportant activities simply because they are
evaluated by upper management
Even if my productivity is inconsistent, I still try to make it
appear consistent
I have adjusted marketing data to make my performance
appear more in line with division goals

Dfb5
Dfb6

Selling orientation

So1
So2
So3
So4
So5

Customer
orientation

Co1
Co2
Co3
Co4
Co5

When presenting data to upper management, I try to
emphasize data that reflects favorably upon me
When presenting data to upper management, I try to avoid
being the bearer of bad news
I try to sell as much as I can, rather than
I find it necessary to stretch the truth in my sales presentations
I try to sell as much as I can to convince the customer to buy,
even if it is more than wise customers would buy
I paint a too rosy a picture of the products or services to make
them sound as good as possible
I make recommendations based on what I think I can sell and
not on the basis of customers’long-term satisfaction
I try to figure out a customer’
s needs
I have the customer’
s best interests in mind
I take a problem solving approach in selling products or
services to customers
I recommend products or services that are best suited to
solving problems
I try to find out which kinds of products or services would be
most helpful to customers

Less ethical behavior:
The following scenarios feature a salesperson called John. Please imagine that John
is a typical salesperson working in one of your company sales teams. Please read the
scenarios and, using the scale below, indicate how likely it is that John will act in the
way indicated in each scenario
(0 = Almost No Chance, 10 = Practically certain)
John is selling a number of office machines to a small service firm. The firm is ready to
order the top of the line machines, even though as far as John can see the firm has no
possible use for any of the extra features of this machine, and would be much better off
with a less expensive model. What is the probability that John would not explain this, but
would continue with the sale? (Lesb1)
John is negotiating the final details of a large order. The customer is insisting on one
minor point about the service that John doesn’t think he’ll be able to provide. John knows
he can clinch the sales by agreeing now; if necessary he can blame the company later for
not being able to come through with the service. What is the likelihood that John will
decide to agree to the customer’s request? (Lesb2)
John has one product which is selling like the proverbial hot cakes. John knows that he
can also sell other products in the product line by insisting that the “hit”product is
packaged with other, less popular, products in this line, even though he is bluffing. What
is the probability that John would use this strategy? (Lesb3)

John sold one of his major customers a large order which was delivered two weeks ago.
John has just discovered that the merchandise delivered was a slightly less sophisticated,
less expensive model that the one the customer ordered. John can’t believe it but the
customer simply did not notice the difference. What is the likelihood that John would
decide not to point out the mistake to the customer? (Lesb4)
John has found that exaggerating the seriousness of a customer’s problem can get the
customer to place a large order. How likely is it that John will continue to use this
approach? (Lesb5)
How likely is John to charge more to the buyers for whom he is the sole supplier, than he
does in a similar sales situation where he is competing with other buyers? (Lesb6)
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